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ABSTRACT
Optical tweezers are not new to biological applications but building a tweezers which
is versatile, automated, precise, stable and user-friendly is quite challenging. Such a
tweezers usually require not only a hefty budget but vast understanding of engineering of optomechanical systems. I describe in this dissertation a versatile, automated,
precise, stable and user-friendly optical tweezers that we developed for biomolecular
investigations under limited budget. I describe automation and control improvements
along with newly-developed surface detection software. I also describe cost-effective
optomechanical devices used in tweezers with potential for broader application. Finally, I present new results of single-molecule force spectroscopy of DNA overstretching as a function of water isotope type. Single DNA unzipping is also presented as a
proof of concept.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and theory of optical
tweezers
1.1

Introduction

Optical tweezers are not new to biological applications. Many techniques have been
developed to study the biomechanics of single DNA molecules and enzymes using optical tweezers. Motor proteins such as Kinesin and Myosin have been studied extensively using optical forces. Optical tweezers have the ability to apply picoNewton-level
forces to nanometer-size particles and measure the displacement with nanometer-level
precision. There are many practical challenges in building an optical trap, useful for
precise studies of biomolecular interactions. Of these many challenges, this dissertation will discuss successful methods for lowering the cost of the instrument, reducing
the time for alignment and calibration, and further automating the instrument to
permit the user to rapidly acquire precise and repeatable data. After detailing these
strategies, we demonstrate the success and utility of the instrument via studies of
the mechanical properties of single DNA molecules in water of low or high deuterium
content. This can be used to study the biomechanical properties of single-DNA
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molecules.
DNA plays an important role in many cellular functions. Mechanical properties of
DNA have been studied widely using various means. Single DNA molecules in solution
are also suitable to study polymer physics and moreover how different buffers affect
the stability of DNA [Wang 1997]. Our interest in the biomechanical properties of
DNA was inspired by the fact that the activity of water plays a critical role in the
mechanical properties of DNA and the interactions of proteins with DNA molecules.
In cells, the DNA is surrounded in water. For example, most human cells have
60 to 70% water, which is a very high osmotic pressure. The importance of water
has been widely ignored in DNA research and biophysical investigations in general
[Parsegian 1995]. Deuterium is the isotope of hydrogen and occurs naturally at about
.016% of regular water. We show that isotopic differences alone affect the mechanical
properties of DNA molecules. Future research will study how heavy water (water with
high deuterium content) affects protein-DNA interactions, which will provide new
insight into the role of water in protein-DNA interactions. This line of experiments
will also study the effects of osmotic pressure on DNA and protein-DNA interactions.
The experiment plan was to unzip and overstretch single DNA molecule fragments
with optical tweezers in presence of H2 O and D2 O. In the primary experiments,
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was overstretched in the presence of buffers suspended in H2 O and compared to DNA overstretched in D2 O. During DNA overstretching, DNA transforms from double-stranded DNA to two single-strand molecules at
a relatively flat, high force (F ≈ 65pN). We report that the average overstretching
force in D2 O is higher than H2 O, perhaps due to the significant increase in hydrogen
bonding for deuterium versus hydrogen.
Single molecule experiments are difficult to perform: The biological samples required hours of dedicated preparation and have very short life time, sometimes of the
order of minutes; our DNA samples lasted roughly an hour. Furthermore, optical
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tweezers are very sensitive to environmental factors such as airborne noise, thermal
drift, mechanical vibrations and air convection. Building a tweezers which was fast,
reliable, stable, precise, user friendly and versatile enough to perform a variety of
experiments is much facilitated by a large budget. The tweezers we designed and
constructed was a much lower budget, yet achieved all of the goals. In the dissertation I will discuss point by point the steps we took in building a fast, precise and
user friendly setup. The tweezers I designed was not just for DNA experiments but
it could handle many types of biomolecular research. One purpose of our lab was
to study interactions of the molecular Motor Kinesin with tubulin subunits of microtubules. But the instrument is also suitable for a wide range of other biophysical
studies, such as RNA polymerase, antibody-antigen interactions, and even cellular
interactions. Also, the tweezers were designed such that with minor changes it can
be converted into holographic optical tweezers which allows for multiple, dynamic
optical traps in the sample plane.
The dissertation is organized such that it will give a complete view to a reader
about design and construction of an automated and user-friendly optical tweezers.
And also how it is calibrated and used for DNA experiments. In chapter 1 I discuss
the physics of optical tweezers. In chapter 2 I will discuss the design considerations,
design and construction, and the major problems encountered in this project and their
solutions. I will also discuss the devices and techniques I developed to facilitate some
important functions of tweezers and to resolve some critical design issues like noise
and temperature stability. Working under limited budget was a major hurdle in this
project but I managed to succeed while developing a sensitive and accurate optical
tweezers as demonstrated by the DNA overstretching experiments. I will discuss costreduction strategies ranging from LEGO toys to a commercial air fresher to an old
mechanical type writer to build this tweezers. I strive to give sufficient information
in the main body with additional information organized in Appendix A and B, and
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references.
One of the major requirements for tweezers was the speed of acquiring data from
many individual molecules, which cannot be met without good control and automation. In chapter 3 (control and automation) I will discuss some of the software and
hardware I developed to facilitate the new techniques I used to automate the different part of the tweezers. Data acquisition programs and hardware with data analysis
programs are also discussed in this chapter. I developed a technique for finding the
specimen surface and used it in calibration and data acquisition (most of the hardware
we used was from National Instruments and programs were written in LabVIEW 7.1
and 2009V). All the programs are general and have been written to accommodate
variety of experiments.
To perform accurate measurements with tweezers, it is necessary to have it precisely calibrated and have all the active components precisely characterized. Chapter
4 will discuss the characterization and calibration of optical tweezers and components.
Data acquisition, material and methods, and data analysis with results is discussed
in the last chapter 5 (data acquisition and results).
The tweezers we built performed very well for a limited-budget design; it is fast,
reliable, precise and very user friendly. The tweezers design we were improving could
acquire 10 to 15 data sets per hour. The tweezers we designed allows for about 4 times
the rate of data acquisition. Data acquisition speed is now primarily limited by users
ability of finding good tethers. Noise in data is limited to the performance of optical
table isolators and thermal drifts are limited to the temperature drifts in the lab.
The results show that the devices and techniques I developed worked successfully
and provide a bench mark for future improvements. Automation is important for
enabling biophysical discoveries; if a complicated scientific instrument is really user
friendly it will improve the data quality and speed which would be very beneficial for
a researcher-see how the utility of atomic force microscopy has greatly improved over
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the past couple of decades. We demonstrate this capability in our results section for
DNA overstretching experiments in water of differing hydrogen isotope content.
First, I will review some physics of optical tweezers before moving into the design
and construction chapter.

1.2

Theory of optical trap

Physics of the optical trap can be explained in terms of the size of the particle (micro
sphere/bead) relative to the wavelength of the trapping light. Particle size (diameter)
in comparison to the wavelength decides which approach (model) is better: Ray
optics, electric-dipole approximation or electromagnetic field model.

Figure 1.1: Pictorial view of all three models; trapping wavelength vs. trapped bead
diameter.

When the wavelength is larger than the diameter, electric-dipole model is used
(λ > d: Rayleigh regime (WLDR; wavelength larger than the diameter Rayleigh
regime)), and when it is smaller ray optics model is used (λ < d: Mie regime (WSDM;
wavelength smaller than the diameter Mie regime)). But there is a discrepancy here;
8

neither model is appropriate when the particle is in intermediate regime (d ≈ λ),
unfortunately most of the bio-applications are in this regime (we will have to extend
Mie theory to the case of highly convergent beam); figure 1.1. But experimentally this
case is no different. Forces for this case can be fairly-easily approximated thorough
the ray model.

1.2.1

Ray optics model

In the ray optics (also called
geometrical optics) regime, the
Gaussian beam can be decomposed into individual rays, each
with its own intensity, direction
and polarization propagates in a
straight line of uniform refractive medium, and follows Snell’s
law at the interfaces. Each ray
has the characteristics of a plane
wave of zero wavelengths which
changes the direction (reflection
and refraction) at interface.
A graphic view of simple ray
model is shown in the figure
1.2. The trap consists of incident parallel rays with an arbitrary polarization. The rays enFigure 1.2: Ray model for three different cases;
green lines are input and output rays, blue lines show
ture) objective (such the one we the momentum change and red is resultant force
(combination of scattering and gradient force).

ter a high NA (numerical aper-
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are using) and focus to a dimensionless focal point.
Figure 1.2: Middle figure when focal point is below the bead center, each ray is
reflected twice and refracted thrice at interfaces. At the points of refraction there is
a momentum change (blue line) in the direction closely orthogonal to the direction of
the refracted ray. So there is an equal and opposite optical force (red line) for each
ray when it leaves the sphere. The direction of this force (gradient force) is closely
orthogonal to the direction of refracted ray and opposite to the direction of momentum
change. At reflection the force is in the direction of the original ray (scattering force).
The combination of these forces is called the trapping force (resultant force). The
forces act through the sphere center; in this case the resultant force is towards the
focal point from the bead center vertically downward and hence pulls the bead down
into the trap. When the focal point is above the bead center the resultant force is
still towards the focal point in the direction of the light and hence pushes the bead
up to the trap center. When the focal point is on the side of the bead center the force
is horizontal towards the focal point transverse to the direction of pointing vector
and hence the bead moves left. For simplification the resultant force can always
be drawn from the bead center (tail of the red arrow) to the focal point over the
range of trapping distances. For computation the directions of the forces and rays
are measured relative to beam axis and surface normal [Ashkin 1992].
A ray is incident on the sphere at an angle θ to the surface normal. The linear
momentum of light of wavelength λo can be expressed as:
E
c

p=

(1.1)

Where p is the momentum, E is energy and c is the speed of light.

F =

dP
dt
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(1.2)

F is the force from Newtons second law. Force can be written as:

F =Q

nm P
c

(1.3)

Where P is the incident power, Q is the dimensionless factor (trapping efficiency)
and nm is the refractive index of the medium. Q defines the trapping efficiency which
depends upon the NA (objective), trapping wavelength, polarization, mode profile
(laser), index of refraction and geometry of the particle. Value of Q is in between
0 and 1. Since most scattering spheres are in the aqueous medium (water) of some
refractive index nm , the effective refractive index of the particle is n =

np
;
nm

where np

is particle (bead) refractive index in vacuum. In our case we used Polystyrene beads
with refractive index of 1.6 and effective refractive index of 1.2 in H2 O and D2 O.
The force on the particle can be divided into two: Gradient Force and Scattering
Force. Total force is a combination of these two forces. Computation of the total
force on the sphere consists of summing the contributions of each ray entering the
aperture at the radius r with respect to the beam axis. The effect of neglecting the
finite size of the actual beam focus is negligible for spheres much larger than the
wavelength. The point focus of the convergent beam gives the right direction and
momentum of the each ray with polarization. The rays then reflect and refract at
the surface (interface) of the sphere (bead) giving rise to the optical forces. But
highly convergent Gaussian beam (preferably TEM00 ) is problematic for ray optics
model. We are ignoring the curvature of the phase-front, taking it as planar, which
is not correct. A Gaussian beam has a planar wave-front at the focus which changes
to highly curved as beam moves to the far-field (distance larger than the Rayleigh
range in paraxial approximation). The expansion angle (diffraction angle) for highly
convergent beam (due to high NA) can be as large as 60o and does not fit with the
geometrical optics model. The Gaussian beam propagation formula is strictly correct
only for a transverse polarized beam in the limit of small far-field diffraction angle
11

(paraxial approximation). This formula therefore provides a poor description of a
highly convergent beam for an optical trap.
The proper wave description of a highly convergent beam is much more complex
than the Gaussian beam formula. It involves strong axial electric field components
at the focus and requires use of the vector wave equations as opposed to the scalar
wave equation used for Gaussian beams. So this model does not fit around and at the
region of the focal spot, but it is fairly close in the far-field (In our case diffraction
angle is 64.5o (half angle).).
Over some range of NA the scattering force is higher than the gradient force; high
NA is required to create a stable trap. High NA creates highly convergent angle
and small spot size (beam waist), small spot size creates highly divergent angle, as
divergent angle gets closer to the convergent angle the ray model starts failing. So
only a range of NA is suited for the ray model.
Force can be calculated by considering a single ray of power P hitting a dielectric
sphere at the incident angle θ with incident momentum of

nm P
c

per second. The

total (net) force on the sphere is the sum contributions due to reflected ray and
many emergent refracted rays (due to multiple internal reflections). The total force
is divided into two: Scattering force (FZ , Fs ) in the direction of the original incident
ray and the gradient force (FY , Fg ) orthogonal to the direction of refracted ray. The
forces are given by:


nm P
T 2 [cos (2θ − 2φ) + Rcos (2θ)]
FZ = Fs =
1 + Rcos(2θ) −
c
1 + R2 + 2Rcos (2φ)


nm P
T 2 [sin (2θ − 2φ) + Rsin (2θ)]
FY = Fg =
Rcos(2θ) −
c
1 + R2 + 2Rcos (2φ)

(1.4)

(1.5)

Where θ is the angle of incidence and φ is the angle of refraction (Snell’s law). R and
T are Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients. Since R and T are polarization
dependent the force will be different for different TE (s) and TM (p) polarizations
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in different directions. These formulas are summed over all the scattered rays and
therefore exact [Ashkin 1992].
The absolute magnitude of the force is the vector sum of all the components:

Fmag =

q
Fs2 + Fg2

(1.6)

Qmag =

q
Q2s + Q2g

(1.7)

Where F is the force and Q is the trapping efficiency. For optimum trapping efficiency,
θ (incident angle) has to be optimized by selecting high NA objective and overfilling
the back aperture.

1.2.2

Electric dipole model

When the wavelength of the light is much larger than the particle diameter (.1λo > d),
this approach is useful. In figure 1.3 the laser is TM (p) polarized. The high intensity
induces

dipole

moment

and

particle

behaves

like

a

The negative charge is stretched
in the electric field direction by
distance d and gives p = q.d polarization (q is the charge). The
polarization is proportional to
the electric field, and the force
on the dipole is proportional to
electric field gradient and polarization by Lorentz force.
For TM00 Gaussian mode intensity profile, the highest inFigure 1.3: Electric dipole model for TM
tensity gradient is towards the polarization.
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dipole.

beam axis so, as the force on the
dipole. The trapping force is decomposed into two: Gradient force and Rayleigh scattering force. The gradient force is given by Lorentz force [Ashkin 1986]:


dx
Fg = q E +
×B
dt


(1.8)

Where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields. Gradient force in terms of
refractive index, bead radius and intensity gradient is given by:

Fg =

n3m



n2 − 1
n2 + 2



r3 ∇Io

(1.9)

Where nm is the refractive index of medium and n is the effective refractive index
of bead (particle). The gradient force is proportional to the third power of the bead
radius r and to the intensity gradient of the beam (particle feels an attraction force
towards the region of high intensity). The force is analogous to the eq 1.4 of the ray
model. Stable trapping requires that the gradient force be grater then the scattering
force (scattering force pushes the trapped bead upward away from the focus). High
intensity gradient results in high gradient force so high NA objective is required to
create high intensity gradient.
Scattering force is given by Rayleigh scattering: Over Rayleigh regime the particle
is much smaller than the spot size, the electric field is uniform over the particle cross
section and it can be taken as single point scattering source. Thus the force is given
by:
F s = nm

hPs i σ
c

(1.10)

Ps is the scattered power and σ is scattering cross section. Force for Gaussian beam
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profile is given by:

2  2 
128π 5 r6 nm Io (n2 − 1)
πωo
Fs =
3λ4o
c (n2 + 2)
2

(1.11)

Since the scattering is isotropic over the cross section; the net momentum is transferred in the forward direction. For a bead the criteria for the axial stability of the
trap is given by ratio R; the ratio of the backward axial gradient force to the forwardscattering force, must be greater than the unity at the position of maximum axial
intensity gradient[Ashkin 1986]. For a Gaussian beam of focal spot ω o this occurs at
the axial position:
πωo
z=√
3λo

(1.12)

√ " 2 # 5
Fg
3 3
nm
λo
R=
=
≥1
2 −1)
5
3
(n
Fs
64π
r ωo2
2

(1.13)

(n +2)

This condition strictly applies to the Rayleigh regime where the particle diameter
.1λo > d. The gradient force is polarization dependent, for linearly polarized light
the gradient force will be higher in the direction of the electric field. So the stiffness
along the electric field will be higher than the stiffness in the transverse direction
(ratio of the two stiffness will depend on the ratio of the polarizations). For circularly
polarized light it will be distributed over the transverse plane of the particle, which is
normal to the poynting vector). In our setup the beads are much bigger than criteria;
.1λo > d. For this size (bead diameter .530 to 1.04µm) the model accuracy is 30% but
still the stiffness is higher along the direction of polarization in specimen plane. To
have an advantage of it we overstretch DNA along the direction of polarization; which
is TM (p) polarized in sample plane along X direction (see design and construction
section for more details).
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1.2.3

Electromagnetic field model (intermediate size regime)

EMF (electromagnetic field model) is applied when the particle diameter is .2λo ≤ d
≤ 1.5λo (λo is the wavelength in the medium). Unfortunately we are in this regime
because of using .530 and 1.04µm diameter beads at 1064nm trapping wavelength.
For such particles diffraction effects are significant which we have been ignoring in the
previous models. And for highly convergent (high NA) beams, the vector character
of the EM field cannot be neglected (paraxial approximation; RO(ray optics) model
uses scalar form). Such factors make it difficult to compute forces in this regime.
The time-averaged force due to an arbitrary particle is given by the integral over the
surface enclosing the particle [Svoboda 1994]:


I
Tij nj da

Fi =

(1.14)

s

Where Tij is the Maxwell stress tensor, nj is the outward unit normal vector, and the
brackets denote temporal average of the force. Where Tij is:


1
1
Ei Ej + Bi Bj − (Ei Ej + Bi Bj ) δi j
Tij =
4π
2

1
hF i =
4π

Z
0

2π

Z
0

π



(1.15)


1
Ei Ej + Bi Bj − (Ei Ej + Bi Bj ) rb
× r2 sinθdθdφ | r>a
2
(1.16)

Where  is the electric permittivity of the medium, r is the radius of the closed surface
and a is the radius of the bead. The difficulty lies in deriving all six components
(x,y,z or θ,ρ,φ) of E and B at the surface of the particle, because the field includes
contributions from the incident beam as well as the scattered and internal fields.
Force can be estimated using eq 1.16 with following steps:
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• To solve Helmholtz equation, a vector potential function which can be expanded
in infinite series, is used. First term in the series represents the paraxial approximation. Second and fourth represent third and fifth order corrections (only
even terms are taken). The Gaussian parameter s helps in deciding the order
which must be used in approximation. s is defined as [Barton 1989]:

s=

λo
2πωo

(1.17)

The accuracy of any order corrections depends on s, as s approaches 1 any
order corrections are not accurate. And the model starts failing. Generally
this happens when the beam waist approaches ωo < .2λo . The infinite-series
represents the incident and scattered fields using the Ricatti-Bessel and spherical
harmonic functions.
• Solving the scattering coefficients by evaluation of the boundary conditions at
the sphere surface.
• Determine an exact expression for the radial component of the incident Gaussian
beam.
• Derive the expansion coefficients that describe the incident Gaussian beam.
• Once the scattering and expansion coefficients are known, the EM forces can
be determined from the above given Maxwell stress tensor.
As we already know for highly convergent beam the paraxial approximation given by
the 0th order term is not valid anymore, this problem is solved up to an extent by
addition terms that describe both the transverse and axial field components present
in the beam at focus [Barton 1988].
However the field expressions for the Gaussian beam are not exact solutions to
the Maxwell equations regardless of the level of approximation. Therefore there will
17

be some error in the predicted forces, and it becomes significant when evaluating the
case of a large particle held within a trapping beam. The approximation used in the
EMF model is the primary limitation as we have seen above, to determine the radial
component of the incident electric field. Because the field expressions used to describe
the Gaussian laser beam are not exact solutions to Maxwell equations, the resulting
boundary conditions are fit poorly at the surface of the sphere when the sphere size
is larger than the spot size. One alternative of using high-order corrections to the
Gaussian laser beam in this size regime is to treat the focusing of the laser beam as a
diffraction problem. Recent calculations employing the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction
integral, suggest that it may be possible to determine the EM fields at the focus for
highly converging laser beams using Fourier transform techniques.

1.3

Discussion

The behavior of the particle within the trap can be understood by examining the
forces acting on the particle. Radiation forces are not alone in the trap; gravity,
buoyancy, Stokes drag, and radiometric forces are part of it. Participation of these
forces is very important in estimation and measurement of the trapping forces on
the particle in the specimen (I will discuss how drag is used to calibrate the optical
tweezers in chapter 4.).
Regardless of the model, trapping and radiometric forces are sensitive to some
parameters: Trapping beam and its focus (beam convergence (NA and overfilling the
back aperture), spot size, beam profile), polarization, effective refractive index (water
immersion objective to control aberrations) of particle and laser power (power fluctuations) are such parameters (I collected all the information regarding the parameters
before calibrating the trap).
In RO (ray optics) model the NA and over filling of the back aperture are critical
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parameters. By using a high NA objective (and overfilling its back aperture) the
axial Q (trapping efficiency) is optimized. Axial Q is also a strong function of the
location of the focal spot with respect to the specimen plane (lower surface) due
to the fact that objectives intended for biological research are usually designed to
image objects very close to the specimen plane to minimize spherical aberrations.
Aberrations can be minimized by using a water immersion objective (DNA samples
are usually observed in aqueous samples) with cover glass thickness correction collar
(like the one we have).
Axial Q in RO model does not depend on the particle radius but for the particles
smaller than 20µm Q drops with radius (considering trapping wavelength of 1.06µm
here). Q is most sensitive to NA than radius for particles above 10µm. In fact, for
such a case NA determines whether or not trapping is possible. So, for RO model
strong 3D trapping requires the largest possible convergence angle with the smallest
spot size. For EMF model Q depends heavily on NA and the radius (r) of particle; the
dependence becomes more significant when particle diameter reaches the wavelength
(trapping). On other hand for ED (electric dipole)model the dependence on r is r3 .
While in RO model transverse trapping efficiency is not significantly dependent on r
when the particle is bigger than 10µm.
Polarization is important in all three models for transverse efficiency. For linearly
polarized light efficiency is higher in the direction of electric field in all three models.
The difference can be eliminated if the laser is circularly polarized for 3D trapping.
In our setup trap is unidirectional (X direction) so we prefer linearly polarized light
in X direction.
Both RO and EMF models have regions of applicability over particle diameter.
For large particles (d ≥ 10µm at wavelength of 1064nm), the RO model has sufficient
accuracy and is the simplest to use. When the particle diameter is less than 10µm, the
RO model becomes less accurate, and the more complex EMF model is applicable.
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Unfortunately, errors in the EM field calculations become prohibitive even for the
fifth-order field corrections when the particle diameter is larger than .2λµm for a
laser of spot size ∼.4λ (we use .530 and 1.040µm diameter beads with spot size of
416nm at wavelength of 1064nm). Thus there is still a range of ∼.2-10µm of particle
diameters for which neither model is sufficiently accurate to describe the laser-particle
interaction (for trapping wavelength of 1064nm). For very small particles ∼.1λ ED
model appears to fit. RO model is seen to be highly accurate for the prediction of the
axial and reasonably accurate for prediction of the transverse forces in the size regime
d > 10µm (trapping wavelength 1064nm). The RO model has a reduced accuracy
below 10µm; for 1µm diameter beads, the measured Q was comparable for transverse
trapping and was lower by nearly a factor of 5 for axial trapping. RO regime is
applicable above 10µm and EMF is below 1µm. The EMF model has some problems
in the region d ≈ 1µm (trapping wavelength also ≈ 1µm) and more work is to be
done to increase the accuracy in this region. All the models are power dependent,
trap stiffness (force) increases as the power increases, but the maximum power is set
by the absorption of the bead, and so as the maximum force.
No current model is reliable in the computation of the trapping forces for particular
region (.2λ > d < 1.5λ) and trapping geometries, so these forces are determined
empirically. Forces in this region can be easily measured experimentally. To perform
accurate measurements, it is necessary to calibrate the trap. The force in the trap
can be measured using overdamped spring model and calculating the trap stiffness
and sensitivity (which measures the relative position of bead within the trap) from it.
These two parameters are calibrated to measure the force. I discuss the calibration
in great detail in the chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Design and construction of optical
tweezers
2.1

Introduction

An advanced optical tweezers is relatively complicated to design using conventional
inverted light microscopes. Fundamentally, two rules must be observed: First, a
single-mode laser beam should be introduced into microscope in such a way as not to
interfere with normal microscope functions and bought to a tight focus at the specimen plane using high NA objective. The essential elements are trapping and detection
lasers, beam expansion and steering optics, alignment assistance optics, a high NA
objective, a trapping chamber holder (sample), camera assembly for specimen observation, position sensor and enclosure for environmental isolation. Each element
is a group of components to perform the relevant functionality. Before constructing an Optical Tweezers the following design considerations should be addressed.
In subsequent chapters, I will discuss the design and construction. Some of these
considerations are results of my experience and efforts to improve our OT capability.
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2.2

Design considerations

I designed the optical tweezers to perform DNA overstretching and unzipping experiments (but not limited too) with great stability and precision. A fast, userfriendly and automated instrument was the second challenge. DNA overstretching
requires > 65pN of force which requires .62pN/nm/W of stiffness with .530µm diameter polystyrene beads. This was the minimum requirements for the trap to overstretch. All the optical elements were chosen based on this criterion. For design
considerations the setup can be divided into two parts: Laser-part and Microscopepart.

Figure 2.1: Laser-part of optical tweezers.

The Laser-part of the Optical Tweezers had trapping (IR) and alignment lasers
(He-Ne), AOM (acousto-optic modulator), beam expansion optics, slow and fast shutters, alignment assistance optics, and periscope assembly; figure 2.1.
The microscope-part had inverted microscope, trap steering optics assembly, cam-
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Figure 2.2: Microscope-part of optical tweezers.

era assembly, sample holder stage assembly, QPD (quadrant photodiode) sensor assembly, dichroic holder stage assembly; objective side and condenser side, filter assembly, objective and Z-piezo, condenser and microscope fiber illuminator; figure 2.2.
Control and automation (hardware and software) was an important part of the tweezers discussed in control and automation chapter. Both parts of the optical tweezers
were built and composed to fit in separate environment isolation enclosures. I start
with laser-part.

2.2.1

Laser-part

The laser-part had some very important components out of which lasers were more
important. I used two lasers; IR (1064nm-infrared) laser for trapping and position
detection and He-Ne (633nm-Helium and Neon) for optics alignment and surface
detection through microscope eyepiece.
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Trapping laser
The basic requirement for a trapping and position detection laser is to deliver a single
mode output, in this case a Gaussian TEM00 mode with an excellent pointing stability
and low power fluctuation in CW mode (continuous wave). A TEM00 mode focuses
to the smallest diameter (diffraction limited) spot (at beam waist) and will therefore produce the most efficient optical trap. Pointing instabilities lead to unwanted
displacements of the optical trap position in the specimen plane, whereas the power
fluctuations lead to temporal variations in the optical tap stiffness. In our setup a
10mW power fluctuation could lead to .95pN of force change for .530µm (diameter)
polystyrene beads. Pointing stability can be remedied by coupling the trapping laser
to an optical fiber or by imaging the effective pivot point of the laser pointing instability into the front focal plane of the objective. However, using optical fiber introduces
precious power loss due to coupling and adds additional power fluctuations.
Trap stiffness is also polarization dependent; in our case the optical trap was two
dimensional because the DNA was overstretched in X-Z plane. So it was important to
get X-linear polarization direction light in specimen plane. Polarization maintaining
optical fiber could be used to maintain the linear polarization in desired direction but
would introduce extra cost and complication to the setup.
Wavelength is important when biological materials are trapped, particularly for in
vitro trapping of cells or small organisms[Neuman 1999]. There is a window of relative
transparency in the near infrared portion of the spectrum (∼ 750-1200nm), located
in the region between the absorption of proteins in the visible and the increasing
absorption of water towards the infrared [Neuman 2004]. In our experiments no
biological materials were to be trapped so the optimal choice of trapping wavelength
would depend on the transmission of the wavelength through the tapping material
(polystyrene), availability of optics (objective) at that wavelength and the cost.
Considering all the criteria we decided to go for 1064nm 2W Nd: YAG Crys32

taLaser Model No:CL1064-2W0-O IR-laser. For a good design some of the beam
parameters such as waist diameter and location, polarization and propagation factor,
and mode profile should be known in advance. Some of these specifications were
given by manufactures but it was important to verify them experimentally (CrystaLaser specifications) before designing the optical path for tweezers. I discuss theses
in more detail in Appendix A.

Alignment and surface detection laser
I used 633nm 2mW He-Ne manufactured by Hughes laser Model No.30989 for optics
alignment and surface detection (of specimen through microscope eyepiece). Invisible
trapping laser is hard to align through microscope. I developed an easy way to
align two lasers (invisible or visible) simultaneously with great accuracy using two
webcams, a custom written LabVIEW program and a thread (webcams are cheap
and very sensitive to IR so excellent candidate for this)(Easy way to align two laser
beams). My idea was to align He-Ne and IR lasers on the top of each other and then
just use He-Ne to align the entire downstream optics (microscope-part). Alignment
with He-Ne was also safer over IR.
In nanometer resolution it was hard to identify the specimen surface through
eyepiece. The success of DNA experiments required acquiring data on the lower
surface. In white light illumination the upper and lower surfaces of specimen looked
alike making very hard to identify the lower surface. He-Ne solved this problem
by index mismatch induced reflection at the surfaces. In specimen slide there were
three reflecting surfaces in which lower surface was in middle (the light is internally
reflected). Being aware of that, the lower surface could be easily found through
eyepiece. He-Ne was used only for alignment and surface detection hence did not
require knowing the details of beam profile.
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Acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
Laser-power modulation is essential for any experimental scheme with Optical Tweezers. Trap stiffness is linearly related to available power in the trap. By modulating the
power the stiffness can be modulated hence the trapping force on the trapped object is
modulated. Several experiment schemes like force-loading clamp and velocity clamp
requires very fast (in order of microseconds) power modulation. DNA-overstretching
and unzipping experiments also required power modulation many times during a single data-set acquisition. DNA experiments were geometry dependent; for two data
sets to be consistent, it was very important to have a repeatable geometry. This
required having the trap very close to DNA tether center every time a DNA tether
was pulled. It was done manually by switching the trap (laser) on/off and adjusting
its position carefully many times over the tether center. The AOM provided this fast
switching capability.
We controlled this feature by a footswitch. An AOM could be connected through
National Instruments DAQ (data acquisition box) to a footswitch; by pressing or releasing the switch the trap could be turned on/off. We chose acousto-optic modulator
for this functionality for following reasons. AOM was fast (in order of nanoseconds)
and reliable, it could be controlled by a LabVIEW program and could also be used
as acousto-optic deflector (AOD) if planned to steer the trap. It was very versatile
(power could be modulated in any way) and could be used with a footswitch. We
used Gooch & Housego AOM Model No.R23080-2-1.06 with driver Model No.210802AS-5V.
Design wise, AOM location relative to the laser was an important consideration
; it was due to the fact that diffraction efficiency and timing depends on the beam
waist diameter inside the crystal( smaller was better). The measured beam diameter
at the laser output window was 1.7mm in comparison to 2mm acoustic aperture size
of AOM. The beam waist diameter was smallest of 1.26mm at 612.5mm away from
34

the laser output; it was better to have AOM at beam waist.
Thermal drift was another parameter for design consideration; it could cause X-Y
signal drift at QPD. This problem could be solved by using an optical fiber. But
optical fiber has its own problems as we know. Another solution was imaging the
crystal plane at the back aperture of the objective. Drift could be minimized by
designing the beam expansion and steering optics to image the AOM crystal plane at
the back aperture of the objective.

Figure 2.3: Model of AOM and Bragg mount.

For optimum diffraction efficiency (optimize the power output in 1st order diffracted
beam), the AOM had to be installed such that it could be moved in the X-Y plane
transverse to the beam axis and rotated in X-Z plane pivoting at the Y axis (diffraction angle; angle between beam axis (0th order) and crystal normal in Z direction).
For this purpose, I used a Gooch & Housego Bragg mount of Model No.7100. Figure
2.3 shows a model of AOM with Bragg mount dashed line shows the direction in
which AOM can be moved and rotated.
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Beam expansion optics
The trapping efficiency of an optical trap depends on NA of an objective. A high NA
objective (typically 1.2 to 1.4) is required to produce an intensity gradient sufficient
to overcome the scattering force and produce a stable optical trap [Svoboda 1994].
For a Gaussian beam the intensity gradient is highest around the beam axis. If
the beam waist diameter is expanded such the highest intensity region fills the back
aperture of the objective completely the optimum trapping efficiency can be achieved
by producing the highest intensity gradient at the focal plane of the objective; figure
2.4. This is called overfilling the back aperture.
In Figure 2.4 a and b are two rays
emitting a partially overfilled high NA
objective. Ray a carries higher intensity than ray b; higher intensity produces higher momentum change hence
higher gradient force. By spreading out
the higher intensity region the gradient
force can be increased to achieve optimum trapping efficiency.
Good collimation and imaging (AOM
crystal plane) is the second requirement
for expansion optics: Collimation can be
simultaneously achieved with beam expansion but the imaging of the crystal Figure 2.4: Paraxial ray diagram of
overfilled back aperture.

plane at back aperture of objective to
minimize the signal drift is tedious: A beam expander can be used.
There are two types of beam expander configurations: Galilean and Keplerian;
figure 2.5. Galilean is also commercially available. Galilean beam expander is shorter
36

in length and in many models a positive lens is used before a negative relay lens to
achieve variable magnification. Galilean beam expander is short and hence minimizes
the optical path which is subjected to air turbulences. Longer optical paths are
subjected to more air turbulences. Galilean can produce higher magnification over
a shorter length which makes their use more suitable. But due to negative lens it
cannot image the crystal plane at the back aperture of the objective. I tried Thorlabs
model No.BE02-05-B but it made the drift worse; X-Y signal drift of an order of few
volts in comparison to Kepelerian with few millivolts drift (see Appendix A for more
details). The ray diagrams of both the expanders are given in the figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Ray diagrams of Keplerian and Galilean beam expanders.

Keplerian was the right choice for beam expansion and imaging. The optical path
length was longer but it was not a problem because the setup was enclosed to avoid
any turbulences. The back aperture of the objective was 8.5mm in comparison to
1.26mm beam waist diameter at the crystal plane; this required the magnification of
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6.7X. Beam expander had two plano-convex lenses (flat parts facing each other) with
125mm and 850mm focal lengths. This gave a magnification of 6.8X with output
beam waist diameter of 8.6mm. Both the lenses were installed on 3D stage made
off X-Y translation stage from Newport Model No.460A-XY and translating optical
post from Thorlabs Model No.TRT2. See more details in construction section and
Appendix A.

Slow and fast laser shutters
Laser safety is very important during the experiments especially when high power
invisible laser is involved. We use 1064nm 2W class IV laser: According to Wikipedia
(Laser safety); a class IV laser can burn the skin, or cause devastating and permanent
eye damage as a result of direct, diffuse or indirect beam viewing. These lasers may
ignite combustible materials, and thus may represent a fire risk. These hazards may
also apply to indirect or non-specular reflections of the beam, even from apparently
matte surfaces-meaning that great care must be taken to control the beam path.
During construction, alignment or experiment I was always at the risk of getting
exposed to IR radiation. Protective eye wear helped but it could not protect the
other body parts. During the experiments I needed to look through the eyepiece
many times to adjust the specimen or to find the right DNA tethers; with eye wear
the task was quite challenging. And it was also not safe to turn the laser on/off many
times over day after day, it might affect the laser life time. AOM could be used to
control the beam, but it was not safe for two reasons: I noticed a weak diffracted
beam coming out of AOM even at zero RF-input voltage so the 1st order diffracted
beam could never be turned off completely by AOM. Secondly, the AOM was located
612.5mm away from the laser head and caused huge scattering at the crystal and
beam stopper.
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Slow laser shutter A good option for the design was a shutter next to laser with
beam fully enclosed. There were many good commercially available shutter systems
but all very expensive considering our low budget. I needed a shutter which was
durable, reliable and could be controlled by an ordinary power supply. The shutter
should have been equipped with sensors to warn about any possible malfunctions.

Fast laser shutter DNA experiments were geometry dependent; for two data sets
to be consistent it was very important to have a repeatable geometry. For that it
was required to put the trap very closely to DNA tether center every time a DNA
tether was stretched. It was done manually by switching the trap (laser) on/off and
adjusting its position over tether center many times. I used AOM; controlling it
with a footswitch through NI-DAQ. By pressing the footswitch the RF-input voltage
to AOM-driver (by DAQ) was changed to zero and the trap was turned OFF. The
opposite was true to turn the trap ON. Over a year this scheme worked fine then AOM
started producing oscillations when the voltage was increased from zero to turn the
trap ON, the oscillations were produced in the beginning and die out over 3 to 4
seconds which made data acquisition problematic (see figure A.4 in Appendix A). I
investigated the issue and also send it to the manufacturer but the issue could not be
resolved. So I decided to overpass AOM and use a fast shutter for this functionality:
To replace this functionality the shutter had to be fast, reliable and controllable
through a footswitch. More details are available in construction section and Appendix
A.

Periscope assembly
Periscope assembly was the last component of the laser part to be considered in
advance. It was used to separate the optical path in upstream and downstream
parts. The upstream part had the expansion optics, mirrors, fast shutter, beam
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stopper, AOM, slow shutter and IR laser. The downstream part had the steering lens
assembly, dichroic, objective, condenser and QPD assembly.
Downstream optics was very hard to align with upstream optics for following reasons: The optics were at different directions and planes (figure 2.6), and the downstream optics had a dichroic (below objective) which had to be aligned with objective
with great accuracy.

Figure 2.6: Model of periscope assembly. Two orthogonal downstream and upstream
mirrors are mounted on two vertical downstream and upstream stages (Coordinate system
is changed upon second reflection).

Downstream optics had microscope and a dichroic at ≈ 45o . The microscope
was hard to align because of structural limitations. The dichroic was hard to align
because it had to fit at the center of optical axis of microscope. So in downstream I
had three independent components; 1st lens of steering assembly, dichroic stage (with
2nd lens of steering assembly and dichroic) and microscope (with the objective and
condenser). Once these three were aligned the QPD assembly was easy to align. The
three components could be aligned with one upstream and downstream mirrors but
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the task was rather tedious.
An easy solution was a three directional periscope shown in figure 2.6. The
periscope had two orthogonal mirrors at 45o mounted on two separate vertical linear
stages (in Y direction). The vertical stages were mounted on a post on two directional
(X-Z) linear base stages with an optical post (coordinate system is taken before first
reflection). The mirrors were used to align the beam through the back aperture of the
objective and 2nd steer lens of trap steering assembly. Then the vertical stages were
used to move the beam in X-Y plane (downstream) without hurting the alignment.
It allowed the dichroic to align with objective without using the mirrors; this made
the alignment process much easier and faster.

2.2.2

Microscope-part

For design consideration the
most important part of the
microscope-part was microscope itself. The beam optical path had to be managed such it would not interfere with regular microscope functions and microscope would be such that
it made the design easier. Microscope had to be
customized such the beam

Figure 2.7: Model of Olympus IX71 microscope ready to
could be easily directed to be introduced in the setup with all the non essential
components removed.

the objective and recorded
by the position sensor. And the specimen could be illuminated from one direction
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and recorded from other direction with all other components composed around the
microscope.

Microscope
We decided to use Olympus Model No.IX71 inverted microscope. I started customizing it by removing all the external non-optical components including dichroic holder
stage and halogen lamp assembly. Figure 2.7 shows Olympus IX71 microscope with
all the external part removed. The arrow shows the actual positions of components
composed around the microscope.

Trap steering optics

Figure 2.8: Ray diagram for trap steering optics in X-Y plane.

It was very important for the success of experiments that the trap would move in
specimen plane in all three directions; trap moved in X-Y specimen plane to get to
the right DNA tether than adjusted to get to the tether center precisely to achieve
consistent trap geometry and moved in Z direction to optimize the trapping efficiency
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and to fix a constant relationship between the trap center and the beam waist.
Trap steering could be achieved by rotating the direction of the beam propagation
in a plane conjugate to the back focal plane of the objective. The back-aperture of
the objective was inside the Z-piezo stage so it was not practical to place optical
elements there for the purpose of beam steering. A relay imaging using 1:1 Keplerian
telescope could be used to translate angular rotations from a conjugate plane to the
back-aperture. In 1:1 Keplerian telescope the 1st lens (I call it Z lens) of the telescope
changes the rotation into translation. The second lens at 2f focal length images the
Z lens at the back aperture which was also 2f length away. Second lens converts the
translation into rotation. This rotation is translated back into trap movement in the
focal plane of the objective as shown in the figure 2.8 (the same schematics can be
used for holographic optical tweezers; downstream mirror of periscope assembly can
be replaced with SLM (spatial light modulator) to get it imaged at the back aperture
of the objective by Z lens).

Figure 2.9: Ray diagram for trap steering optics in Z direction.

The telescope could also be used to move the trap in Z direction along the optical
axis. Figure 2.9 shows that by moving the Z lens backward in Z direction the trap
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can be moved close to the specimen surface and by moving forward it can me moved
away (a detailed view is presented in the Appendix A).Considering all the aspects I
installed the Z lens on a 3D platform while keeping the second lens fixed.
The last design consideration for trap steering was convenience; the trap position
was adjusted using Z lens before every data set was acquired. I enclosed the entire
microscope-part in an enclosure, which made the adjustments less convenient. I
had couple of ideas to resolve the issue; automate or extend the optomechanical
controls of Z lens so could be adjusted from outside the enclosure. Which had many
advantages: it made data acquisition more convenient and faster, it helped in reducing
adverse effects of airborne noise when the doors were used and reduced the mechanical
vibrations generated by human touch on enclosure.

Dichroic holder stage assembly
In laser-based position detection it is convenient to use dichroic mirrors on the objective and condenser sides to couple in and out the visible and laser light reflected
and scattered by the dichroic and specimen. I used two dichroic mirrors one on each
side in the setup.

Objective side A dichroic mirror which could reflect the IR and transmit the visible
was used to direct the beam into the objective and to pass the visible light from the
specimen to the camera and eyepiece. Olympus offers a dichroic holder platform but
I found it very unstable because of its design; it was hanged on the left side of the
microscope by its wall. So I planned to design my own with following considerations:
The stage assembly had to be very stable with mirror holder movable in Y direction (so
the dichroic could be pulled out of the beam path when the alignment was in progress),
move freely under the objective (so could be aligned easily with the objective) and
less susceptible to airborne and mechanical noise.
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Figure 2.10 shows a 3D model for the dichroic holder stage assembly. The dashed
arrow shows the direction in which mirror holder moves on the dichroic holder stage
in front the second lens of the telescope.

Figure 2.10: Model of dichroic holder stage assembly for optical tweezers. Figure on left
shows the assembly and figure on right shows the assembly mounted on microscope.

Figure 2.11: Model of dichroic holder cube for Olympus microscope.

Condenser Side On condenser side: I had another dichroic held inside a cube
attached to microscope by a customized cube holder plate. The dichroic passed the
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white light from above and reflected the scattered IR from condenser to QPD as
shown in figure 2.11; white and red arrows.

Sample holder stage assembly
A sample (specimen) under investigation had to be placed above objective. I had to
design a holder which could hold the sample and move it the same time in X-Y plane.
So I designed the sample holder stage assembly shown in figure 2.12 with following
parts: Sample holder plate (holds the specimen slide), X-piezo stage (one directional
piezo stage), X-Y translation stage (to move the sample around) and sample holder
stage platform.

Figure 2.12: Model of sample holder stage assembly with parts.

Sample holder stage assembly was very important for experiment success. It
had to be very well designed for the experiments in which nanometer resolution was
achieved. A good sample holder stage had to be automated to search through the
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sample for the right spots (DNA tethers in our case) for data acquisition. Camera
field of view was 100X60µms; the sample chambers used were 15000X5000µms 12500
times greater in area. For any regular experiments a really big area was searched to
find the right spot (DNA tethers in this case): A very tedious task if the stage was
not very maneuverable and user friendly. The depth of the field for the objective
was roughly .5µm, so the stage had to be very stable in Z direction while moving in
X-Y plane, otherwise the sample would continually go into and out of focus. This
could not be completely controlled and sample could always be brought into focus
by adjusting the focus knob. But it was good to manage it up to a point where
sample would not move from focus over many fields of view, as this would speed up
the search. The following aspects were underlined to design the sample holder stage
assembly.
Maneuverability: Sample had to be movable in X-Y plane in automatic and manual modes; automatic preferable by joystick. The speed and resolution had to be
selectable.
Stability: The stage had to be very stable in Z direction while moving. Also
mechanical vibration in the optical table can affect the data quality severely. The
impact of vibrations increases with height from the optical table (tweezers can read
vibration as low as few nanometers). The sample holder plate was 14 inches from the
optical table required the stage holder platform to be very rigid and sturdy.
Isolation: The stage assembly had to be isolated (stand alone) to avoid any vibration propagation from other parts of the setup.
Convenience: Sample holder plate had to be designed to hold the slide straight (in
X direction) without any clamps and to be less susceptible to airborne and mechanical
noise.
The flatness of the sample was also very important issue under nanometer resolution. The sample had to be absolutely flat to achieve homogeneous field of view in
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focus. This problem could be corrected by making little adjustments to the sample
holder plate when it was mounted on piezo stage (it had to be addressed in the design
too).
Figure 2.12 shows a model of sample holder stage assembly. It consists of sample
holder plate on top which holds the sample slide (specimen). Sample holder plate is
mounted on X-piezo stage. Piezo stage is mounted on X-Y translation stage with an
adapter plate. Translation stage is mounted on sample holder stage platform with
6X4inches double spaced bread board. The most important part of the assembly is
X-piezo stage.
In our experiments DNA was unzipped or overstretched in X-Z plane required
one dimensional stage. Piezo stages are very advantageous because of their speed
and accuracy so we used Mad City Labs Nano-OP30 single axis stage with 30µms
of movement (piezo stage was used to overstretch or unzip DNA). A 2D piezo stage
can also be introduced in the design without any problems to create 2D optical trap
[Lang 2002].

Camera assembly
Camera was used to provide visual data from the specimen plane. It could also be
used to center the trap and to detect the specimen surface. For precise visual data
the camera had to be in the back focal plane of the tube lens. If the camera was not
at the back focal plane of the tube lens than it would differ from eyepiece observation
and would therefore give the wrong impression of the specimen surface. Camera could
be installed on a 3D platform to be aligned precisely with field of view of objective to
achieve optimum resolution and contrast. Camera could also be paired with Z-piezo
to find the specimen surface which required it to be compatible with LabVIEW. It had
to be sensitive enough to IR and attributes be able to be controlled programmatically.
Under all the considerations we used Andor technology Luca S Model No.DL-
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658M-TIL shown in figure 2.13. In figure 2.13 camera is installed on its side on a 3D
platform, where Z-Y base stages were used to focus and center the camera in Z and
Y directions and top X-Y stage was used for fine movements in X and Y directions.

Figure 2.13: Model of Luca camera and its mount for optical tweezers.

QPD sensor assembly
In laser based position detection a quadrant photodiode is used as a position sensor
for optical tweezers. In experimental scheme the photodiode plane is conjugate to
back focal plane of the objective. The microscope condenser collects the forward
scattered and unscattered laser light and projects it at the QPD lens; which makes
an image at the QPD. In tweezers setup QPD had to be installed such that the four
diode intersection centers at the optical axis of the lens. The lens had to be installed
to make the beam size at the QPD half the size of all photodiodes to get optimum
sensitivity.
We used On-Trak Quadrant Silicon detector Model No.PSM2-10Q with 9X9mm
active region with Model No.OT-301 position sensing amplifier. The silicon detector
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response is poor to 1064nm which makes the bandwidth limited to 8∼9kHz. We used
a low pass filter at 1.5kHz knowing that a trapped bead would work as a low pass
filter at >180Hz, so the bandwidth limitation was not a concern for us. The relative
response for silicon detector was .4 at 1064nm which was sensitive enough for us.
I used a laser-line filter at 1064nm in front of QPD to keep the ambient light out
and a ND (neutral density) filter of 3OD (optical density) in addition to keep it from
saturating. The spot size at QPD was 5mm in diameter. The QPD had to be installed

Figure 2.14: Model of QPD sensor assembly with parts.

to be centered at the beam axis in X-Y plane by adjusting its position through an
X-Y translation stage (with lens installed at the face of the translation stage). QPD
was installed on the top dichroic mirror outlet at the right of the microscope; figure
2.14.
Figure 2.14 shows the model of QPD sensor assembly. QPD position was adjusted
with trap position before every data set was acquired. QPD adjustment faced same
inconvenience as Z lens (so same solution was prescribed; automate or extend optomechanical controls). The more details are available in construction section and
Appendix A.
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Filter assembly
It was important to have additional filters between the objective and the beam splitter
inside the microscope housing. A KG filter was needed to reduce the intensity of IR
reflection from the specimen for camera and eyepiece. Camera was very sensitive
hence easily saturated; made impossible to estimate the correct periphery of the
spot. With KG filter the intensity could be adjusted to resolve the spot without
saturation. This was also important if the camera was used to find the specimen
surface using contrast (saturation gives false impression of the beam periphery and
reduces the contrast based accuracy in-between the two focal spots; slightly in or out
focus at the surface). An ND filter in addition was helpful to reduce the white light
and IR further. It was also necessary that these filters were movable hence could be
moved into and out of optical path.

Objective & Z-Piezo
The most important component of an optical trap is the objective used to focus the
trapping laser. The choice of objective determines the overall efficiency of the optical
trapping system (stiffness versus input power), which is a function of both the NA
and the transmittance of the objective. Additionally, the working distance and the
immersion medium of the objective (oil, water, or glycerol) will set practical limits
on the depth to which objects can be trapped[Neuman 2004].
Spherical aberrations, which degrade trap performance, are proportional to the
refractive index mismatch between the immersion medium and the aqueous trapping
medium. The deleterious effect of these aberrations increases with focal depth. The
working distance of most high NA oil immersion objectives is quite short (∼.1mm),
and the large refractive index mismatch between the immersion oil (n=1.512) and
the aqueous trapping medium (n∼1.33) leads to significant spherical aberrations.
In practice, this limits the maximum axial range of the optical trap to somewhere
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between 5 and 20µm from the coverglass surface of the trapping chamber (specimen
surface) [Grange 2002]. Trapping deeper into solution can be achieved with water
immersion objectives that minimize spherical aberration and are available with longer
working distances [Inoue 1997]. A high NA objective (typically, 1.2 to 1.4 NA) is
required to produce an intensity gradient sufficient to overcome the scattering force
and produce a stable optical trap for microscopic objects, such as polystyrene beads
of .530 and 1.04µm diameter[Ashkin 1992].
Considering this we planned to use water immersion Objective. We used UPlanSApo water immersion objective by Olympus made for IR (minimizes spherical
aberrations and gives high transmission (∼55%)) with cover glass thickness correction collar (.13 to .21). The objective had 1.2 NA with 60X of magnification at.28mm
working distance.
The objective was installed on a Z-piezo stage. The Z-piezo stage was very helpful
in calibration and data acquisition. The stage was also used to find the surface and
fix the trap center over the specimen surface at a specific distance for consistent
geometry for DNA experiments. I used Mad City Labs model No.Nano-F25HS high
speed nanopositioner focusing element with 25µm range as Z-piezo. The details are
discussed in the Appendix A.

Environment isolation
To achieve the greatest possible sensitivity, stability, and signal-to-noise ratio in
DNA-experiments, the environment in which the optical trapping is performed must
be carefully controlled. In my experience four environmental factors affect DNA
measurements: temperature changes, airborne noise, mechanical vibrations, and air
convection. Thermal fluctuations can lead to slow, large-scale drifts in the optical
trapping instrument. For typical optical trapping configurations, a 1K temperature
gradient easily leads to micrometers of drift over a time span of minutes. In addition,
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airborne noise can shake the optics that couple the laser into the objective, the objective itself, or the sensor optics that lie downstream of the objective. Mechanical
vibrations typically arise from heavy building equipment, vents, laser power supplies,
cooling pumps, cooling fans inside electronic drivers and computers affect the signal to noise ratio in position based sensing (Noise issue with the optical tweezers).
Air currents can induce low-frequency mechanical vibrations and also various optical perturbations (e.g. beam deflections from gradients in refractive index produced
by density fluctuations in the convected air and light scattering by airborne dust
particles), particularly near optical planes where the laser is focused.
The amount of effort and resources dedicated to reducing ambient sources of noise
should be commensurate with the desired precision in the length and time scale of the
measurements. Slow thermal drift may not affect a rapid or transient measurement,
but could render meaningless the measurement of a slower process. A single DNA
experiment took very short period of time in order of few second, so slow thermal drift
was not a problem for this particular research. But airborne noise and mechanical
vibration was definitely a problem. Figure 2.55 on page 89 suggests that airborne
and mechanical noise below 180Hz was substantial in our optical trap (A trapped
bead works like a low pass filter.). The tests I conducted for noise suggested that
frequencies above 180Hz were attenuated pretty well by a trapped bead. And older
data suggested having noise frequencies from 40 to 120Hz; prominent frequencies
were 80, 100 and 120Hz due to mechanical vibrations. The noise induced by these
frequencies showed up around 100nm oscillation in a stuck bead scan, which were later
on reduced due to extensive efforts of environmental isolation. Further reduction in
noise could be achieved by sound-proofing the room.
I applied several methods to reduce noise; one of them was to build enclosures
around the setup to reduce air currents and airborne noise. Enclosures were effective over air currents and airborne noise but introduced temperature hike problem.
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Microscope used a halogen lamp to illuminate the sample. Over few hours the heat
generated by the lamp heated up the microscope-enclosure by many degrees, and
induced not only the mechanical drift, but altered the biophysical properties of the
system which were highly dependent on temperature. DNA experiments were very
sensitive to temperature gradient so this kind of temperature increase was not acceptable. I solved the problem by constructing a fiber-light illuminator for the microscope
(Fiber-light for Olympus microscope).
The enclosure also did not help in reducing the mechanical vibrations so I applied
extensive effort to reduce those by first identifying the sources (Device for studying
acoustic and mechanical noise in optical setups), removing all the removable sources
like computers and drivers from the lab, shutting down all the vents, redesigning all
the setup components so each setup component was standalone (isolated from other
components) and making them mechanically rigid to be less susceptible to vibrations.
The details are discussed in next section and Appendix A. My efforts reduced the
vibration by roughly 1/10 roughly 10 times less noise now than before.
In the next section I will discuss the design and construction of parts and tweezers
briefly; more detail is given in Appendix A and references.

2.3

Design

I will discuss the design and construction briefly here and more details can be found
in the Appendix A. The optical path was the first step in design; everything else was
composed around it. I started designing the optical path with verification of laser
and objective parameters which are given in Appendix A.
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2.3.1

Optical path

I started with parameters; diameter of back aperture of objective, trapping laser
(IR) beam waist diameter and its location. I wanted the beam waist to exist inside
the AOM crystal then image it at the back aperture of the objective with beam
expansion enough to overfill the back aperture. The beam waist diameter was 1.26mm
at 612.5mm away from the laser output window. The diameter of the back aperture
was 8.5mm which required a magnification of 6.7X. I designed the optical path under
all the important consideration I discussed in previous section.

Figure 2.15: Lens L1 and L2 is beam expander. L1 has a front focal length FFL of
125mm and back focal length BFL of 122.19mm lens L2 has a BFL of 847.90mm and FFL
of 850mm. The distance between the two lenses is 970mm. The Z lens L3 of 1:1 telescope
is 850mm away from L2. L3 and L4 have same BFL of 96.97mm and FFL of 100mm. The
distance between L3 and L4 is 194mm and L4 and back aperture of objective is 200mm.
The input beam waist diameter at L1 is 1.26mm and the output beam at L2 is 8.6mm
with magnification of 8.6X.

I used two Kepelarian telescopes: First telescope was used to expand the beam
waist diameter by 6.8X and second telescope was used to steer the trap and project
the beam waist at the back aperture of the objective; figure 2.15.
In figure 2.16 beam waist exists in the middle of the AOM crystal imaged by the
beam expander at L3 of 1:1 telescope. Since the beam waist was inside the crystal
there was a catch here: Inside the crystal the optical pathlength was n times the
thickness of the crystal not the crystal thickness alone (n is the refractive index of
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the crystal). The material of the crystal was TeO2 ; a birefringent. I did not know the
direction of optical axis so I could not decide whether the beam was going to have
ordinary or extraordinary refractive index (the refractive indexes of both are given in
Appendix A table A.2 with input beam P-polarized) so I took the average of two to
be 2.17 at 1064nm (In either case, with 2.17 of refractive index I would not be off by
more than couple of millimeters which was sufficient.).

Figure 2.16: Beam waist inside the crystal is in the front focal plane of the lens L1 at
125mm. The beam expander images the beam waist at the lens L3 which is in the front
focal plane of the lens L2. Lens L4 which is 194mm away from the lens L3 and 200mm
from objective projects the beam waist at the back aperture.

To make the beam waist exist in the middle of the crystal (25mm thick) I put
the crystal at 607mm from the laser head. The lens L1 which was 98mm (125 =
98+12.5X2.17) from the crystal surface imaged the beam waist (inside the crystal).
The second lens L2 of the telescope projected the image at the lens L3; figure 2.16.
This scheme had two advantages: First the drift was minimized by imaging the crystal
plane (plan of diffraction) and second the AOM could also be used as acousto-optic
deflector (AOD) to steer the trap.
The choice of the lens was based on the degree of freedom I had with AOM mount.
I did not want to choose the focal length of L1 too short or too long. Too short focal
length would be very inconvenient when installing the lens on X-Y stage (lens mount
(X-Y stage) would be too close to the AOM mount). Too long would result in very
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long optical path (beam expander). I wanted to have the focal length such that it
does not result in too long optical path but sill have enough room to move the lens in
Z direction without causing any troubles with AOM mount. The same consideration
was applied for L2. I wanted to have L2 focal length such that having enough length
between L2 and L3 to fold the optical path onto the periscope and still having enough
room between periscope and L3 to fit the walls of two separate enclosures in between.
L3 (Z lens) and L4 shared the same consideration; the focal lengths had to be long
enough to be folded on the dichroic (under objective) and to be conveniently reached
at the back aperture. I measured the distance from the center of the lens tube opening
(under dichroic at microscope) to the outer edge of the microscope (periscope side)
and back aperture of the objective to dichroic (under objective) to choose the focal
length of these lenses; figure A.18 Appendix A.

Figure 2.17: The back focal plane of the condenser is imaged at the QPD by lens L5
(plane t is plane of trap center; dashed line). The distance between the lens L5 and
condenser lens is 215mm and L5 is 70mm from the QPD plane. The plane a is the crystal
plane of beam waist.

In figure 2.17 trap center plane which is the back focal plane of condenser (plane
t) is the conjugate of QPD plane. By imaging the back focal plane of condenser, the
position signal becomes insensitive to absolute bead position in the trap center plane
and sensitive instead to the relative displacement of the bead from the laser beam
axis (trap center axis). All the relevant distances (in the optical path) in between
the optical components are given in the figure 2.17 starting from plane a (beam waist
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plane) to the plane of QPD. The beam coming out of the condenser was not collimated
so L5 (FFL is 50mm) was installed in front of QPD such that it makes the beam waist
exist at the QPD with beam waist diameter of 5mm. The choice of focal length for
L5 was easy because it was installed on cage rods; the distance between the lens and
QPD was adjusted to achieve the optimum spot diameter (spot size) at QPD. The
beam coming out of the condenser was highly divergent, so I had to try several lenses
to get to the right spot size. Once it was found the lens was installed at a right
distance to project the spot at QPD.

Figure 2.18: He-Ne is alignment laser and IR is trapping and detection laser. M1 and
M2 are silver mirrors for He-Ne. M3 and M4 are dielectric mirrors for IR. L1 and L2 is
beam expander. Periscope mirrors are M5 and M6 designed for both He-Ne and IR. L3
and L4 is 1:1 telescope. M7 and M8 are dichroic mirrors under objective and above
condenser. L5 is the QPD lens. ND3 is neutral density filter of OD3 (optical density). LF
is laser-line filter for 1064nm. L8 is the tube lens inside the housing of the microscope
facilitates the camera and eyepiece view. KG2 (OD2) is a hot filter for IR and ND1 (OD1)
is a neutral density filter. Collimator lens is in front of the fiber-inlet above Kohler
illuminator. The distances are measured along and from the optical axes.

The full optical path of the tweezers is given in the figure 2.18 with all the relevant
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distances and optical components. Figure 2.19 presents the exact model of tweezers;
all the components are displayed within an inch of accuracy.
In figure 2.19 the optical path starts at lasers and moves downstream (the details
of components with pictures are discussed in construction section).The height of IR
and He-Ne beams at the lasers was 110mm (4.43 inches) from the optical table and
kept same up to periscope. The IR was P-polarized; electric field was in the plane of

Figure 2.19: Image is crowded but this was the only way to show all the optical
components in one image. He-Ne and IR lasers are in the bottom-right corner. The IR
optical path follows through slow shutter, AOM, L1, M3, BS (beam stopper), FS (fast
shutter) and M4. He-Ne follows M1 and M2 and goes through M4. Alignment assistant
apertures AS1 and AS2 work as an upstream and downstream apertures for mirrors M3
and M4 for IR and M1 and M2 for He-Ne. Between AS1 and AS2 the two beams are
aligned to overlap and have common beam axis. After AS1 the beams goes through L2
and AS2. Mirrors M5 and M6 diverts the beams towards L3. Beams pass through L3 and
L4 and diverted to the back aperture by M7. After objective OB scattered and
unscattered beams are collected by condenser C and directed to M8. M8 diverts the beam
through ND3 to L5. L5 focuses it through LF (laser line filter) at QPD. The reflected part
at specimen plane is collected by objective and projected through KG2 (hot filter) and
ND1 at the tube lens L8 (not shown). L8 makes an image on camera.

optical table. The He-Ne and IR lasers are located at the bottom right corner in figure
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2.19. Beam enclosure pipe and slow shutter were located about 110mm away from
the laser head. The AOM crystal surface was located 607 mm away from the laser
head. The beam waist was imaged by L1 (98mm from crystal surface) and refocused
about 122mm. M3 was located 85mm from L1 and diverts the beam towards fast
shutter (it was important not to focus the beam on M3 because it could damage the
mirror). AOM diffracted the beam: 1st and 0th order were the strongest (we needed
1st order). The 1st order was separated at the beam stopper (figure 2.20) which was
about 85mm from M3; figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: Figure presents AOM section of optical path: AOM (on right), first lens of
beam expander (L1), upstream mirror (M3), beam stopper and fast shutter.

The Fast shutter was about 100mm away from M3. M4 which was 290mm from the
fast shutter diverted the beam towards the alignment assistant assembly figure 2.21.
The He-Ne beam was diverted by M1 which was 550mm away from the laser head to
M2 600mm away. M2 diverted the beam through M4 which was 65mm away. Mirror
M1 and M2 for He-Ne and M3 and M4 for IR worked like upstream and downstream
mirrors. These mirrors aligned the two beams on the top of each other (common
beam axis) through alignment assistant AS1 (upstream) and AS2 (downstream). M4
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was located 2.5 inches from AS1 which was 25 inches from AS2. IR reflected and
He-Ne transmitted by M4 diverted to L2 which was 495mm away (from this point
onwards the beams were aligned so I will just follow IR in discussion). L2 expanded
(and collimated) the beam by 6.8X to be 8.6 mm and imaged it at L3.
The periscope mirror M5 was 230mm away from L2; figure 2.21. Periscope mirror
M5 and M6 aligned the beam toward the microscope. Periscope base-stages were

Figure 2.21: Figure presents alignment assistant section of optical path: Downstream
mirrors (M2 and M4), first aperture of alignment assistant (AS1), second lens of beam
expander (L2), second aperture of alignment assistant (AS2) and periscope.

used to adjust the mirrors such that the beam stays at the center of the mirrors
and vertical-stages were used to move the beam in X-Y plane without hurting the
alignment. M6 was 120mm above M5. It diverted the beam to L3 (now the beam
height was 219mm or 8.76 inches from the optical table and electric field was normal
to the optical table). The beam height was appropriate to the microscope and kept
same up to dichroic mirror M7 (by moving M6 vertically the height of the beam could
be adjusted without hurting the alignment).
Lens L3 was 500mm away from M6; figure 2.22. L2 projected the image of beam
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waist at L3. L4 was 194mm away from L3. It projected the beam waist at the back
aperture of the objective. The trap was steered in the specimen plane by moving L3
(Z lens). Dichroic mirror M7 was 130mm from L4 (both were installed on the same
platform). M7 diverted the beam vertically to the back aperture which was roughly
70mm above the dichroic (now the electricfield was again horizontal to the optical
table in X direction; this was the direction in which we unzipped and overstretched
the DNA). Objective OB focused the beam which was collected by condenser C.

Figure 2.22: Trap steering optics and dichroic mirrors section: First lens of steering
optics (L3), second lens of steering optics (L4), first dichroic mirror (M7), objective,
condenser and second dichroic mirror (M8).

Condenser C produced a highly divergent beam which was collected by the lens L5.
The back aperture of the condenser lens was roughly 125mm from the top dichroic
M8. M8 reflected the IR (towards QPD) from condenser and transmitted the white
light from collimator lens which was inside the microscope housing (fiber inlet); figure
2.22.
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The beam reflected by M8 went through ND3 which was installed upon the face
of the cube (it was important to keep the ND filter at sufficient distance from L5 and
QPD because it could cause the signal to drift at QPD; ND filter remits the absorbed
radiation, if it was too close to the QPD this radiation could end up at the QPD
and cause signal to drift); figure 2.23. L5 was 90mm from M8 and focused the beam
at QPD which was 70mm from it (beam waist diameter at QPD was 5mm and the
electricfield was now normal to the optical table). A laser-line filter was installed to
keep the ambient light out at 60mm from the QPD (Note: It is not recommended
to install any filters close to QPD because all filters can remit some kind of thermal
radiation which can cause drifts).

Figure 2.23: The QPD and filter assembly section has neutral density filter (ND3),
QPD lens (L5), laser line filter (LF) and QPD. On other side a hot filter (KG2) and a
neutral density filter (ND1) is installed under the objective.

On other side the reflection from specimen plane was collected by objective (∞corrected). Objective projected the reflection in parallel rays at the tube lens L8
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which was housed inside the microscope. I had a KG2 and ND1 filter installed on
movable mounts on the top of each other just above the opening of lens tube (L8) on
the microscope. Lens L8 was used to project the image at 180mm (for camera). The
camera was installed 110 mm from the microscope exit window; figure 2.23 (camera
not shown).
In the setup He-Ne was very precisely aligned with IR. So only He-Ne was used
to align the entire downstream optics from periscope onwards. The He-Ne was also
used for surface detection: He-Ne was not collimated (and it was not overfilling the
back aperture) but it did not affect the surface detection by eyepiece. He-Ne and IR
were not focused in the sample along the same optical axis but that did not bother
the experiments either. So it was not necessary to characterize the He-Ne to the same
extent as the IR.

2.4

Construction

Figure 2.24: A 3D model of actual optical tweezers. All the components are to the scale
and located within an inch of accuracy. The breadboard is standard imperial. Left side is
laser-part and right side is microscope-part.

In this part I will briefly discuss the construction and composition of the components in the optical tweezers. More details are given in Appendix A and references.
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All the components were designed and constructed under the considerations of previous section. A model of optical tweezers is presented in figure 2.24: The left side
is laser-part and right side is microscope-part. Once the optical path (with optics)
was determined the construction was started with the microscope by measuring the
optical path roughly upstream from the microscope.

Figure 2.25: This is the layout of the lateral optical path over the optical table starting
at the microscope vertical optical axis and ending at the IR laser. The black dashed lines
are the enclosure boundaries for laser and microscope-part. The path does not include the
vertical distance at the periscope. The black intersection lines (at the corners of yellow
line) show the location of M3, M4 and periscope mirrors M5 and M6 (holes on optical
table along the front edge are called rows).

The microscope was the starting point of construction so it was installed first. It
was installed close to the edge of the optical table to accommodate the control and
automation hardware close to the table without using an excessive long wiring (long
wiring may be subjected to electronic noise). I prepared a rough layout of the optical
path on the optical table. I measured the distance from vertical optical axis of the
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microscope to the IR laser considering all the components. This had an advantage of
planning ahead the composition of parts. The figure 2.25 presents the layout of the
optical path (it does not show the vertical distances).

Microscope
Microscope was installed first. It was installed close to the edge of the table (to keep
the eyepiece close to the computer monitors) making very convenient to use during
experiments. The microscope was installed with its edges aligned to the holes (rows
and columns) on the table (I used the holes on the table to align the optics.) and its
optical axis aligned with the 9th row (from the front edge). I left a row in the front
edge of the optical table to have enough room for the enclosure wall. I measured the
rough optical path starting at the microscope optical axis (microscope vertical optical
axis goes through condenser, objective and tube lens opening) to IR laser and drew
a virtual optical path on the optical table. Since all the optical components were to
be aligned with the holes (in row and column) on the table, the rough distances were
measured by counting the holes along the rows or columns to make the whole process
simpler.
One of the components used most in the microscope was the focus knob. Adjusting the knob inside the enclosure from outside was inconvenient just like Z lens
and QPD. So I extended the focus knob by developing an optomechanical control;
figure 2.24. With control the focus could be adjusted easily from outside without
physically touching the microscope or enclosure which minimized the mechanical vibrations. Appendix A has more information regarding the design and dimensions of
the microscope.
Once the microscope was installed at the end of virtual optical path the other
components were installed following the optical path downstream from the lasers.
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2.4.1

Laser-Part

To refresh our memories laser-part had IR and He-NE lasers, AOM, beam expansion
optics, slow and fast shutters, alignment assistant, periscope assembly and mirrors.
The construction was started with installing the lasers and moved on the optical
path downstream. This had two advantages: I could follow (by measuring it precisely
between the components) the optical path precisely and align it at the same time.

IR and He-Ne laser

Figure 2.26: IR is installed on a custom made mount and He-Ne is installed on a mount
made of regular parts from Thorlabs. The white color object on the right (in right hand
figure) is the slow shutter and metal object in front of He-Ne is filter holder.

IR laser was mounted on a custom made mount attached to the optical table with
quarter inches screws 2 inches apart. The slots on the mount had 1 inch clearance
so the laser could be aligned with column (of holes in Z direction) on the optical
table by moving the mount in X direction. The mount was made of three legs with
3x1 inches2 area; large surface area helps with cooling the laser (I had an extra leg
in between for the same purpose.). He-Ne was mounted on a mount made of parts
from Thorlabs. The output windows of both the lasers had the same height from the
optical table (110mm). More information is available in the Appendix A.
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Slow shutter and beam enclosure
Slow shutter was installed next; next to the IR laser with beam enclosure pipe in
between. A model of the shutter (I made the shutter from a Glade air freshener
dispenser) and enclosure is shown in figure 2.27. The shutter could easily handle 2W
of laser power for hours. It was controlled by a single push button with a computer
power supply salvaged from a computer. Shutter was made of Thorlabs CFH1 Filterholder (I replaced the filter with a stack of black aluminum foils to create beam
stopper). The shutter used eclipsing technique; beam was blocked and unblocked
by sliding the shutter (controlled by air freshener dispenser motor at 5Volts). The
shutter was built with beam stopper. The motor was controlled by the control box.
The end-sensors at the shutter read the actual position of the shutter and updated
the LEDs at the control box (more information is available in the Appendix A and
reference: Slow laser shutter).

Figure 2.27: Air freshener dispenser based slow laser shutter with beam enclosure.

The shutter was installed right in front of the IR laser. I used a plastic pipe to
enclose and seal the beam between the shutter and the laser. A stack of rough black
aluminum foil (which absorbs the infrared pretty well and does not reflect it back
to the laser) was used to make the beam stopper. The rough surface of the beam
stopper absorbed and scattered the radiation. The scattered radiation was enclosed
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by enclosure pipe. White plastic (pipe) worked very well for scattered light. Shutter
was mounted with regular mounting hardware from Thorlabs. The enclosure pipe was
mounted with another bigger pipe attached to the mounting hardware. This setup
worked successfully for 2W of laser power; I had been using this setup since 2010
without having any troubles or failures. Once the shutter was installed, the AOM
was installed next at a particular distance from the laser output window.

AOM

Figure 2.28: AOM mounted on a Bragg mount: Left is the model of AOM and right is
the real AOM in setup.

The AOM was installed to have the beam waist at the center of the crystal. The
beam waist was 612.5mm from the laser output window. The crystal had a thickness
of 25mm in Z direction. The crystal surface was 607mm from the laser output window.
For optimum diffraction efficiency, it was required to install the AOM such that it
could move in X-Y plane and rotate in X-Z plane pivoting at the Y axis.
AOM was installed on Bragg mount to achieve optimum efficiency (it could be
moved in X-Y plane to align with beam axis and could be rotated in X-Z plane
pivoting at the Y axis); figure 2.28. The Bragg mount was installed on a base plate
which could give extra movement (adjustment) in X-Z plane (Luckily beam waist
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existed such that I did not have to move the AOM in Z direction.). The AOM window
size was 4X6mm with acoustic aperture size of 2 mm, too small to introduce any IRviewing card for alignment. I used a webcam and a LabVIEW program (written by
me) to align AOM with beam axis.
Beam expander and mirrors

Figure 2.29: Model of beam expander and IR mirrors. Each lens is installed on a 3D
mount made of an X-Y translation stage and translation post (not to the scale).

The beam expander was used to image and expand the beam. The first lens
(L1) was used to image the beam waist in the middle of the crystal (inside crystal).
The crystal refractive index and thickness was 2.17 and 25mm. It gave an optical
path length of 54mm. The distance of L1 (125mm focal length) from the crystal
plane was 98mm (125 = 12.5x2.17+98mm). The 1st order diffracted beam came out
an angle from AOM, so L1 was installed such that the beam axis and lens optical
axis overlapped in front and back focal planes of the lens otherwise it would have
introduced aberrations. The length of the beam expander (distance between the two
lenses) was 970mm. For such a long path the aberrations could be worse. Two planoconvex lenses facing each other could minimize the spherical aberrations effectively if
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the beam axis was overlapping the optical axes of the lenses.
Figure 2.29 shows a model of beam expander: L1 and L2 works as a beam expander. The optical path length is folded with IR mirror M3 and M4. The optical
posts on lens mount are expandable. Each lens mount can be adjusted in X-Y-Z

Figure 2.30: Optical path for both the lasers. He-Ne beam is reflected by mirror M1 and
M2 and goes through IR mirror M4. IR beam is refracted by L1 and reflected by M3
through beam stopper and fast shutter (FS) than reflected by M4. The two beams are
aligned through AS1 and AS2 (not shown) than goes through L2.

planes to overlap the beam axis with the lens optical axis. The lens tube gives extra
freedom to move the lens in Z direction.
I installed lens L1 with a regular lens tube installed on a cage plate and cage plate
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was installed on a 3D mount. To align L1: I used another cage plate attached to the
lens cage plate with four cage rods . I kept roughly 50mm of distance between the
cage plates. I removed the lens and put an aperture on the each cage plate. Now I
rotated and moved the two cage plates (both cage plates were mounted on single post
of L1) such that the 1st order diffracted beam passed through both the apertures.
Then I removed the second cage plate and put the lens back on first cage plate (L1
was aligned and installed) (Lens L2 was installed on an adjustable lens tube with
similar mount). Next I installed the He-Ne mirrors.
Figure 2.30 presents a complete optical path in laser-part. M1 and M2 are He-Ne
mirrors and M3 and M4 are IR mirrors installed on a regular mirror mounts. The
IR mirrors were installed at particular positions forming a precisely measured optical
path between AOM and L2. He-Ne mirrors were installed to facilitate the alignment
of He-Ne with IR; M2 was installed right behind M4.
Fast shutter and beam stopper

Figure 2.31: Beam stopper on left and fast shutter on right. Beam stopper is used to
choose the 1st order diffracted beam while blocking other orders completely.

The diffracted and undiffracted (1st and 0th order from AOM) beams were focused
by L1 beyond M2. I used a temporary aperture to separate the 1st order and block the
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others during alignment. Once the alignment was complete the temporary aperture
was carefully replaced with beam stopper shown in figure 2.31.
The beam stopper was made of black aluminum foil. The 1st order was passed
through a hole (in beam stopper) blocking all the other orders. A small wall was put
next to the hole to block the scattering from 0th order beam. I noticed some of the
scattering caused by 0th order beam was penetrating through the hole and reaching
at the back aperture of the objective. Wall separated the 1st and 0th order (all other
orders were very weak) so no scattering could come to 1st order side from the other
side (0th order side). The beam stopper was installed very close to the beam waist
caused by L1; in that plane all the orders were smallest, confined and well separated.

Figure 2.32: Fast shutter is installed close to beam stopper so beam stopper can block
the scattering both ways. Both are installed on regular mounts made of regular parts from
Thorlabs.

The fast shutter was installed next to the beam stopper such that the scattering
caused by the fast shutter (when blocking the beam) could also be blocked by the
beam stopper, (beam stopper was limiting the spread of scattering both ways); figure
2.32. The beam stopper and fast shutter were installed after alignment. I used a
temporary aperture to separate the 1st order. Once the alignment was complete the
beam stopper was installed first, using a webcam and florescent card while making
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sure that the 1st order passed through the center of the hole in the stopper. After the
stopper the fast shutter was installed. It was installed very next to the beam stopper
so most of the scattered light was restricted by the stopper; figure 2.32.
I used a 12Volt motor and some electronics to build the fast shutter. The fast
shutter was controlled through a foot-switch. It had an opening and closing time of 4
and 2µsec (more information on fast shutter is available in Appendix A and reference:
Fast laser shutter).
Alignment assistant

Figure 2.33: AS1 is upstream aperture controlled by mirrors M1 and M3 for He-Ne and
IR. AS2 is downstream controlled by mirrors M2 and M4. The two beams are overlapped
and aligned through AS1 and AS2 which are at the same column on the optical table.

Alignment assistant was not required for the setup, but I included it as a permanent part ( to align setup quick if was necessary in future). Alignment assistant had
two circular apertures mounted on two cage plates installed on two translating optical
posts. Each aperture was viewed by a webcam sensitive to IR. A custom written LabVIEW program was used to collect the visual data from the cameras (see Appendix
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A for more details). Since the beam height was kept same throughout the laser part
the apertures had same height as of lasers output windows (I was super paranoid
about the refractive index gradient induced by warm air close to the enclosure roof;
warm air produced by lasers stays close to the roof). The alignment assistants were
installed 25 inches apart on both sides of L2. During alignment L2 was removed from
the lens tube. Once the alignment was complete the lens was reinstalled and adjusted
to follow the beam axis.
The setup is shown in figure 2.33. Mirror M1 and M2 were used to adjust the
He-Ne and mirror M3 and M4 were used to adjust the IR. The beams were aligned
using AS1 and AS2, and the mirrors. Once the He-Ne and IR were aligned at the top
of each other, only He-Ne was used to align the entire downstream optics including
periscope.

Periscope assembly
Periscope assembly was the last component of the laser-part; figure 2.34. It was used
to change the direction and plane of the optical path, and to align the beam through
the microscope-part. Mirror M5 and M6 were used as upstream and downstream
mirrors to align the beam through the microscope, and vertical-stages (upstream
stage and 1st downstream stage) were used to do the final adjustments with the
alignment by moving the beam in X-Y plane without hurting the alignment. The
base-stages and 2nd downstream stage of M6 were used to center the beam on the
mirrors. The whole assembly was built on a base plate, made it convenient to move
around during installation (besides building the assembly part by part directly on the
optical table). The height of the beam was 4.43 inches from optical table in laser-part
converted to ≈ 9 inches in the microscope-part; top vertical-stage was used to bring
the beam to appropriate height. During installation it was very easy to install the
periscope due to the base plate. Once the periscope was installed the base-stages
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were used to center the beam on the mirrors and mirrors were used to align the beam
through the microscope-part.
The beam was aligned through the microscope-part using two apertures and
periscope mirrors (just like the beam alignment in the laser-part). Two apertures

Figure 2.34: Periscope assembly; mirror M5 and M6 are used to align the beam,
upstream stage and 1st downstream stage is used to move the beam in X-Y plane and
base-stage 1 and 2 and 2nd downstream stage are used to center the beam on mirrors.

were mounted (roughly 9 inches high with same construct as alignment assistant) on
both sides of the microscope roughly 45 inches apart on the 9th row (of optical table). The He-Ne was aligned through the apertures using mirrors M5 and M6. Once
the alignment was complete the aperture between the microscope and the periscope
was removed. Then the upstream vertical-stage was used to move the beam in Y
direction to intersect it with the vertical optical axis of the microscope; figure 2.34.
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The downstream optics was composed with respect to the beam (just aligned) in
microscope-part.

2.4.2

Microscope-Part

The microscope-part had inverted microscope (we already discussed), trap steering
optics assembly, dichroic holder stage assembly; objective side and condenser side,
camera assembly, sample holder stage assembly, filter assembly, QPD sensor assembly,
objective and Z-piezo, microscope fiber illuminator and enclosures. All the parts
were constructed and installed under the considerations of previous section. All the
components were designed to be very sturdy and standing alone to minimize the effect
of airborne and mechanical noise. Being stand alone; the components were isolated
from other components to halt the direct propagate of vibrations among them.

Trap steering optics assembly
Trap steering optics assembly was used to steer the trap in X-Y-Z planes in specimen.
It had two parts; lens L3 (Z lens) which was moved in X, Y and Z directions to steer the
trap in all three directions in the specimen plane and lens L4 which stayed stationary.
Lens L4 was mounted on dichroic holder stage assembly and will be discussed in next
section.
Z lens was mounted on a 3D platform made of two linear translation base-stages
(X-Z direction; Z is the direction of beam) and one X-Y translator lens mount. Linear
base-stages X and Z translated the beam in X and Z directions in specimen plane. Z
translation was used during calibration; the height of the trap center (from the specimen surface) was altered independently without altering the focus of the objective.
This was used to fix and find the trap center offset. Once it was found the Z position
was locked and it was never changed otherwise the tweezers had to be recalibrated.
The X-Y translator lens mount was used to steer the trap; for every new DNA tether
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the trap position was centered closely over a tether center by moving the trap using
X-Y translator Z lens mount.
The whole tweezers was kept inside an enclosure (including the Z lens) making
very inconvenient to adjust the Z lens. The optomechanical controls of the Z lens
were extended to outreach the enclosure to solve this problem. I used LEGO gears

Figure 2.35: Z lens of trap steering optics assembly with optomechanical controls.

and chassis (I designed and constructed the chassis: Extend your Opto-mechanical
controls with Lego for out of box control) to make the controls. LEGO universal
joints were used to attach the knobs; with universal joints the axle did not have
to align with the holes on the enclosure wall. In the future the optomechanical
controls could be automated with stepper motors (a plan towards a fully automated
optical tweezers). The controls increased the rate of data acquisition because the
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trap position could be adjusted quickly now. And It was also very suitable for noise
(airborne and mechanical) isolation since everything (optics) could be controlled from
outside the enclosure. In the beginning the Z lens was installed roughly in the optical
path but once the dichroic holder stage assembly was aligned it was repositioned

Dichroic holder stage assembly
I used two dichroic mirrors. First was used below the objective to reflect the IR
towards the back aperture and to transmit the reflected light from specimen plane to
tube lens. And second was used above the condenser to reflect IR towards the QPD
and to transmit white light from the microscope illuminator to condenser.

Figure 2.36: Left figure is a model of dichroic holder stage assembly. Right top is the
top view of old assembly with same dichroic holder stage platform used in new assembly.

Objective side Olympus had a dichroic holder stage which could also hold a lens
tube in front of the mirror. This stage had three parts: Mirror holder, holder stage
and lens tube holder. The mirror holder was adjustable (by sliding on the holder
stage) in lateral direction. But this stage was very unstable because it was mounted
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by the side of the wall on the microscope. So I decided to design my own.
The dichroic holder stage assembly I designed had 4 parts: Mirror holder, holder
stage, lens tube holder and dichroic holder stage platform; figure 2.36. I used Olympus
dichroic holder stage and lens tube holder to build this assembly. Mirror holder
was used to hold the dichroic and was also adjustable in Y direction (on holder
stage). Holder stage was attached to 6X4 inches breadboard with a clip. The clip
was designed such that the holder stage could be moved side by side and up & down in
X-Y plane. Lens tube holder was used to hold the second lens (L4) of steering optics.
L4 was installed inside an adjustable lens tube so it could be adjusted in Z direction.
Lens tube holder size was kept slightly bigger than the lens tube; this provided extra
freedom to adjust the lens tube in X-Y plane. Both, the lens tube holder and clip
were designed to align the lens with mirror (by adjusting the lens tube and holder
stage separately).

Figure 2.37: The assembly is installed right below the objective. The dichroic is
centered at the vertical optical axis of the microscope.

The platform was designed to be very stable and sturdy. Mirror position was
very sensitive to mechanical vibrations; the portions on bread boards were milled out
to make it less susceptible to vibrations. This might had two advantages; first the
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platform was lighter and second it had less contact surface and material between the
two sides. It is very hard to say that how much it helped but with all the efforts I
was able to reduce the noise by roughly 6 to 10 times.
The assembly was installed as shown in the figure 2.37. The assembly was placed
flat on the optical table around the microscope as shown in the figure 2.37 making
sure that the mirror was flat in X-Y plane (flatness was checked by leveler). Two
apertures were used; one at the back aperture of the objective and other at the lower
face of the dichroic cube shown in figure 2.38. The assembly was moved in X-Y plane
such that the beam was passed through both the apertures. If that was unsuccessful
then the beam was left closest to the center of the lower aperture and vertical-stages
were adjusted to move the beam in X-Y plane to pass it through the apertures. In
case it fails again, the mirrors M5 and M6 were adjusted to pass the beam trough the
apertures. Once the alignment was achieved the assembly was clamped down hence
installed (It was also made sure that the beam hit close to the center of the dichroic
mirror when passing through the center of the lens L4).

Condenser side On condenser side below the illuminator, the microscope had four
threaded holes (M3) to attach the plugins. We used these holes to design a cube
holder plate which was attached to the microscope directly with M3 screws. A cube
was attached to the plate with cage rods to facilitate the dichroic(Thorlabs); figure
2.38.
A 2 inch dichroic mirror was held inside the cube with mirror holder (LB4CThorlabs); figure 2.38. The dichroic reflected the IR towards QPD and transmitted
the white light from above. On QPD side the cube was attached to an adapter
(LCP02-Thorlabs) plate (plate had cage rods in inner holes). The adapted plate
was used to align the QPD using cage rods. On opposite side the cube had an
aperture (SM2D25D-Thorlabs) and on back side a plate (LB6C-Thorlabs). The cube
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was attached to the cube holder plate with cage rods and the cube holder plate was
attached to the microscope with M3 screws. During dichroic holder stage assembly
alignment an aperture (second) was used on the lower side of the cube.

Figure 2.38: Dichroic holder cube holds a 2 inch dichroic mirror at the center with
LB4C mirror holder. Mirror holder can be used to align the beam along the QPD side.

Mirror holder was used to align the beam (dichroic mirror) along the adapter
plate towards QPD; two apertures were mounted (roughly 100mm apart), one on the
adapter and one on the cage plate (cage plate was installed on the adapter with four
cage rods) to align the beam. It was a tedious task since I did not have upstream
downstream mechanics here but I managed after some work. Once the beam was
aligned the apertures and cage plate were removed from the adapter.
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2.4.3

Camera assembly

After dichroic holder stage, Luca camera assembly was installed next. The Luca
camera was easy to install and align. The assembly was built on a base plate (not
shown in the picture) so it could be installed easily; figure 2.39. Two linear basestages were used in Y-Z directions to align and focus the camera. An extra stage was
used on a post clamp for fine adjustments in X-Y directions. It was easy to align the
camera using stages and 1.5 inches post provided a great stability to the setup.
The final alignments to the camera were done by imaging a stuck bead sample; looking back and forth through the eyepiece and camera, the camera view was
matched with eyepiece view in contrast. The Z stage was used to adjust the camera
position in Z direction (focus). The field of view was matched with eyepiece field

Figure 2.39: Camera is installed on its side roughly 110 mm away from the microscope
wall (exit window).

of view by adjusting the X-Y stages (It was very important for the camera to be
in focus before calibration otherwise it could have adversely affected the calibration
procedure).
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2.4.4

Sample holder stage assembly

Sample holder stage assembly was responsible for holding the sample and was the most
important component of the microscope-part. It was very sensitive to any airborne
and mechanical noise so it was designed to be sturdy, massive and stand alone with
full automation and control through a joystick.

Figure 2.40: Sample holder stage assembly is fully automated and controlled through a
joystick using a LabVIEW program.

The sample holder stage assembly was made of a sample holder plate, X-piezo
stage, X-Y translation stage and a sample holder stage platform; figure 2.40. The
sample holder stage platform was installed first. It was made of four 1.5 inches
thick optical posts and three 6X12 inches double spaced breadboards. The bottom
breadboard was attached to the posts, the middle and top performed as X-Y stage
to align (by moving into either direction up to half an inch) the sample holder plate
with objective.
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Once the sample holder stage platform was installed I build the rest on the top of
it. The sample holder plate was attached to the X-piezo stage with 3-32 screws. Four
rubber cushions were used (in between the sample holder plate and the X-piezo stage)
to reduce the contact surface between piezo and plate, and to level the plate with
focal plane (X-Y plane) of the objective to achieve homogenous focus in objective
field of view (see Appendix A for more information). The piezo stage was attached

Figure 2.41: Sample holder plate with other parts of the assembly.

to the adapter plate with four 3-32 screws and the adapter plate was attached to
the X-Y translation stage with two quarter inches screws. X-Y translation stage was
built using two linear actuators controlled by a joystick with XY Horse Motor Control
program written in LabVIEW 9V. X-Y translation stage was attached to a 6X4 inches
double spaced breadboard. This whole part was attached to the platform and aligned
such that the sample holder plate’s sample side centered at the objective; figure 2.41.
The sample holder plate was 14 inches high from the optical table. The X-Y
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translation stage could be moved up to an inch in X-Y directions. X-piezo stage
could move up to 30µms in X direction. The assembly was installed directly above
the dichroic holder stage assembly and camera assembly; figure 2.42. The assembly
was installed such that the sample holder plate was centered at the objective. A
stuck bead sample of .530µms beads was used to level the sample holder plate with
objective focal plane by changing the tensions in installation screws (screws between
sample holder plate and X-piezo stage).

Figure 2.42: Sample holder stage assembly is mounted on the left of the microscope
above dichroic holder stage assembly and camera assembly. It is 14 inches high from the
optical table and centers at the objective.

The sample holder stage assembly was a stand alone structure. It was isolated
from other parts of the tweezers. The wires connected to the actuators and X-piezo
were passed through rubber holders to avoid any vibrations. The assembly was built
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such that the X-piezo stage could be easily replaced with a 2D piezo stage to create a
2D optical trap. Figure 2.42 shows the assembly with other parts of the microscopepart. More information is available in the Appendix A.

2.4.5

Filter assembly

KG and ND filters were used to improve the image quality of camera (The KG filter
was used to bring down the IR intensity and ND filter was used to bring down both
IR and visible to appropriate levels for the camera.). The filters were installed above
the tube lens opening and below the dichroic on the separate movable mounts.

Figure 2.43: KG and ND filters are mounted such that they can be moved into and out
of the beam path by rotating the filter mounts pivoting at Z axis.

Both the filters were mounted on top of each other and centered along the vertical
optical axis of the microscope. I used KG filter of OD2 and ND filter of OD1. Both
the mounts were same: I used cage plates (CP02-Thorlabs) to mount the filters. The
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filters could be moved into and out of optical path by rotating the mounts pivoting
at the Z axis; figure 2.43.
The filters were installed under the dichroic holder stage. The handles were
mounted for easy access from the enclosure door. From enclosure door (filter-side) it
was quite inconvenient to reach the filter handles if they were straight. So I added a
wood-post at 90o to extend the handles towards the door; figure 2.44.

Figure 2.44: Filters are mounted underneath the dichroic holder stage. The filter
handles are extended at 90o to make them reach trough the service door.

2.4.6

QPD sensor assembly

The QPD sensor assembly was installed next to the microscope. It was designed with
the following parts: QPD platform, X-Y translation stage (ST1XY-Thorlabs) with
optomechanical controls, QPD lens L5 and, laser-line and ND filter.
I installed the QPD platform first. I used three 14 inches long damped post
(damped post to reduce vibrations in the assembly) with 12X6 inches double space
bread board. A linear stage was installed on the top of the breadboard in Y direction.
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On linear stage a 6 inches optical post was installed. The QPD was attached to X-Y
translation stage (similar to one used in Z lens mount) and the translation stage was
mounted on a post with post-clamp. The clamp and linear stage was used to align
the X-Y translation stage (QPD) with dichroic cube holder (in X-Y directions). The
optomechanical controls of QPD were same as used in trap steering assembly. The
translation stage was used to align the QPD with beam axis. I used a cage plate to

Figure 2.45: QPD sensor assembly with parts. Assembly is similar to trap steering
assembly, the QPD is attached at the back of X-Y translation stage with lens tube coupler.

mount L5 on the face of translation stage with cage rods; figure 2.45. By sliding the
cage plate in Z direction optimum focal spot could be achieved at the QPD plane.
The X-Y translation stage was aligned with adapter plate (LCP02-Thorlabs) using
cage rods as shown in the figure 2.45. The ND3 filter was installed inside the adapter
plate and the laser-line filter (LF) was installed inside an inches long lens tube on the
face of the translation stage.
QPD alignment was easy; the QPD was aligned with the adapter plate using
cage rods as shown in figure 2.45. The lens was aligned using a water sample. A
water sample was mounted by following regular experimental procedure steps given
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in chapter 5. Once the sample was mounted with QPD removed (from the holder),
the beam spot (made by the lens) was observed at the QPD plane. I put an aperture
at the QPD plane to measure the beam size. The lens was translated back and forth
(in Z direction) to achieve the beam spot of 5mm in diameter (roughly). When this
was achieved the aperture was replaced with QPD (and QPD and lens were installed).

Figure 2.46: QPD sensor assembly is installed on the right of the microscope. It is a
sturdy and standalone unit.

The QPD sensor assembly was installed above filter assembly on the right of the
microscope as shown in the figure 2.46. It was a standalone unit with optomechanical
controls passed through the enclosure wall. The QPD was connected through DB9
cable passed through a rubber holder on the enclosure roof (to avoid any vibrations
from enclosure wall).
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2.4.7

Objective, Z-Piezo and condenser

The Objective was directly installed on the Z-piezo. Z-piezo was installed on the
microscope using (SM1L10-Thorlabs) an inch long lens tube. I removed the objective
selector and mounted the lens tube directly on the frame underneath. I used SM1
(Thorlabs) adapter to mount the lens tube then used SM1A3 (Thorlabs) adapter to
mount the Z-piezo on lens tube. The condenser was attached to condenser holder on
the microscope; figure 2.47. The condenser was directly installed on the condenser
holder using 2 (SM2L10-Thorlabs) lens tubes and a custom made mount; figure 2.47.

2.4.8

Enclosures

To achieve the greatest possible sensitivity, stability, and
signal-to-noise ratio in DNAexperiments, the environment
in which the optical trapping
is performed must be carefully controlled.

In my expe-

rience four environmental factors affected DNA measurements:

temperature changes,

Figure 2.47: Objective, Z-piezo and condenser.

airborne noise, mechanical vibrations, and air convection. I
built the enclosures for following purposes; minimize the air currents and airborne
noise, keep the dust off the setup and prevent any mishaps with optics and laser
beam. I built two separated enclosures for laser and microscope-parts. This had an
advantage: The sizes of the enclosures were small so the air currents and airborne
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noise were minimized more effectively compared to large size enclosures.
Laser-part enclosure I built a 45Lx33B x13.5H inches enclosure using 25mm construction rails (Thorlabs) and transparent Acrylic plastic sheets; figure 2.48. I put
a service door at periscope for maintenance. I used hinges form Thorlabs to swing
open and close the door. Two round magnets were used on the door; one on the
door and one on the wall (inside) to keep the door closed. All the wires were passed
through rubber holders to isolate the enclosure from any possible vibrations carried
by wires. The enclosure was built and installed such that it was completely isolated
from optics and other hardware inside and outside. One side of the enclosure wall was
covered with sound-curtain (inside) to absorb and diffract any airborne noise present
inside. The enclosure was connected with microscope-part through a beam-pipe. The

Figure 2.48: An enclosure is built around the laser-part optics. It has a service door
near the periscope for maintenance. The enclosure is connected with microscope-part
through a beam pipe.

beam-pipe was attached with holder (white plastic holder in figure 2.48), which was
built to slide on the enclosure wall in X-Y plane to accommodate the beam when its
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position was changed by periscope (more information is available in Appendix A).

Microscope-part enclosure I built another enclosure for microscope-part. The
microscope enclosure was 20Lx31B x19H in dimensions built with same material.
Microscope was fully enclosed inside the enclosure. The enclosure was built with
three service doors: Top service door (door 1) was used to mount the sample and
adjust the condenser, right service door (door 2) was used to adjust the focus and
filters and left service door (door 3) was used to adjust the Z lens and camera. I

Figure 2.49: All the components in microscope-part besides fiber feeder are enclosed.
The enclosure has 3 service doors for maintenance and adjustments. All the essential
parts of the tweezers are controlled from outside.

designed the doors such that all the optics and controls were easily reachable from
outside. All the wires were passed through the rubber holders (see image in Appendix
A). Openings were designed very carefully in the walls for microscope-eyepiece and
optomechanical controls; no parts of the microscope and controls were in contact
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with the enclosure walls. All the wires were passed through rubber holders to keep
the vibration propagation minimum. The beam was inserted through a beam pipe
connecting both the enclosures; figure 2.49.
The enclosures were built with regular half inches thick acrylic plastic sheets.
Acrylic was transparent to IR so protective eyewear were necessary during the experiments. The optics and hardware was safe from dust and malpractice. Since all the
optics was enclosed the alignment was safe from any mishaps with the setup. So once
the tweezers was aligned, it stayed that way. Once the construction was complete
I tested all the relevant parts of the tweezers including the software and then the
enclosures were assembled. The enclosures were assembled in the end and the construction was complete then. The service doors were very helpfully for maintenance
and calibration which I performed after finishing the construction.

2.5

Discussion

Figure 2.50: Optical tweezers complete setup. Laser-part on left is connected through
beam pipe with microscope-part on right.

The Complete optical tweezers setup is presented in figure 2.50 with two enclosures; laser-part enclosure on left and microscope-part enclosure on right. Both
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enclosures were connected through a beam pipe. All the optics including microscope
focus knob was controlled from outside. During experiments the following procedure
was followed for data acquisition: First the sample was mounted and the condenser
was adjusted using the service door 1. Then the focus was adjusted using the focus
knob optomechanical control. After this, the sample was moved to find a suitable
tethered bead using joystick (X-Y translation stage). Once it was found, the trap
was moved to the selected tether and the QPD was adjusted accordingly (to zero the
X-Y signal) using optomechanical controls. Then in last step, the data was acquired
using hand-switch controlled data acquisition software (discussed in chapter 3).

Figure 2.51: Optomechanical controls of optical tweezers setup. Top left is X-Y controls
for Z lens. Top right is X-Y controls for QPD and bottom is focus control for microscope.
All the necessary optics during data acquisition is controlled from outside.

All was done from outside the enclosure: Once the sample and condenser was
mounted and adjusted, all the essential parts of tweezers were controlled from outside.
The sample holder stage was controlled through joystick, Z lens and QPD through
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optomechanical controls and microscope focus through microscope-optomechanical
control; figure 2.51. This scheme had many advantages: The air currents, airborne
noise and mechanical vibrations were minimized, which would be induced when the
doors were used, and the data acquisition rate was increased, which would have
suffered due to the limited accessibility.
The enclosures were very effective for airborne noise isolation. I did a brief study
to test the microscope-part enclosure (data is presented in figure A.38 and A.39 in
Appendix A) and it proved its effectiveness. But the enclosures introduced a problem
of temperature hike. The temperature hike was a severe problem because it could not
only cause the beam drift due to the temperature difference between the enclosures
but also the change in thermodynamics of DNA. It could also cause the specimen
to drift due to the thermomecahnical drift of the setup. I conducted some tests to

Figure 2.52: Temperature vs time for laser-part enclosure.

investigate the severity of the problem: I recorded the temperature of each enclosure
for over 10 hours. In laser-part He-Ne and IR lasers were the major source of heat. I
left the lasers ON for over 14 hours during the night and recorded the temperatures.
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The data is presented in figure 2.52. According to graph the temperature started
at 24.8o C (upper edge of the curve) and reached at 25.8o C over 1.4 hours than dropped
down to 24.9o C in next 8 hours. It went up again to 25.6o C in next 6 hours. The
temperature did not vary more than a degree in over 14 hours which was not bad at
all in the lab like we had. I think the drift was not due to the lasers; it might be
the room temperature which was drifting overnight (the temperature sensor was kept
close to enclosure roof). So in the laser-part enclosure the lasers were not causing any
sudden changes in the temperature. And on the top of that, during experiments the
He-Ne was used only for few minutes so IR was the only source of heat and according
to data it was not going to be a problem at all.

Figure 2.53: Temperature vs time for microscope-part for halogen lamp illuminator vs
fiber-light illuminator. White curve is temperature drift due to the halogen lamp
illumination and red curve is drift due to the fiber-light illumination.

In the microscope-part enclosure there were two heat sources: Microscope halogen
lamp illuminator and Luca camera fan. I kept both sources ON and recorded the
temperature of the microscope skin near dichroic cube above the condenser for over
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10 hours. The data is presented in figure 2.53: White curve is the temperature
change with halogen lamp illuminator (halogen lamp was the major source of heat).
The temperature started at 25o C and reached 48o C in an hour and stayed there. This
was an increment of 23o C which was quite big (not acceptable). The halogen lamp
problem could be solved by fiber coupling the microscope.
I searched online for fiber couplers (which could be directly introduced to Olympus
microscope) but could not find any, so I developed my own fiber coupler system for
Olympus IX71 microscope. Temperature change due to fiber-light illumination and
camera fan is shown with data in red curve. The temperature started at 23.8o C
and reached at 24.8o C over 2 hours. It reached at 25.2o C over next 8 hours and
stayed there. The total increment was 1.4o C which was lot better than before. This
increment might be due to the camera fan or regular temperature change in the lab.
Our experiments did not last for more than 3 hours in one sitting so temperature
change like this did not affect too much. We could not achieve better temperature
stability than this in the regular environment of the lab (with fiber illuminator the
temperature stability of setup depends on the temperature stability of the lab).
The enclosures perform greatly in minimizing the air currents and airborne noise.
But they could not help much with temperature drift and mechanical noise (vibrations) in the lab. Temperature drift within few degrees was out of control because
it was limited by temperature gradient of the lab. But the temperature of objective
could be stabilized (laser heats up the objective with specimen). But we were never
required to do so.
Mechanical vibrations was the last issue to be addressed. The data shown in
figure 2.54 was acquired through a stuck bead DOG scan (a stuck bead was scanned
with optical trap in X direction and signal was recorded with QPD; this was used
to calibrate the sensitivity of the trap (more information on DOG is available in
chapter 4)). A stuck bead in trap works like a microphone, it transfers the vibrations
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produced by airborne and mechanical noise into optical signals by scattering the
laser light. The optical signals are recorded by QPD. By doing a FFT (fast Fourier
transformation) of the recorded optical signals a power spectrum of noise can be
achieved. The data shown in figure 2.54 was the power spectrum of a stuck bead

Figure 2.54: Noise power spectrum of a stuck bead DOG scan signal. Y axis is arbitrary
unit and X axis is frequency. Noise peaks are located around 50, 80 and 120 Hz. The
noise is due to mechanical vibration in the lab ground.

with the spectral information of the noise frequencies, existed in the trap. The data
suggested that the low frequency noise from 40Hz to 120Hz were present in the trap.
This noise could have been airborne or mechanical. But my investigation proved
that the noise was due to mechanical vibrations (all the airborne noise sources were
removed; like the computers and drivers were removed to the chassis, hood vent was
chocked with sound curtain and the ventilation system in the roof was shut down
before taking this data).
To investigate and identify the source of noise I made an acoustic and mechanical
noise reader device using stethoscope and condenser microphone. This device could
easily read the low frequency mechanical vibrations using a LabVIEW program. I
collected the mechanical noise data on the optical table inside the microscope-part
enclosure. The FFT of data showed the similar peaks around and above 80Hz (the
peaks could have been due to airborne noise (even though all the noisy sources had
been removed)). For verification the optical table was deflated completely and a stuck
bead was scanned again. I got the similar power spectrum with similar frequencies
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but many times higher in amplitude. The lab ground was so noisy that I literally saw
the stuck bead shaking in camera view which was a proof, that the noise was due to
mechanical vibrations coming out of the ground even though the optical table was
floating well on laminar flow isolators (from Newport I-2000 series).

Figure 2.55: Power spectrum of a stuck bead (in the trap) for different materials and
sizes (paddings). Power spectrum proves that the rubber-paddings of smaller size is better
for isolation (bottom image).

Once I found the source I tried to isolate it. It was not easy at all because the
options were so limited (I could not take the optical table in space.). But I still tried
to isolate it by minimizing the contact surface and using different materials in between
the optical table and the ground to minimize the transmissibility. The rubber worked
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the best; I tried to isolate the table by inserting 4 rubber-paddings (small) in between
the ground and each isolator legs (of optical table) to reduce the contact-surface and 4
paddings in between the table and legs to reduce the transmissibility. This improved
the noise isolation a lot as shown in the figure 2.55.
Figure 2.55 presents a stuck bead signal (bead was stuck on the surface and the
trap was located on the bead) for two different isolation materials. I used the metal
nuts for the top power spectrum to reduce the contact surface but it did not perform
any better; the data was still very noisy. Then I replaced the nuts with 1 inches2
rubber paddings (rubber-sheet from Thorlabs), the data was improved but the power
spectrum was shifted to the right (power spectrum in middle). Then I replaced the
paddings with a stack of smaller paddings of 1cm2 (power spectrum in bottom). I
used a stack of 4 rubber paddings (on top of each other), because under optical table
weight the paddings was flattened like a banana. This scheme performed better than
the last two so I kept it. Each spectrum was achieved by a stuck bead signal and to
test each setting the optical table was inflated and deflated. So this experiment was
very hard and risky to perform because I had to use breadboards on both sides of the
optical table to deflate it. Once it was deflated I replaced the settings; a very risky
procedure.

Microscope Illumination
Fiber-light illuminator is the last part to discuss in this chapter. Fiber-light illuminator was an important part of the optical tweezers, because it provided heat free
illumination. Halogen lamp illuminator heated the microscope body (and enclosure)
and caused the specimen to drift. Fiber-light provided clean light and minimized all
the thermal effects. I searched online for a fiber plugin adapters for Olympus microscope but could not find anything. I wanted to have the fiber-light such that it could
be directly introduced to the microscope without making any major changes to its
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original form. My idea was to replace the halogen lamp with the fiber-light without
removing the lamp-holder (an original part of microscope). So the microscope optics
could be used to collimate the fiber-light. Also, I did not want to make any major
changes to the original form of the microscope (fiber-light could be replaced with
halogen lamp to restore the original form of the microscope).

Fiber plugin adapter Figure 2.56 shows different parts of fiber-light illuminator,
I developed for Olympus microscope. I made the system such that most parts were

Figure 2.56: Fiber-light illuminator for Olympus microscope. Top left is microscope
inlet which holds the halogen lamp-holder, top right is halogen lamp-holder; halogen lamp
is replaced by fiber plugin adapted and bottom is the complete system with fiber feeder.

available in my optics lab (or in any optics lab). To construct fiber plugin adapter
I replaced the halogen lamp with two cage plates, to hold the fiber bundle. The
cage plates were directly attached to the frame. Fiber bundle outlet aperture was
mounted through the cage plates such that it centered at the imaging lens focal plane
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(lens collimates the light). The fiber plugin adapter platform (lamp-holder) was the
original part of the microscope (fits directly into the microscope inlet; figure 2.56).

Fiber feeder I designed the fiber feeder such that it could be controlled by Olympus
power supply, which controlled the halogen lamp; figure 2.57. I mounted the halogen
lamp (which was removed from lamp-holder) on one end of the fiber feeder, and used
a lens to image the lamp on the fiber opening aperture. I used a set of cage plates
on a 2D mount made of post clamps, to mount the lens. The cage plates and post
clamps let me moved the lens in 3D to achieve the optimum spot on the fiber opening.
The Olympus power supply worked well for controlling the intensity of illumination

Figure 2.57: Complete fiber light illuminator system with Olympus power supply. Fiber
plugin adapter on left, fiber feeder in middle and the power supply is in right.

(appropriate illumination intensity for the camera). The whole system was designed
such that the microscope could be easily restored to its original form.
I started working on the project in the begging of 2010, it did not take us long to
build the first optical tweezers. Which was working, but it had huge design problems.
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Some of the major problems in the old tweezers were: Inadequate trap stiffness (force)
due to aberrations even though 4Ws of laser power was being used, presence of higher
order transverse modes in laser beam (Mode profiling at high power), huge signal drift
at QPD, huge thermal drifts, no Z control, very limited trap and specimen movement
(X Y-motor stage control with Joystick for Optical Tweezers, Extend your Optomechanical controls with Lego for out of box control), very complicated alignment
procedure (Easy way to align two laser beams), lots of noise in the data due to air
convection, airborne and mechanical noise (Noise issue with the optical tweezers),
safety issues, very slow data acquisition rate, no surface detection capability, no noise
investigation capability (in data or in real time; Device for studying acoustic and
mechanical noise in optical setups), inadequate overstretching and unzipping data
and very limited potential of performing variety of biomolecular experiments.
I solved all the above problems individually. I used all means from writing programs (LabVIEW and MatLab) to developing devices and schemes to study and solve
different aspects of the problems. The most time was spent in optimizing the data
quality by reducing the environmental factors. It took me almost 6 months of regular
testing and redesigning (of components) to deal with mechanical noise. Once the
source was found (noise was coming from the least expected source; lab ground) and
the components were redesigned, it did not take too long to minimize it. This project
let me develop some of the most useful skills for an engineer; programming, designing,
machining, research and development, and lot more. In next chapters some of these
aspects will be discussed along with the work.
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Control and automation
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Chapter 3
Control and automation
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter I will discuss the control and automation, developed for optical tweezers. Control and automation includes the hardware and software used for control,
automation, data acquisition and data analysis. It is divided in three parts: Controlhardware and software, data acquisition hardware and software and data analysis
software. I will discuss each briefly with more details in Appendix B and references.

3.2

Control-hardware and software

Control-hardware and software include all the hardware and software used to control
and automate the devices, not a part of data acquisition. Figure 3.1 shows all such
devices; directly controlled by their own hardware.

He-Ne and IR laser
He-Ne and IR lasers were controlled with their own power supplies. The intensity
of He-Ne was controlled through a ND filter controlled by a filter system made of a
computer hard-drive head system. IR intensity was controlled through AOM.
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Slow and fast shutter
Slow shutter was controlled by its own control box electronics designed specifically
for it (Slow laser shutter). Fast shutter was also controlled by its own control box
electronics through a foot switch (Fast laser shutter). The electronics for both the
shutters systems were developed such that, the shutters could also be controlled by
the computers using a microcontroller. A small filter system which was developed for
He-Ne, used a microcontroller. Figure 3.1 presents the devices which were controlled
directly by their own hardware.

Figure 3.1: He-Ne and IR lasers are controlled directly by their power supplies. Fast and
slow shutters are directly controlled by their control box electronics.

Figure 3.2 shows the devices which were controlled by the computers with LabVIEW. I used two different computers; Steve-daq and Steve-office. Steve-daq was
responsible for data acquisition and analysis and was also controlling sample holder
stage. Steve-office was controlling Luca camera, Z-piezo and quick oscilloscope. I
used different programs in LabVIEW for data acquisition and analysis. Devices were
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controlled directly and indirectly through the computers using different LabVIEW
programs. Camera and sample holder stage was directly controlled by the LabVIEW.
Z-peizo was controlled by the LabVIEW through a daq and Z-piezo driver. A full
schematics of the devices is given in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Devices which are directly controlled by computers through LabVIEW
programs. Sample holder stage is controlled through joystick with Steve-daq. Camera is
directly controlled through Steve-office. Z-piezo is indirectly controlled through
Nano-Driver85 by Steve-office. All the wires are shown with thick black lines; lines with
double arrows show two way communication.

Sample holder stage
Sample holder stage was controlled by Steve-daq with RS-232 connection. I used
two Zaber actuators connected to each, controlled by Attack3 joystick from Logitech.
The motors were controlled by Steve-daq computer. I wrote a program in LabVIEW
2009V; XY Horse motor control-JOYstick V2 to control the stage through joystick;
figure 3.3 (speed and resolution could be selected through program). Sample holder
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stage could also be controlled manually with end knobs at Zaber actuators. Figure 3.3
shows the front panel of the program. On left, operation section read the position of
the joystick. The speed and resolution were selected from speed multiplication factor
box above red-stop button. The actual position of the motors were read through X
and Y-motor sections on right.

Figure 3.3: Front panel of XY Horse motor control-JOYstick V2 program.

Z-Piezo
Z-piezo was an important part of the setup. It was used during calibration and data
acquisition. In calibration it was used to explore the relationship between corner
frequency and bead height from the surface (specimen), to establish the relationship
between detector sensitivity and trap position relative to bead center, and to determine the trap center offset from beam waist. During data acquisition it was used in
pairs with camera to detect the surface and to fix a certain trap height above the surface. Z-piezo was controlled through Mad City Labs nanopositioning systems Model
No.Nano-Drive85. Piezo stage was connected to driver with RS-232 cable. The driver
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was controlled through NI USB-6008 DAQ by Steve-office; figure 3.2. The schematic
is given in figure 3.2; driver had an inlet for analog control voltage and an outlet for
analog sensor voltage to update the piezo position.

Figure 3.4: Front panel of Z-piezo control program.

Z-piezo was controlled through Z-piezo control program written in LabVIEW
2009V; figure3.4. Program had two parts; Z-piezo normal control and calibration
helper. Calibration helper was used during calibration of detector sensitivity and
stiffness (it was used to calculate the starting point for piezo from surface). Z-piezo
normal control was used for both calibration and data acquisition. During data
acquisition the surface was detected using slide bar (figure 3.4), then piezo was moved
up by a fixed amount from the surface to create trap at certain trap height above the
surface. The program used piezo calibration parameter, provided by the manufacturer
to convert the distance into voltage. This voltage was applied by the daq to piezo
driver and get converted to signal for piezo stage.
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Luca camera (optical tweezers live feed back)
Camera was directly controlled by Steve-office using Optical tweezers live feed program
written in LabVIEW 2009V; figure 3.5. The program had two sections: Video section
and live feed section. Through video section (top part of figure 3.5), a movie of

Figure 3.5: Front panel of Optical tweezers live feed back program.

specimen could be recorded and through live feed section the real time visual data
was acquired. Live feed section had two parts: Normal camera view and ROI (region
of interest; green Square at the center of live feed section; figure 3.5). Normal camera
view was used to view the normal activity in the field of view and ROI was used
for the region of special interest, selected over the field of view. In normal camera
view the gain and exposure were selected programmatically. Camera had a cooling
fan which was generating vibrations. The vibrations were definitely bad for data
acquisition but the fan could be controlled programmatically (I used to turn off the
fan during data acquisition).
The selected ROI section was processed separately to extract the pixel values.
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The mean of the pixel values outside the ROI region was subtracted from the pixel
values inside the ROI to reduce the background in ROI. Then all the pixel values were
plotted in a 3D plot on the bottom right corner of the program; figure 3.5. The pixel
values in X direction were plotted in the graph; pixel amplitude vs pixel number. The
graph and plot facilitated the surface detection; the surface was detected by moving
the IR focus (with Z-piezo) and watching the pixel values at the graph (without
saturation) for maxima. With the technique I was able to detect the surface within
50nm accuracy.
In next section I will discuss the data acquisition hardware and software used
during the experiments.

3.3
3.3.1

Data acquisition hardware and software
Hardware

Experiments were performed using three components, working under closed or open
feedback loops for data acquisition. The components are QPD, X-piezo and AOM;
figure 3.6. The components were working with supporting hardware (drivers and
filters) and data acquisition hardware (DAQ and PCI card), shown in figure 3.6
(schematics of wiring). Figure 3.6 shows all the supporting and data acquisition
hardware.

QPD
QPD was connected to position sensing amplifier (OT-301 from ON-TRAK) with DB9
cable. Amplifier had three outputs; X, Y and SUM signal (red, green and blue lines in
figure 3.6). The outputs were connected to the three inputs of Krohn-Hite (EF1 and
EF2) electronic filters which had a cutoff at 1.6kHz (more information is available in
Appendix B table B.2). The three outputs of Krohn-Hite filters were divided into
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two (each) with BNC T-junctions; one side of the junction was connected to analog
input of NI USB-6008 (AI0 to AI3) and other was connected to analog input of NI
BNC-2111 (AI0 to AI3). NI BNC was connected to NI PCI-6211 card in Steve-daq.

Figure 3.6: This is the full schematics of wiring. It shows all the supporting and data
acquisition hardware. QPD, X-piezo and AOM are on the left. QPD is connected to
position sensing amplifier, X-piezo is connected to Nano-Driver85 and AOM is connected
to AOM-driver. EF1, EF2 and EF3 are Krohn-Hite filters. Red, green, blue and black are
BNC cables carry analog output signals. Doubled-line lines are analog inputs (signal
direction depicted by arrow). NI USB-6008 is data acquisition DAQ connected to
computer Steve-office with USB. NI BNC-2111 is data acquisition and control DAQ
connected to computer Steve-daq with NI EMP cable. Data acquisition control
hand-switch is shown in the top right corner connected to PFI post on BNC-2111. The
double arrow black lines (dash) show BNC connection wires between PFI ports.

The bead position relative to trap center in X direction, was measured by the
deflection of the laser beam. This deflection was imaged at the detector-plane by the
condenser and imaging lens ( lens in front of the QPD-detector). Amplifier measured
the current from the four quadrants of the diode and produced normalized position
signals and sum signal in voltage [Yeh 2002]:
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X=

q1 + q2 − q 3 − q4
q1 − q2 − q3 + q 4
;Y =
; SU M = q1 + q2 + q3 + q4
q1 + q2 + q3 + q4
q 1 + q2 + q 3 + q4

(3.1)

We calibrate X, Y and SUM to discover bead position and stiffness relative to the
trap center.

X-Piezo
X piezo was connected to Nano-Drive85 with DB9 cable. Drive had one input and
one output (sensor). Output was used to read the sensor position connected to input
of Krohn-Hite filter (cut off at 1.6kHz). Filter output was divided into two with BNC
T-junctions; one was connected to NI USB-6008 (AI4) and other was connected to
NI BNC-2111 (AI4). The input (double line) of driver was connected to output of
Krohn-Hite filter (cut off at 20Hz). The input of filter was connected to analog output
of NI BNC-2111 (AO1).

AOM
AOM was connected to RF-out of AOM-driver with BNC. Driver RF analog-input
was connected to output of Krohn-Hite filter (cut off at 20Hz). The input of filter
was connected to analog output of NI BNC-2111 (AO0).
All the wires were BNC cables; all the output wires were same in length and all
the input wires were same in length. All the wires were organized such that they
were not close to any power lines. All the input and output wires were organized
separately; wires which were carrying the data signals from QPD were isolated from
all other output wires (because signal wires were subjected to electronic noise). QPD
amplifier was installed on foam-sheet to minimize any mechanical vibrations in QPD
connection wire.
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DAQs
Figure 3.7 shows all the drivers and DAQs. I used two DAQs from NI (National
Instruments). NI USB-6008 was used to acquire the analog signals from QPD and
piezo. It was connected to Steve-office with USB. NI BNC-2111 was used to acquire
the analog signals from QPD and piezo, and to write the analog voltages to piezo
and AOM. It was connected to Steve-daq with NI-SHC68-68-EPM cable. I used high

Figure 3.7: All the support and data acquisition hardware excluding PCI card and
computers: Krohn-Hite filters are on the top, position sensing amplifier and AOM-driver
are in the middle, X and Z-piezo drivers are in the bottom, NI DAQs are on the right and
hand-switch is on the most right.

performance PCI card (NI PCI-6221) to control BNC-2111. I used differential inputs
at USB-6008 and RSE inputs (Referenced single ended) at BNC-2111. PCI-6221 had
16 bit resolution with 260kHz and 833kHz sampling rate at input and output signals.
USB-6008 had sampling rate of 10kHz which was still way above the aliasing limit.
The data acquisition program was written such that the acquisition steps (feedback
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and non feedback loops) could be controlled through a hand-switch; figure 3.7 (I made
the hand-switch using a plastic pipe, a push button and a BNC connector). During
data acquisition the steps were initiated by pressing the switch. The program would
run through all the steps when the switch was pressed and hold, since there was
no way of stopping the feedback loop (the switch also worked as loop breaker when
released prematurely). The switch is shown in figure 3.7 in top right hand corner it
is connected to PFI O/P1.0 (port fuel injector) which is connected to PFI 12/ P2.4
ports on BNC-2111 (double arrow black dashed line). Ports PFI 2/P1.2 and PFI
7/P1.7 are connected to each other (double arrow black dashed line).

3.3.2

Software

I used two programs for data acquisition and control; Quick oscilloscope and Feedback96main mx. Both the programs were written in LabVIEW 7V.

Quick oscilloscope
Quick oscilloscope was used just for data graphing in real time; figure 3.8. It was
originally written by Dr. Steven J. Koch. I modified it for data graphing, noise search
and quick calibration technique. It was used to read and graph X, Y, SUM and Xpiezo sensor signals from USB-6008 DAQ. Real time data graphing of X and Y signals
was used to adjust the position of QPD (QPD was adjusted such that both X and Y
signals were at zero before data acquisition was initiated). It was also used to find the
noise in the data, in real time. A noise module was written in the program to perform
FFT on a selected signal (X, Y, SUM or piezo signal could be selected) to find any
noise in the data related to airborne, mechanical or electrical. Different averaging and
weighting modes could be selected with any number of averages. In averaging mode;
vector, RMS and peak hold averaging could be selected. In weighting mode; linear or
exponential could be selected. Figure 3.8 shows the front panel of the program: Left
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graph windows are for data graphing and right graph window is for noise search.
Noise module was used to identify the noise in the trap (figure 3.9) using FFT on
acquired signal. I could go up to 1.5kHz with filters (Krohn-Hite) and up to 5kHz
without filters (but I was mostly concerned with noise frequencies less than 1.5kHz
because filter worked pretty well above that) in data acquisition rate.

Figure 3.8: Front panel of Quick oscilloscope program: Graphs on left present X, Y,
SUM and X-piezo signals. Graph on right is power spectrum for noise search.

A stuck bead sample was used to identify the noise in the trap. The trap was
centered on a stuck bead and a continuous X signal was monitored. The FFT was
performed on the signal using noise module to identify the noise frequencies in the
trap. This was used to diagnose the noise problem. Figure 3.9 presents such an
attempt of reducing mechanical vibrations from the ground. Ground was identified
to be the only source of mechanical vibrations. The optical table was isolated from
the ground with rubber padding which were installed between the ground and table
isolator legs and between the table and legs. Four rubber padding each a square
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inches in area were used first. Then a stack of 4 rubber padding with 1cm2 area
(under pressure rubber spreads out that is why I used a stack) were installed instead.
Different sizes and settings were tested with noise module; the data is presented in
figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Power spectrum of X signal of stuck bead (dB Vs frequency) for different
types of padding between optical table and legs.

Figure 3.9 presents the power spectrum (dB vs frequency) of X signal of a stuck
bead for three different settings. In the top image I had four metal nuts in between the
table and legs (to reduce the contact surface). The data looked really noisy. In middle
the nuts were replaced by rubber padding. The data was lot better; prominent peaks
were between 40 and 60Hz, around 80Hz, and around 120Hz just similar to figure 2.54
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on page 87. In the bottom the bigger padding were replaced by smaller padding. The
data was even better; most prominent peak was around 80Hz (peaks at 60 and 180Hz
were power line frequencies which were not a concern; the power line frequencies were
injected by X-piezo driver ground).

Feedback96-main mx
Feedback96-main was the heart and soul of data acquisition. It controlled AOM, Xpiezo and QPD to acquire data under automated feedback control of optical tweezers.
This program was written by Dr. Steven J. Koch and Richard C. Yeh[Yeh 2002]. It
was in LabVIEW 7V.
Single-molecule experiments are notoriously hard to perform: the biological samples require hours of delicate preparation and have lifetimes on the order of minutes;
the experimental apparatuses are sensitive to noise and require exquisite stability
[Wang 1997]. The expense associated with building a laboratory to perform singlemolecule studies motivates the creation of tools versatile enough to perform a variety
of experiments as appropriate for shared instruments. To these requirements, program enabled the rapid design of a sequence of manipulation steps and the rapid
tuning of relevant parameters governing the manipulations, to minimize the number
of precious biological samples spent in the design phase of an experiment. Once the
appropriate parameters were found, program enables the precise repetition of any desired manipulation during the high-volume data collection phase of the experiment.
I will shed some light on the program design and its performance.

Program design Program has following parts; structure and parameters (hardware), modules, general structures and parameters (experiment), performance, feedback modes, and exit conditions. Program behaves like an interpreter. The user may
specify any number of steps to be performed. A flowchart of the data acquisition and
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feedback control side appears in figure 3.10.
The main program initializes and configures the data acquisition and optical trapping hardware per the user0 s specifications, and sequentially executes each step. Each
step consists of a module responsible for taking data, calculating a response (if necessary), controlling the apparatus subsystems, and deciding whether to loop (continue
executing the step) or return to the main program. This last responsibility is the major contribution in the program: Rather than simply executing a sequence of steps,
the system must programmatically determine when to go to the next step.

Figure 3.10: Flow chart of Feedback96-main.
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After each step, the main program records the data acquired in the step and
metadata about the program state, including the reason why each module exited,
and proceeds to the next step if one exists [Koch 2010].
This program abstracts and combines the low-level manipulations of AOM RFinput Voltage (optical trap stiffness) and piezo stage position (sample position) into
the most popular modes of feedback control: Constant-velocity clamp (with stiffness
modulation); often used in stretching studies, constant-force clamp (with position
modulation); often used to monitor, hinder, or encourage the progress of motor proteins. Aside from those two modules, this program offers steps to locate the center
of the tethered bead (for both long and short tethers), performs velocity and force
clamping by steering the beam instead of moving the stage (using AOM as AOD), performs force loading-rate clamping; holds the stiffness and position (no feedback) and
take data, position ramp piezo (no feedback) and take data, acquire a power-spectrum
(stiffness calibration), await the footswitch and reset the acousto-optic deflector driver
We used position ramp piezo and find tether center for our experiments. Figure
3.11 shows the front panel of the program: It has four major sections. Top right is the
script section for steps of data acquisition. Each step is a module, where parameters
for that step can be selected. Bottom right space is the journal of acquired data
updated as data is acquired. Top left is the settings for DAQ channels and destination
path for data. And bottom left is the hard limits for hardware control and feedback.
For DNA overstretching experiments I used six steps: Position ramp piezo in which
the laser intensity was modulated to bring it up to the required level for overstretching,
wait for OK in which a time delay was introduced to adjust the QPD X-Y signal to
zero (and to avoid the X-Y signal drift and oscillations), find tether center piezo in
which module worked under PID (proportional-integral-derivative) feedback to find
the center of DNA tether, position ramp piezo in which stage moved back to tether
center, and position ramp piezo again to overstretch DNA and take data. The modules
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could be reached from edit button on front panel. They could also be loaded or saved
to a text file. Within each module, point-by-point data acquisition and feedback
was performed at rates of 10-20kHz. The stop conditions were checked against the
averaged/decimated data. Additional modules might be developed and inserted as
needed. More information on each module-step for DNA overstretching experiments
is available in the Appendix B. Somewhat similar steps were used for DNA unzipping
experiments.

Figure 3.11: Front panel of feedback96-main program.

3.4

Data analysis software

We used roughly six or more different programs to convert and analyze the data.
Feedback96-main saves the data in binary format. We used Secret peeking software KL
to view and convert the data into text files. For mass conversion into text files we used
Convert many files program. For viewing and comparison of many converted files we
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used Compare many converted files program. For tweezers calibration we used OT
calibration program. For mass data analysis and selection we used Auto data report
98 and to analyze overstretching data we used Overstretch-vi. I will discuss each
briefly.

3.4.1

Secret peeking software KL

This program was used with Feedback96-main to analyze and convert data side by
side. It was originally written in LabVIEW 7V by Dr. Koch. I modified it to
analyze any the noise and discrepancies in the data. The program was used to plot
the acquired data and convert the single data files from binary to text (Excel). The
converted text files had 14 different data columns: X (nm) (QPD X signal), Y (nm)
(QPD Y signal), stiffness (pN/nm) calculated from QPD sum signal, piezo movement
(nm) from piezo sensor, trap position (nm) calculated by AOD voltage; not used
any more, AOD voltage(V) which was AOM RF-input voltage, time (s) calculated
by converting the on-board clock ticks into seconds, pzt setpoint (nm); piezo setting
requested in nanometers (relative to some fixed point, such as 35 ”MHz”), Xpolym
(nm); physical length of DNA tether in the X direction only, theta (rad); calculated
angle (calculated from the bead height (trap height) and Xpolym (nm)), LDNA (nm);
end-to-end length of the tethered molecule (calculated from angle and Xpolym (the
bead radius was subtracted), so the best estimate of the end-to-end length of the DNA
extension under applied force), force (pN) applied by trap, calculated from X signal
and stiffness, i(index) and i/sqrt(j); DNA unzipping parameters. Some of these were
calculated on the bases of calibration parameters discussed in OT calibration program
and chapter 4. And others were experimental settings based on physical conditions
of experiment.
Secret peeking software used the calibration parameters to translate, convert and
plot the data, under given experimental settings; figure 3.12. On front panel of figure
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3.12; buttons in the left are for editing calibration parameters and settings (Each
button is a popup window on which one can adjust the calibration parameters and
settings). Center graph is to plot find tether center data. Buttons on right are for

Figure 3.12: Front panel of Secret Peeking Software KL (DNA overstretching and find
tether center profile).

selecting X and Y variables for the graph. Button above graph (-save converted data
to text) converts the binary file to Excel file. More information on parameters and
settings is given in Appendix B.
I modified this program to give the spectral information of the data. Spectral
information was useful in determining the noise frequencies in the data (at the time
of data analysis, if needed then this information could be used to filter out the noise).
Figure 3.13 presents a DOG scan of a 1.040µm (diameter) bead. The spectral information acquired from the DOG scan, was used to crosscheck the information acquired
by AMNR (acoustic and mechanical noise reader) to diagnose the airborne and me-
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chanical noise problem. This information was also used to run the diagnostics on
electronic and electrical noise, which was also present in the data (60 and 180Hz).
Top figure is a DOG scan ( X (mV) vs time) for detector sensitivity calibration. Bottom image is the power spectrum of the signal (shows similar noise bands as figure
3.9).

Figure 3.13: DOG scan and its power spectrum.

3.4.2

Convert many files and Auto data report 98

The two programs served the similar purpose as Secret peeking software KL; take
the calibration parameters and settings to convert many binary files into text data
files (Excel). Convert many files program was used to convert many binary files into
Excel files simultaneously (in comparison to secret peeking which converts data files
one by one) and Auto Data Report 98 was used to convert binary files into single
HTML (also have options to convert into word and Excel) web page which was very
helpful in data analysis and selection. I used to acquire over 100s of data sets with
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a single DNA sample, which made it hard to convert and analyze the data one by
one. Auto data report 98 could publish all the data in a single web page with all the
parameters and settings, making it easy to analyze and select the best data sets for
further analysis. Both of the programs were in LabVIEW 2008V.

3.4.3

Compare many converted files

This program was used, to graph many converted data files together (figure 3.14) and
to select the good data; for an example figure 3.14 shows many DNA overstretching
profiles, acquired in a same DNA sample (medium D2 O). The figure is Force (pN)

Figure 3.14: Front panel of Compare many converted files program.

vs LDNA (nm) (LDNA is the length of DNA tether extension). DNA is 4.4kb (kilobasepairs) with LDNA to be about 1500nm (no external force). So tethers smaller
than 1500nm should be avoided (figure 3.14) in further data analysis. Three tethers
from left, start overstretching before 1500nm so these three data sets will be excluded
from further analysis. This program was also used to compare the overstretching data
acquired in different mediums; H2 O and D2 O. And it was also used for unzipping data.
The program was written in LabVIEW 7V.
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3.4.4

OT calibration

This program was used to calibrate the optical tweezers. This program was written
in LabVIEW 2009V. The program worked in multiple steps to calibrate the tweezers.
It had 3 major sections: Detector sensitivity calibration, trap stiffness calibration and
trap center height vs detector sensitivity graph section. Front panel of this program
is presented in figure 3.15. I will discuss each section separately.

Figure 3.15: Front panel of OT calibration program. It is a bad figure for detailed view
but it is given as a map of different sections of this program which are discussed next with
their own detailed figures.

Detector sensitivity section
Detector sensitivity section: It had 3 subsections; data loading and plotting section,
truncation and polynomial linear fit section and noise calibration section. Detector
sensitivity was calibrated by scanning (DOG scan) a stuck bead with trap in X
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direction. A stuck bead sample was used for DOG scan and the trap was moved
in X direction to scan a bead (the trap was centered very precisely in Y direction).
The signal received on QPD is shown in figure 3.16. The signal is mV (X) vs nm (X
piezo). The data was acquired by Feedback96-main and converted to Excel file by
Convert many files or Secret peaking software program. Both programs use similar
input parameters to convert the data. Once the data is converted it can be read by
other programs for analysis. Data loading and plotting section was used to read and

Figure 3.16: Data loading and plotting section of OT calibration program.

plot the desired row and column from designated excel file (it could also be used as
single data viewer). The section was also used to give the maximum and minimum
values of the data set (X (mV)); figure 3.16.
Detector sensitivity was extracted by fitting the DOG scan with a third degree
polynomial as shown in the top left figure (red is DOG scan and black is the fit) of figure 3.17; linear region was chosen to extract (by linear slope) the sensitivity (mV/nm)
by truncating the upper and lower ends of the fit (top right figure) (sensitivity was
the first calibration parameter in conversion parameters-3, in Secret peeking software
to convert the data; see Appendix B for more details). The slope of the fit, was sensitivity and the length of the linear region was extension, around the trap center over
which the sensitivity was linear (X-extend box on polynomial linear fit graph). The
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sensitivity is not linear over the full transverse plane of trap center. It is only linear
over a range on both sides of the center[Neuman 2004]. During DNA overstretching
or unzipping the bead is hold in this linear region to extract the force. Bottom figure
gives the noise amplitude in the data. The amplitude was used to calibrate the noise
in the trap by dividing the amplitude with sensitivity.

Figure 3.17: Truncation and polynomial linear fit, and noise section of OT calibration
program.

Trap stiffness calibration section
This section had four subsections; stiffness calibration through corner frequency, laser
power in the trap calculation basis, Equipartition theorem and bead height vs trap
stiffness; figure 3.18. We used power spectrum method to calibrate the stiffness; the
stiffness of the trap is proportional to the corner frequency (given by power spectrum)
of the overdamped trapped free bead0 s Brownian motion:

K = 2πβfc

(3.2)

Where K is the stiffness, β is stokes drag coefficient and fc is the corner fre135

quency. Hydrodynamics drag is height dependent (bead height from the surface)
given by[Svoboda 1994]:
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Here η is the dynamic viscosity of medium (H2 O or D2 O), r is the radius of bead
and h is the height of the bead center from surface. Stiffness was calibrated through
the corner frequency given by power spectrum module of Feedback96-main program
(see Appendix B). Trap stiffness in pN/nm is based on medium, corner frequency and
bead radius. To calculate the trap stiffness at per Watt of laser power, power in the

Figure 3.18: Trap stiffness section of OT calibration program.

trap was needed, which was calculated from AOM RF-input voltage in laser power
calculation basis section through laser power in trap vs RF-input voltage calibration
(see chapter 4 for more detail).
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It was impossible to measure the laser power in the trap during data acquisition,
so it was done in advance. I measured the laser power after objective for ascending
RF-input voltages (AOM), to calibrate the laser power output in 1st order diffracted
beam (AOM) vs RF-input voltage. This gave a relationship between available powers
in trap vs input voltages. I used this relationship to calculate the laser power in trap
at any given RF-input voltage; this was done in laser power calculation basis section.
I used the laser power to calculate the trap stiffness in pN/nm/W (trap stiffness
is third conversion parameter in conversion parameters-3 in Secret peeking software).
Laser power (laser power calculation basis section) could also be calculated using sum
signal voltage of QPD (QPD sum signal voltage vs laser power in the trap, gives the
second conversion parameter of ”Laser Power for sum” in conversion parameters-3 in
Secret peeking software).
Equipartition theorem (eq 3.4) section was optional and used for cross checking
the detector sensitivity, calculated from DOG scans at trap center only:
s
S=

KX hν 2 i
kB T

(3.4)

Where S is detector sensitivity, KX is stiffness in X direction, ν 2 is variance (given
by power spectrum fit; see Appendix B) and kB T is thermal energy. Corner frequency
depends on the bead height (bead center height) from the surface and the relationship
is defined by equation eq 3.3. Bead height vs trap stiffness section calculates the
stiffness at different bead heights (the relationship is more accurate to the heights
above 1.2r) to give the proper height at which the power spectrum must be acquired
to avoid errors in stiffness calibration due to hydrodynamics drag (stiffness does not
depend not height but corner frequency does). This gives a relationship curve between
stiffness vs bead height from surface. The curve is used to determine the safe height
for power spectrum.
Detector sensitivity depends on the location of beam waist relative to bead cen137

ter which makes it Z dependent. Detector is most sensitive when beam waist is at
the bead center (trap center is located beyond the beam waist). In overstretching
experiments when the bead is pulled by the trap, it moves in X-Z directions since the
sensitivity is Z dependent it passes through different sensitivity planes, which requires
the sensitivity to be calibrated in all different planes in Z direction along the diameter
of the bead vertical to surface along the beam axis. It is done by acquiring the DOG

Figure 3.19: Sensitivity vs bead position relative to beam waist .

profiles in X direction at different Z planes (from one end to another end of a stuck
bead (the two ends were in vertical Z direction along the beam axis)). Which gives a
relationship curve between sensitivity and bead position relative to beam waist from
the surface (the starting point of scan was located at the surface). The curve is used
to apply the geometry when the overstretching or unzipping data is analyzed (this is
why we call the conversion parameters used in Secret peeking software-quick conversion, because it uses only single value for sensitivity (at trap center) rather than a
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relationship; see Appendix B).
Sensitivity vs bead position relative to beam waist is presented in figure 3.19. The
section reads the sensitivity from the slope and plots it with the given beam waist
height from the surface to give the relationship curve (sensitivity vs bead position
relative to beam waist from the surface). Once the calibration is done all the calibration data could be saved to a text file by ”write Data Saga” section on the right of
figure 3.15.

3.4.5

Overstretch-vi

Overstretch-vi was used to calculate the most probable force over many overstretching
profiles. It uses kernel density estimation to estimate the force between a given
force values at the profiles. It was used to estimate and compare the mean force of
many different overstretching profiles for H2 O and D2 O. Figure 3.20 present the front
panel of the program. This program was used for both overstretching and unzipping

Figure 3.20: Front panel of Overstretch-vi.

data. It was used with Compare many converted files to analyze the mean force of
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overstretching in H2 O and D2 O.

3.5

Discussion

In the chapter I discussed most of the active hardware and software used in optical
tweezers. Some hardware and software, which were used time to time, are skipped
because they were not an active part of the system. I want to mention two such
programs which were used to build and optimize the tweezers. The first program is
Realtime laser alignment 3D V3.

3.5.1

Realtime laser alignment 3D V3

Figure 3.21: Front panel of Real time laser alignment 3D.

This program was used extensively in aligning the tweezers. I wrote this program
in LabVIEW 2009V. This program is written such that it can read any type of USB
camera. All the attributes of the camera like brightness, gain and other attributes
can be controlled programmatically. I used this program with very cheap webcams
and it worked great. A front panel of the program is shown in figure 3.21. This
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program can be used to extract the ROI (region of interest) profile at any surface. It
provides a visual view and 3D graph of ROI. Second program I wanted to discuss is
Noise investigator and helper V4.

3.5.2

Noise investigator and helper V4

Noise investigator and helper was used to investigate and search the airborne and
mechanical noise sources. It was used with AMNR (acoustic and mechanical noise
reader) and Tone generator V2 program. I wrote the program in LabVIEW 2009V.
The program uses computer sound card (microphone) to acquire data from AMNR
and perform FFT to find the spectrum. It can be used to read ordinary sound waveform or interferogram. Interferogram (sound) was used to test the transmissibility

Figure 3.22: Front panel of Noise investigator and helper V4.

and resonance of the structure and components. Figure 3.22 shows the front panel
of the program. The program is equipped with math module which is used to analyze the spectrum. Math module can perform any kind of mathematical calculations
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like average, add, subtract and division over acquired spectrums. The front panel
of math module is given in figure 3.23. The module works at the same principle as
FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy). To find the transmissibility of the
structure or material, a spectrum of dark is recorded, then a spectrum of back ground
is recoded (no material or structure in between) and in end a spectrum of signal is
recorded. To calculate transmissibility, first the dark is subtracted from background
and signal to cancel any noise (electronic or electrical) then the signal is divided
by background. This gives the transmissibility of a structure or material at input
interferogram.

Figure 3.23: Front panel of math module in Noise investigator and helper V4.
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Chapter 4
Optical tweezers calibration
4.1

Introduction

To perform accurate measurements with optical tweezers, it is necessary to calibrate
some experimental parameters and even before that characterize the active components of the optical tweezers setup. The parameters to be calibrated: Stiffness; which
measures the force that it exerts on trapped bead, and Sensitivity; which measures the
relative position of bead within the trap. The components to be characterized: AOM,
QPD (quadrant photo diode), and electronic filters. It is necessary to characterize
these components first because they can affect the experimental parameters, but even
before that it is necessary to review some experimental facts about the components.

4.2

X and Z-piezo calibration

X and Z-piezo stages were already calibrated when we bought them. X-piezo was
3nm/mV and Z-piezo was 2.59nm/mV. These parameters were used in both Secret
peeking software and Z-piezo control programs. Since the piezo stages were already
calibrated they were used to calibrate and verify other parameters.
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4.3

Microscopes focus knob calibration

I used microscope focus primarily to assist Z-piezo in stiffness calibration. Olympus
claims that by moving one tick, the focus is moved by one micron. I verified it using
a cover glass; I made a water sample (water on both sides of the cover glass) then
focused the IR beam on both, upper and lower surfaces (I found the surfaces using
Optical tweezers live feed program) of cover glass by moving the focus knob (I counted
the ticks to be 134). Since the focus traveled through the glass the total distance it
covered, was 151µm = 134×(ng /nw ); where ng and nw were the refractive indices of
glass and water. The measured thickness (through Vernier Calipers) of the cover glass
was .15mm (150µm), so one tick was equal to 1µm.
Before optical parameters were calibrated, it was important to verify the alignment
of trap axis (beam axis) with optical axis of the objective. It was done by using a
water sample; mounted on sample holder stage then the beam was focused on the
lower surface of the sample chamber. I removed the hot filter and scanned the surface
through focus (in Z direction)using microscope focus knob; as the focus moves through
the surface, if the reflected intensity seen by the camera is homogeneous around the
trap then the trap axis is along the optical axis, if not then M5 and M6 mirrors (on
vertical stages) at periscope assembly are used to move the beam. I moved the beam
in X-Y plane using vertical stages until the intensity was homogenous around the
trap. I also checked the focus of camera view by comparing the camera view with
eyepiece view. I made a mix sample of stuck bead using 530 and 1040nm (diameter)
beads and compared the camera view with eyepiece view to bring the camera to focus
(I moved the camera in Z direction until it matched the eye piece view).
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4.4

Calibration of optical parameters

In this section I will discuss the calibration of the optical parameters related to Z
lens, objective, tube lens, camera field of view, and computer monitor.

Calibration of Z lens movement in X direction in sample plane
We used Z lens to move the trap in X-Y sample plane, so it was necessary to calibrate
the trap movement with respect to lens movement. I made a stuck bead sample and
drew two horizontal lines (using ROI in Optical tweezers live feed program) on the
monitor roughly 16mm apart (one line was overlapping a stuck bead) then moved the
trap with Z lens from one line to another and measured the distance with micrometer
(at Z lens mount). Then I moved the stuck bead from one line to another using X-piezo
and converted the applied voltage to microns (using X-piezo calibration parameter).
The resolution of monitor was 1024×768 pixels. This gives:

7µm (Xpiezo ; air) = 16mm (ROI; monitor) = 315µm (Zlens ; air)

(4.1)

The relationship produces several important parameters of the system. The objective magnification in air towards 1:1 telescope was 45× (315/7). Camera field of
view was 100×60µms. The actual distance moved by bead in water, was 5.25µm
which gives the objective magnification to be 60× in water (7/1.33=5.25; 25×1.33 =
60×).

Verification of objective and tube lens parameters
The focal length of tube lens and objective was 180mm and 2.11mm which give the
magnification of 86× (towards camera). The NA of objective was 1.2 which gives the
diameter of the exit pupil to be 3.8mm (objective).
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Camera field of view and pixel size in sample plane
Camera field of view was 100×60µms. The pixel size at camera was 10µm (in air),
which was 116nm in the sample plane (in water).

Optical resolution and spot size
Optical resolution (theoretical) at white light was 277nm. I measured and calculated
the spot size: I used Optical tweezers live feed program to measure the spot size in
water at glass-water interface:

Figure 4.1: Spot size measurement; left is the spot which is being measured and right is
the profile.

Figure 4.1 presents the spot with its profile. I took four different pictures and
measured the profile in four different directions as a result the spot size (beam waist)
came out to be 416±25nm. The theoretical spot size was 423nm, agreed with the
measurements.

Microscope focal drift characterization in Z direction
Focal drift was not a problem during DNA experiments because focal plane was
reset in advance in all three directions before a data set was acquired. But during
calibration, especially in detector sensitivity calibration the focal drift in Z direction
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(in X-Y directions I could reset the focal plane) was a problem because each DOG
scan-cycle (each cycle has more than 10 DOG scans) took up to several minutes. So if
I knew the characteristic of focal drift in advance I could have planed the calibration
procedure accordingly. Figure 4.2 presents the characteristic curve for the focal drift
on a normal day:

Figure 4.2: Focal drift characteristic curve: Drift in nanometer vs time in minutes (the
curve is linear).

I measured the focal drift every 20 minutes using Z-piezo for a period of 140minutes. The focal plane drifted linearly in Z direction as suggested by the curve. But I
did not want to depend too much on the curve because it was just one experiment;
I though more experiments should have been conducted for longer times on different
days to verify the characteristic. But this experiment gave me some useful information about the average drift. Average drift calculated from the slope of the curve
was 16±5nm per minute. Since the physical conditions (e.g. lab temperature, laser
power in trap, camera and microscope illuminator intensity) would be same with
DNA experiments, there was no reason to reject this number. So while planning the
calibration procedure, this number was taken as the best (minimum) possible drift.
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4.5

AOM characterization

It is important to know the laser power in the trap, during stiffness calibration using
corner frequency (produced by power spectrum); corner frequency (stiffness) linearly
depends on the laser power.
It was absolutely unpractical to measure the laser power in the trap, before every
power spectrum data was acquired. So, it was done in advance: I recorded the laser
power after the objective for many RF-input voltages from 1.3 to 4.9Volts in .2Volt
increments. I also recorded the laser power at different points in the setup: Laser
power before AOM was 1.8W, laser power after AOM was 1.7W (94% transmission),
laser power in 1st order diffracted beam was 1.238W (in continuous mode of AOM;
72% transmission), laser power before Z lens was 1.18W, laser power before objective was 1.11W (94% transmission) and laser power after objective was 607mW (55%
transmission); this was the highest achievable available for trapping, in CW-mode
or at maximum RF-input voltage. Measuring a transmission characteristic of a high
NA objective is not straight forward. Power meter probe in front of objective overestimates the throughput because of registering the unreflected light which would be
reflected by specular reflections from cover glass interfaces if it was there.
To measure the effective transmission of a high NA objective accurately, the dual
objective method is preferred, in which two identical, matched objectives are used to
focus and then recollimate the laser beam (the transmission of a single objective is
the square root of the transmission for the objective pair) [Misawa 1991]. But this
method was impossible for us because of the unavailability of the second identical
objective; water immersion objective cost was $8000, having another objective just
to measure the transmission would be absurd. So I replicated the sample chamber
to measure the transmission; I glued a cover glass (the one I use to make samples)
right on the probe and put water between the cover glass and the objective and
between the probe and cover glass. The cover glass was kept extremely close to the
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probing surface. I mounted it on the objective and focus the laser beam at glass-water
interface (specimen surface) replicating the setup with a real experimental setup.

Figure 4.3: Characteristic curve of laser power in 1st order diff4racted beam vs AOM
RF-input voltage. The data is fit with 4th degree polynomial.

I used Thorlabs sensor: Model No.D10MM (S212A 10W) S/N 0938D08 and detector: PM100 S/N M00229006 to record the transmitted power. I recorded the laser
power after the objective for RF-input voltages from 1.3 to 4.9V in .2V increments
(Feedback96-main was used to modulate the RF-input voltage). The characteristic
curve between the transmitted laser power after the objective vs RF-input voltage is
shown in figure 4.3. The relationship is not linear and defined by 4th degree polynomial. Power was measured 10 times for each voltage; the horizontal bars are actually
horizontal ends of vertical error bars, but the errors are very small at this scale. I
used the data to calculate the laser power during stiffness calibration in “laser power
calculation basis” section of OT calibration program. The data also provided the
useful range for RF-input voltages; from 1.4 to 4.7V, for experiments.
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4.6

QPD characterization

It was very important to know the characteristics of the position detector before it
was used to calibrate the trap. Power spectrum and detector sensitivity both were
produced through X and SUM signal voltages, by QPD at different laser powers. On
track amplifier could introduce a gain of 1 to 6 , before the signals were sampled at
PCI card. QPD characterization was achieved by measuring the SUM signal voltages,
at different laser powers in the trap (laser powers are produced according to AOM
characteristic RF-input voltages). To characterize QPD, I made a water sample
similar to DNA sample, mounted it on the sample holder plate (all the settings were
same as they would be with DNA sample). I measured the SUM voltages using Quick
oscilloscope program, at different laser powers produced by RF-input voltages from
1.3 to 4.7V, using Feedback96-main program. I performed the test for two different
amplification gain settings; 1X and 2X gain (and ND3 filter in front of QPD).

Figure 4.4: QPD SUM signal (mV) vs laser power (mW) for 1X and 2X gain settings.

For QPD gain magnitude and optical density (ND filter before QPD) is proportional to each other, high gain is required to compensate for high optical density
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filter, but gain magnitude is inverse proportional to gain bandwidth so higher gains
are not recommended. Bandwidth was highest for 1 and 2X gain settings so I chose
the optical density (OD) accordingly; OD below 3 produced saturating voltages at 1X
gain for laser powers above 400mW so OD3 was the right choice. Figure 4.4 presents
the QPD characteristic curve; SUM voltage vs laser power in the trap for 1X and 2X
gains, for ND3 filter. The curves are linear and similar for most part, but the slopes
are different for two gain settings. For 1X gain the minimum generated voltage was
.012mV at 6.11mW of laser power (1.3V) which was less than the minimum voltage
registered by NI USB-6008 DAQ (minimum voltages registered by NI USB-6008 was
14.7mV at differential input (±10V) and by PCI-6221 card it was 5.2µV at RSE
input (±10V)). I also noticed that voltages less than ≈ 100mV were not sampled
very efficiently, I did not know why (may be due to the electronic filters). For 2X

Figure 4.5: QPD sum signal vs laser power. The relationship is linear as expected beside
a little wiggle at the top (circle).

gain the minimum generated voltage was 84mV at 6.11mW of laser power (1.3V) and
maximum was 8490mV at 607mW of laser power (4.7V). The QPD started saturating
at the voltages above 10V. So 2X gain with ND3 filter was the right setting for QPD.
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The characteristic curve at 2X gain is linear for most part but it has a little
wiggle (circle at the end of the curve in figure 4.5) at the top. The wiggle is not due
to any inaccuracy in the experiment; the voltages were registered 3 times at every
laser power. The wiggle is also present in 1X gain curve (not very noticeable in figure
4.4 but it is there). So it had to be related to QPD or amplifier. Knowing that, it
was good to avoid that part during calibration. The curve also provided the second
conversion parameter of “Laser Power for sum (mW/mV)” to be .072±.0018mW/mV
(average laser power divided by QPD sum signal) in conversion parameters-3 in Secret
peeking software program.

4.7

Electronic filters characterization

Figure 4.6: Filter response in amplitude vs frequency. Red and white curves, with and
without filter.

We used two Krohn-HITE single-ended input 8-pole low-pass Bessel filters with
cutoff at 1.5kHz for X, Y, SUM and X piezo output signals (input filter was not
needed to characterize because it was on DC signal). Even though the filters had
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the cutoff at 1.5kHz, but they were affecting the power-spectrum generated corner
frequency as low as 500Hz (X signal generated power spectrum).
To characterize the filters, I generated an interferogram with frequency components from 10 to 1600Hz with whitesoundmain program written in LabVIEW 2009V.
The signal was produced at the output of soundcard of Steve-office. I fed the signal
into microphone-input of Steve-daq and read the interferogram with Noise investigator and helper program (I used the same programs and methods to study the
structural resonances of the components of the tweezers). I recorded the data; when
there was no filter in between the output and input (signal goes straight from one
computer to another) and when there was filter (signal goes through the filter before
input). The result is presented in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6 is a power spectrum of input interferogram; without filter (Red curve) is
a square over 1600Hz, with filter (white curve) frequency starts rolling off after 360Hz;
means with filter, if the power spectrum was acquired at the frequencies higher than
360Hz it would report false corner frequency (wrong corner frequency will report
wrong stiffness).

Figure 4.7: Power spectrums taken at 14.3mW (1.45V) with 530nm beads (diameter).

Figure 4.7 presents the power spectrums taken with and without filter: Left figure
(black data is power spectrum and red is fitting) was taken with filter ON, reporting
the corner frequency to be 201Hz and right figure was without filter, reporting 241Hz.
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Filter problem was easy to fix, without affecting the calibration or data acquisition.
Stiffness calibration depends on the corner frequency. During X (X signal) and Z
(SUM signal) stiffness calibrations I removed the filters from X and SUM signals. For
all other calibrations and data acquisition the filters were kept ON.
The Z lens position (in Z direction)determination was very important before calibration because it could alter the trap center offset, which would alter the calibration
parameters.

4.8

Fixing Z lens position

Z lens (L3) is moved in Z direction to move the trap along Z direction, without
moving the microscope focus (by making the beam convergent or divergent at the
back aperture of the objective). If the Z lens position is really off, it can affect the
optimum trapping efficiency severely, so it is important to fix its position to optimize
trapping efficiency, before calibration.
To fix Z lens position, I made a mix sample of free beads (530 and 1040nm)
and trapped a big bead first. I moved the hot filter into beam path and moved out
the ND filter, to see the trapped bead only. If the beam was really convergent or
divergent then the trapped bead would look blackish or whitish; unresolved. In that
case I would move the Z lens such that the bead started looking crispier. To check
it further I would trap another free bead of same size and then trap a small bead
to verify it. In that case the microscope focus would be around the lower edge of
the bead (which was close to the beam waist because the trap center (bead center)
lied beyond the beam waist due to scattering force). Once the Z lens position was
fixed it should never be changed, otherwise the trap had to be calibrated again. Z lens
position is so important that it is always mentioned with other calibration parameters
in Feedback96-main program, in every data file. The current Z lens position was at
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5.55mm (Z stage micrometer reading).

4.9

Trap center determination

Trap center (O) is defined as the equilibrium position of the center of an optically
trapped bead (M) with no external load; figure 4.8. Due to scattering force (a,b), the
trap center does not coincide with the laser beam waist (focus, F) and is located in
a plane beyond the waist, at a distance that depends upon the size of the bead and
its relative refractive index. This distance is called trap center offset and measured
experimentally. Figure 4.8 shows trap center and beam waist. Trap center offset

Figure 4.8: Trapped bead at trap center. Double arrow dashed lines represent beam
waist and trap center. O is trap center and M is the bead center. F is the focal plane
(beam waist) of objective. Scattering force is depicted by bold red lines a and b and
gradient force is depicted by orange lines c and d.

is important to create a fixed trap center height (trap height) from the specimen
surface for fixed geometry in DNA experiments. If I know the offset I can create a
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fixed trap height by moving the focus from the surface in fixed amount using Z piezo;
the trap center height will be this amount plus offset. Trap center offset is different
for different size of beads, since I did not know what size I was going to use I had
to Find the offset for both sizes; 530 and 1040nm (diameter). I was using Bangs lab
polystyrene beads Model No.CP01N/10045 (530 nm) and CP01N/10480 (1040 nm).
The relative refractive index of beads in water was 1.2. I developed a procedure to
determine the offset using power spectrum method. In the method a sample with free
bead suspended in water was used; a free bead was trapped and the power spectrum
of its Brownian motion was acquired and fit with a Lorentzian (figure 4.7), fit gives
the corner frequency [Neuman 1999]:

fc =

KX
2πβ

(4.2)

Where KX is the stiffness in X direction, β is stokes drag coefficient and fc is the
corner frequency. Hydrodynamics drag is height dependent (bead height from the
surface) given by[Svoboda 1994]:
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Here η is the dynamic viscosity of medium, r is the radius of bead and h is the height
of the bead center (trap center) from surface. Eq 4.3 is the key of the procedure; very
close to the cover glass the corner frequency becomes very sensitive to height because
of the strong dependence of drag on height h (Faxens Law; [Svoboda 1994]). Drag
doubles at h/r ≈ 1.2: The bead is at the known distance from the surface when the
corner frequency drops by a factor of ∼ 2. If I know the corner frequency in bulk
then I know at what trap height from the surface, the corner frequency would be half.
So by watching the corner frequency (frequency is given by the fit; stiffness is not
required) I can put the trap at ∼ 1.2 bead radius away from the surface. Now, by
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letting the bead go, and bringing the focus back to the surface in know amount, the
offset can be discovered (offset = 1.2r±z; z is the distance focus moved, up or down
to bring focus back at the surface); Figure 4.11.
Before I jump into the procedure it is important to seek the right laser power (at
right AOM RF-input voltage) for power spectrum. To find the right laser power, I
acquired the corner frequencies for different laser powers (filter removed), for both
sizes of beads; Figure 4.9 and 4.10.

Figure 4.9: Corner frequency vs laser power for 530nm bead (diameter).

Figure 4.9 present the data for corner frequency vs laser power. The corner frequency should be linear with laser power, but it looks like that the slope changes
after 20mW (stiffness is always linear with laser power). Same is true for big beads,
something is changing the slope around 20mW; figure 4.10. The data gives useful
information about the selection of right laser power for power spectrum calibration.
If the laser power is too high then it will report the wrong corner frequency as suggested by the data, if it is too low then the corner frequency would fall in the region
of mechanical noise which might interfere with fitting (see Appendix B for more in162

formation); trapped free bead works like a low pass filter passing frequencies below
180Hz more efficiently to X signal. The data suggests that the laser power between
10 to 20mW (1.4 to 1.5V) is the right range for testing the corner frequency to estimate the stiffness. The test also gives further information about the settings used

Figure 4.10: Corner frequency vs laser power for 1040nm bead (diameter).

for calibration. Experimental settings for 265nm radius beads: Right laser power for
power spectrum calibration is 18.4mW at RF-input of 1.5V, bead height > 10r from
surface, 2× QPD gain, without filter and 5.55mm Z lens position. Settings for 520nm
radius beads: Right laser power for power spectrum calibration is 14mW at RF-input
of 1.45V all other settings are same.
Once the rights settings were found for the power spectrum calibration, I could
move onto the procedure of trap center determination. The procedure for trap center
determination is outlines in following steps:
1. After mounting a free bead sample, first focus the beam on the surface with
focus knob, then correct it with Z-piezo using Z-piezo control program (slidebar) and note down the knob position.
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2. Move the focus into the sample using knob by 10 points (1 point is 1µm).
3. Trap a bead and collect the power spectrum for corner frequency (in bulk) at
least 3 times, then average it and divide it by 2. This is the frequency at 1.2r
from surface (r is bead radius).
4. Move the knob towards the surface by 8 points; now the bead (center; trap
center) is roughly 4 times the bead radius for big beads and 8 times for small
bead, from the surface.
5. Bring the bead towards the surface in appropriate size steps with Z-piezo and
collect the corner frequency at every step, until it drops by half of bulk (step
3). Do it 3 times to verify.
6. Note down the Z-piezo position and let the bead go; this is position z1 at which
the trap center is 1.2r above the surface.
7. Now move the Z-piezo up or down to detect the surface; maximum pixel value
using Optical tweezers live fee program. This is position z2; focus is at the
surface.
8. Subtract z1 and z2 the difference (z = z1-z2) was the height of the beam waist
from the surface. Now the offset will be; offset = 1.2r±z.
Due to the focal drift and pixel value fluctuation the procedure was repeated 10 times
to improve the accuracy.
Figure 4.11 presents the trap center offset for big bead. I found that trap offset
for big bead to be 186±26nm, finding the offset was easier with big beads. Figure
4.12 presents the trap offset for small beads. I found it to be 367±41nm. Finding
the offset for small beads was more difficult. The offset for small bead was so great
that the focus (beam waist) was below the surface as shown in the figure 4.12 (the
refractive index mismatch of water-cover glass is 1.14; focus was found 49nm below
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the surface which was equal to 56nm in glass). I had to move the focus up to find
the surface. The radius of small bead is roughly 1.96 times the radius of big bead
and the offset of small bead is roughly 1.97 times the big bead (smaller the bead, the
farther it is from the beam waist).

Figure 4.11: Trap center offset determination for big bead.

The major hurdle in detecting the surface was the fluctuations in pixel values. The
fluctuations was due to the gunk trapped in the laser beam (trap). Free bead samples
were prepared in BGB (Blotting Grade Blocker) buffer. BGB is a milk protein which
is hydrophobic. It forms small clumps (micelles) in water, these clumps were trapped
in the laser beam causing fluctuations in the pixel values. To remove the clumps, i
had to turn the trap ON/OFF, using the fast shutter. The procedure for trap center
determination was repeated 10 times to increase the accuracy.
Once the offset was found the trap height from the surface could be fixed by
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first focusing the beam at the surface then moving it by a fixed amount; the trap
height would be this amount plus the offset. After finding the offset the stiffness and
sensitivity was calibrated.

Figure 4.12: Trap center offset determination for small bead.

Figure 4.13 presets good schematics for the parameters we need to calibrate for
data conversion and analysis. I have all the parameters determined besides stiffness
(KX ; pN/nm) and sensitivity (S; mV/nm). Stiffness and sensitivity depends on the
trap height from the surface and the axial displacement from the trap center. Trap
height dependence is due to the aberrations, when oil immersion objective is used,
we do not use oil immersion so we only have axial displacement dependence. Axial
dependence is ignored for stiffness and the error in the approximation is miniscule
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[Wang 1997]. But detector sensitivity depends heavily on the axial displacement, so
it is calibrated for two positions; at trap center and below trap center.

Figure 4.13: Optical tweezers calibration schematics for quick data conversion.

4.10

Calibration at trap center

I used two complimentary methods to calibrate the stiffness and sensitivity at trap
center: Power spectrum method and Equipartition theorem. As we know power
spectrum method depends on Brownian motion of an overdamped bead. Corner
frequency is sensitive to bead height from the surface and viscous drag (eq 4.2).
Viscous drag depends on the dynamic viscosity of the medium and bead radius. I
found the corner frequencies for both H2 O and D2 O for both size beads. But first,
the right height has to be determined for power spectrum because corner frequency
is less accurate near surface.
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Corner frequency vs bead center height (trap center height)
Corner frequencies for both size beads for different trap heights in H2 O and D2 O was
acquired. Figure 4.14 and 4.15 presents the corner frequency vs bead center height
from surface in multiples of bead radius (1.2r to 15r) for small and big beads in H2 O.
Power spectrum was acquired 4 times on each height and the data fits well with eq

Figure 4.14: Corner frequency vs bead center height for big beads in H2 O. Red is data
from power spectrum and blue is fit using eq 4.3.

4.3 (Faxen’s law) for big beads; figure 4.14. For small beads the data is not fit well in
between 1000 to 2000nm; figure 4.15. But both data suggests that any height above
12r (r is the bead radius) will be appropriate for power spectrum.
This was not an easy experiment, because it was very time consuming. Each
power spectrum required several minutes in data acquisition and fitting. I performed
3 to 4 separate experiments to acquire the data. Each experiment took more then
30 minutes. The microscope focus (trap) was drifting all this time, so the starting
height of the power spectrum was planned accordingly with an offset to compensate
for the drift. To acquire the data, the trap was moved into the sample by 10 to 15
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times of the bead radius. The power spectrum was acquired for each time the trap
was moved down by one bead radius. This was done until the bead was 1.2r above
the surface.

Figure 4.15: Corner frequency vs bead center height for small beads in H2 O. Red is data
from power spectrum and blue is fit using eq 4.3.

Figure 4.16 presents the comparison of corner frequency in H2 O and D2 O for big
beads; corner frequency is smaller in D2 O for both size beads. D2 O is 25% more
viscous than H2 O (dynamic viscosity of D2 O is .00125 in comparison to .001 of H2 )
and corner frequency in H2 O is 127.57±2.66% of D2 O for big beads and 122±3.29%
for small beads as given by the data. But it does not mean that stiffness is lower in
D2 O; stiffness is equal in both mediums since the refractive index of both the mediums
is practically the same.
The corner frequency is smaller in D2 O because its dynamic viscosity is higher
than water. I performed the experiments for both bead sizes in BGB buffer. I
prepared a free bead sample for each bead type in BGB. The data is similar for
both sizes. The error bars represent different experimental discrepancies; bead size,
laser power fluctuations in trap, thermal drift and focal drift. To compensate for the
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discrepancies, the power spectrums were acquired more than once and each time a
new bead was selected. The data presented here was verified more than once using
the same procedure (but different samples).

Figure 4.16: Corner frequency vs bead center height for big beads in H2 O vs D2 O. Red
is data for H2 O and blue is for D2 O.

I never checked the actual concentration of D2 O out of bottle, I was assuming it
to be above 95%. Although the D2 O have tendency of exchanging deuterium with
hydrogen (present in atmospheric water). This can reduce the concentration of D2 O
over time. To minimize the concentration discrepancy I used the fresh bottle of D2 O
and performed all the experiments within couple of weeks.
Figure 4.17 presents stiffness vs height for H2 O and D2 O. Stiffness does not depend
on height; stiffness in H2 O and D2 O is same even though the corner frequencies
and drag is different (this is an important verification for data analysis of DNA
overstretching in H2 O and D2 O; higher overstretching force in D2 O was not due to
mechanical properties of D2 O but due to molecular interactions between DNA and
D2 O).
Corner frequency vs bead center height helped in finding the appropriate height
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for power spectrum. Once it was found, the power spectrums were acquired at that
height to calculate the stiffness, for both size beads in H2 O and D2 O.

Figure 4.17: Corner frequency vs Bead center height for big beads in H2 O vs D2 O. Red
is data for H2 O and blue is for D2 O.

4.10.1

Stiffness calibration

Stiffness was calibrated using corner frequency given by power spectrums at the given
height (∼ 10r). The results are following:
• Average corner frequency for big beads in H2 O was 612.23±12Hz, average variance was 12346±1736mV2 , and average estimated stiffness was .038(7)pN/nm
(2.64(5)pN/nm/W).
• Average corner frequency for big beads in D2 O is 511.33±22Hz, average variance was 12546±755mV2 , and average estimated stiffness was .039(1)pN/nm
(2.75(14)pN/nm/W).
• Maximum achievable stiffness in trap <1.6pN/nm at 607mW±9%.
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• Experimental settings: Laser power 14.3mW, AOM RF-input voltage 1.45V,
QPD sum signal 216mV, 2X QPD gain, without filter, Z lens position 5.55mm,
every time new bead, and power spectrum height >12r.
• Average corner frequency for small beads in H2 O is 361.53±14Hz, average variance was 2133±214mV2 , and average estimated stiffness was .0114(5)pN/nm
(.62(4)pN/nm/W).
• Maximum achievable stiffness in trap <.38 pN/nm at 607mW±11%.
• Experiment settings: Laser power 18.4mW, AOM RF-input voltage 1.5V and
QPD sum signal 297mV all other settings are same.
The maximum achievable force for big bead was 160pN over 100nm which was enough
to overstretch with big beads. The maximum achievable force for small bead was ∼
38pN over 100nm which was enough to unzip but not to overstretch over 100nm
displacement from the trap center. I found out that the sensitivity was linear up
to ∼ 157nm displacement from trap center which gives ∼ 60pN of force enough to
overstretch with small beads. I verified with DNA experiments that the maximum
force generated with small was upto 100pN. The stiffness was same for both H2 O and
D2 O as expected. The stiffness of big bead was 4.3 times the stiffness of small bead
for both H2 O and D2 O.
Power spectrum can also be used to estimate the stiffness in Z direction. I switched
the X signal with SUM signal and followed the same procedure with same settings to
acquire the corner frequency to estimate the Z stiffness. The results are following:
• Average corner frequency for big beads in H2 O was 134±9Hz, and average
estimated stiffness was .0083(5)pN/nm (.58(3)pN/nm/W).
• Experiment settings: Laser power 14.3mW, AOM RF-input voltage 1.45V, QPD
sum signal 216mV all other settings were same as above.
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• Average corner frequency for small beads in H2 O is 80±3Hz, and average estimated stiffness was .0025(8)pN/nm (.138(4)pN/nm/W).
• Experiment settings: Laser power 18.4mW, AOM RF-input voltage 1.5V, QPD
sum signal 297mV all other settings were same as above.
Z stiffness was required for geometry determination in which ratio of X and Z stiffness
was used. For big beads the ratio was KX /KZ = 4.57 and for small beads it was 4.5.
The stiffness of big bead was 4.2 times the stiffness of small bead for both H2 O and
D2 O.
Power spectrum can also give the sensitivity of trap using equipartition theorem.
According to theorem the stiffness can be directly obtained from:
1
1
K X x2 = K B T
2
2

(4.4)

Where kB T is the thermal energy at temperature T, KX is the stiffness in X direction
and x2 (mV2 ) is the mean square displacement of the trapped bead given by:

x2 =

kB T
KX

hν 2 i

s

(4.5)

Sensitivity is mV/nm which is:
s
S=

hx2 i

=

KX hν 2 i
kB T

(4.6)

We must assume that hx2 i = hν 2 i = 0, which is true for trapped free bead. Sensitivity
at trap center using eq4.6 for big and small bead is as following:
• Sensitivity for big bead is 10.77±.5mV/nm at trap center.
• Sensitivity for small bead is 2.43±.24mV/nm at trap center.
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Sensitivity does not depend on medium so it was same for both H2 O and D2 O.
Sensitivity of small bead was 4.4 times the big bead and the stiffness of big bead
was 4.2 times the small bead which makes perfect sense because both beads generate
equal force over same displacement from the trap center.
Trap is most sensitive when beam waist overlaps the plane of bead center, because
of scattering force the trap center is located beyond the beam waist. We had already
calibrated the sensitivity at trap center. But when the DNA was overstretched it
pulled the bead out of trap center towards the beam waist, where trap (position
detector) was more sensitive, so as the bead was being pulled out it passed through
different sensitivity planes. So the sensitivity had to be calibrated for all the different
planes between trap center and beam waist.

4.11

Calibration of trap sensitivity at and around
trap center

To calibrate the trap sensitivity (position detector), I made a stuck bead sample
(sample with high NaCl content) and used the X-piezo stage to scan a single stuck
bead with trap. I used Z-piezo control program to move the trap in Z direction. First
I mounted the sample and focus the trap on the surface using Z-piezo. Then I moved
the trap on the right of a stuck bead using Z lens as shown in the figure 4.18. Then I
adjusted the QPD X and Y signals to zero and scan the bead with trap. I adjusted
the trap in Y direction until I get a straight line of Y signal on Quick oscilloscope;
now the trap is centered on the bead in Y direction (X and Y signals on QPD must be
at zero). The accuracy of DOG scan depends on the position of trap in Y direction.
The trap must be centered in Y direction to have optimum accuracy in DOG scan,
and this is achieved by making the Y signal a straight line at QPD.
Once the trap was centered in Y direction I moved the trap down, equal to a
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distance over which I wanted to get the scans in Z direction using Z piezo. Now I
started scanning the bead in X direction and record the DOG profiles; I scanned the
bead in X direction and moved the Z-piezo up by some amount and then scan again.
I did this for a total distance of more than the bead diameter. Each scan represented

Figure 4.18: The experimental setup for DOG scan. Camera view shows the stuck bead
with trap, ROI 3D graph helps to center the trap in Y direction and oscilloscope shows X
and Y signals generated through scan in X direction.

a sensitivity plane in Z direction; figure 4.19.
The DOG scans were performed over the planes, starting and going from one edge
to another over the full diameter (in case of small bead this distance was more than
a diameter) of bead, in Z direction. The sensitivity was extracted from the linear
region of the DOG profile for every plan. Sensitivity vs bead position (bead edge)
relative to beam waist is plotted in figure 4.21. The sensitivity is at maximum when
the beam waist was scanned through the bead center and minimum at the edges.
Each DOG scan represents a sensitivity plane and each plane helps in determining
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the sensitivity vs bead position curve. The DOG scan can also be used to verify the
trap center offset which we already determined.

Figure 4.19: A DOG scan and liner-fit on left and sensitivity extracted from slope of
linear-fit vs bead position relative to beam waist on right. The curve is given by the DOG
scans, from one edge to another of a stuck bead.

4.11.1

Sensitivity with big beads

Figure 4.20: DOG scan of a stuck bead (mV/nm). The bead is scanned from one edge
to another; the profile is at longest when the beam waist is at the bead center and
shortest when the beam waist is at the edges (r=520 nm).

I scanned the big beads first from 0 to 1144nm in 104nm increments; 0 was at
one end (at the surface) of the bead and 1144 was at other bead of the bead (extra
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104nm was taken to compensate for focal drift in Z direction). The bead diameter
was 1040nm and center was at 520nm. I got total 12 DOG scans per bead (total
5 different beads); figure 4.20. The DOG data for one of the beads is presented in
the figure 4.21 below. Each scan was converted to a text file with Convert many files
program then loaded in OT calibration program to perfume 3rd degree polynomial fit.
Then the sensitivity was extracted from the linear region of each profile and plotted
with relative distance of beam waist from bead center.

Figure 4.21: X sensitivity (mV/nm) vs bead position relative to beam waist (nm). The
bead is scanned from one edge to another; the sensitivity is at maximum when the beam
waist is at the bead center and minimum when the beam waist is at the edges.

The sensitivity vs bead position relative to beam waist is presented in figure 4.21.
The sensitivity is at maximum to be 10.93±.08mV/nm in the middle when the beam
waist was at the bead center. The sensitivity was minimum to be 8.93±.37mV/nm
(lower edge ) and 8.88±.34mV/nm (upper edge). The data is fit with 4th degree
polynomial. The error bars are longer at the ends because the trap was slightly off
in Y direction when the scans were performed. The data also helps in locating the
trap center (offset) from beam waist; the sensitivity at trap center was 10.77mV/nm
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which falls in between 312and 416nm which is between 208 and 104nm from the bead
center (the trap center was at 186±26nm from the beam waist).

4.11.2

Sensitivity with small beads

Figure 4.22: DOG scan of a stuck bead (mV/nm). The bead is scanned from one edge
to another; the profile is at longest when the beam waist is at the bead center and
shortest when the beam waist is at the edges (r=265 nm).

Similar procedure was used to get the sensitivity data for small beads. For
small beads the trap center offset was 367nm which was bigger than the bead radius (r=265nm) so the scan distance in Z direction for the small beads was twice
the diameter of the beads. The bead was scanned over 1060nm starting at 0 which
was located 265nm below the lower edge (specimen surface) of the bead, in 53nm
increments. I got 21 DOG scans per bead, I used 5 different beads. This experiment
was really hard to perform for small beads, because of their size. It was very hard
to center the trap in Y direction and small beads were more sensitive to X,Y and Z
drifts. Small bead scans had more data sets and the procedure took more time so
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drifts were really a problem. The DOG scan for one of the beads is shown in the
figure 4.22:
The sensitivity was extracted similarly as with big bead and the data is presented
in figure 4.23; sensitivity vs bead position relative to beam waist. The sensitivity was

Figure 4.23: X sensitivity (mV/nm) vs Bead position relative to beam waist (nm). The
bead is scanned over the range twice the diameter of the bead; bead edges are located at
265 and 795nm. The sensitivity is at maximum at center (r=265 nm).

at maximum to be 2.78±.08mV/nm in the middle when the beam waist was at the
bead center. The sensitivity was at minimum to be 2.08±.10mV/nm (265nm from
the lower edge of bead) and 2.046±.24mV/nm (265nm from the upper edge of bead).
The data is fit with 4th degree polynomial. The error bars are longer at the upper
end because the trap got slightly off in Y direction as the trap moved up into the
sample. The data also helps in locating the trap center (offset) from beam waist;
the sensitivity at trap center is 2.43mV/nm which falls in between 106 and 212nm
which is 424 and 318nm from the bead center (the trap center is at 367±41nm from
the beam waist). Sensitivity vs bead position relative to beam waist was used to
determine the geometry during detailed data analysis and conversion (see chapter 5).
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For quick data analysis and conversion sensitivity given by power spectrum was used.

4.12

Trap center verification

DOG scans can also be used to verify the trap center offset from beam waist. The trap
center offset for big beads was 186±26nm. I scanned a stuck bead at three different
positions, 5 times each; at 186nm from the beam waist (334nm from the surface),at
186-26 = 160nm from the beam waist (360nm from the surface) and at 186+26 =
212nm from the beam waist (308nm from the surface). The data is presented in figure
4.24.

Figure 4.24: The DOG scan around the trap center. Three bands can be resolved; each
band has 5 DOG scan done at different bead center heights from beam waist. The middle
band; when the beam waist was 186nm from bead center (trap center), the top band;
when the beam waist was 212nm from bead center and bottom band; when the beam
waist was 160nm from bead center.

The sensitivity found at the trap center (186nm) was 10.74±.06mV/nm in comparison to sensitivity found by equipartition theorem 10.77±.5mV/nm. The sen-
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sitivity above the trap center at 160nm (beam waist closer to bead center) was
10.84±.07mV/nm and below the trap center at 212nm was 10.58±.06mV/nm. This
proved that the trap center was located at ∼ 186nm from the beam waist. This is a
very good result, because it proves the accuracy of power spectrum calibration and
Optical tweezers live feed program. Optical tweezers live feed and Z-piezo control was
used to determine the specimen surface and then all the distances were measured
from the surface to perform DOG scan at different heights.

Figure 4.25: The DOG scan around the trap center. Three bands can be resolved
clearly; each band has 5 DOG scan done at different bead center heights from beam waist.
The middle band; when the beam waist was 367nm from bead center (trap center), the
top band; when the beam waist was 408nm from bead center and bottom band; when the
beam waist was 1326nm from bead center.

Similar test was conducted for small beads. The trap center offset for small beads
is 367±41nm. I scanned a stuck bead at three different positions 5 times each; bead
center (trap center) at 367nm from the beam waist (102nm below the surface),at 36741 = 326nm from the beam waist (61nm below the surface) and at 367+41 = 408nm
from the beam waist (143nm from the surface). The data is presented in figure 4.25:
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The sensitivity found at the trap center (367nm) was 2.42±.02mV/nm in comparison
to sensitivity found by equipartition theorem 2.43±.24mV/nm. The sensitivity above
the trap center at 326nm (beam waist closer to bead center) is 2.59±.01mV/nm and
below the trap center at 408nm is 2.09±.02mV/nm. This proves that the trap cent is
located at 367nm from the beam waist. The linear region of polynomial fit gives the
information about the range at which the sensitivity is linear with axial displacement.
This range is about ∼ 150nm for the big bead (in X direction) and ∼ 147nm for small
beads.

4.13

Discussion

Optical tweezers calibration is a lengthy and cumbersome process when it is done
first time because all the active components have to be characterized first. Once the
characterization is done the calibration does not take too long. For quick calibration,
the power spectrum is enough to calibrate sensitivity and stiffness. But for accurate
data analysis a full fledge calibration is performed.
Power spectrum and DOG are good methods to calibrate the trap but they have
their own limitations. Power spectrum accuracy depends on the bead height from
the surface, bead size and any low frequency mechanical noise. For oil immersion
objectives choosing the bead height is very critical because aberration and surface
drag are inversely proportional and they both affect the stiffness measurement. For
water immersion objective with correction color (the one we have) aberrations are not
a problem. Variations in bead size are also a factor of error in corner frequency measurements; frequency is inversely proportional to bead radius. Manufacturer clams
the bead radius to be some number and I used it without a question which is not
true. There is always some discrepancy in bead radius but I had no way to resolve
it (electron microscope could be used to sample the bead radius but I had no such
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capability), so to minimize the error I used a new bead for every new power spectrum
and averaged the corner frequency. I did the same with sensitivity calibration.
I knew that low frequency mechanical noise was present in the trap so to avoid it
laser power was chosen such that the Lorentzian roll off was far away from mechanical noise in power spectrum. I skipped the data up to 100Hz during power spectrum
fittings to avoid any errors (see appendix B for more information). Unwanted temperature change was also a source of error; the viscosity of the water depends on the
temperature of the solution. It varies by 10% from 20C to 25C. During calibration
and data acquisition the normal temperature change was likely 1 to 2 degrees.
Power spectrum calibration took very long time. It took about a minute to complete one power spectrum of 30 averages. It was not a problem during stiffness
calibration if the bead was far enough in the sample because the focal drift was comparatively small as I calibrated. But during corner frequency vs trap height and trap
center determination it became problematic. That is why I had to acquire the trap
center determination data 10 times (where for each position the power spectrum was
acquired 3 times) to reach to sufficient accuracy. I devised a way to get around it:
I put a diaphragm less speaker on the sample holder plate and generate a frequency
around 180Hz (this frequency was selected as most favorable frequency by doing a
test with different frequencies). I used Tone generator program written in LabVIEW
2009V. I generated a tone at 180Hz at the output of sound card of Steve-office. I
read the frequency through a trapped bead by getting the power spectrum using
Quick Oscilloscope program. When the bead was higher than couple of bead radii
the magnitude of frequency was low (this is not corner frequency) because the vibrations were less efficiently coupled to bead by fluid. As the bead was brought down
towards the surface the magnitude increases and reaches to maximum when the bead
was at the surface (r=h) (I had already calibrated this with a stuck bead). In this
way I was quickly able to put the bead at the surface in comparison to conventional
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power spectrum way. There were some problems with this method which could be
corrected. Power fluctuation due to laser and AOM were additional sources of error
in power spectrum method.
In DOG scan method QPD alignment with X-piezo stage, focal drift in Y-Z plane,
mechanical noise, bead size and inaccuracy of finding the surface were some sources
of errors. QPD alignment with X-piezo had to be perfect otherwise the beam at
QPD would move both X and Y signals, which would under estimate the sensitivity.
During construction I aligned the Z-piezo with parallel lines of holes on the optical
table and also aligned QPD same way in Z direction. In X-Y directions I aligned the
QPD using air-bubble leveler, and further checked it by moving it in either X or Y
directions; if by moving the QPD in X direction Y signal changed than QPD was not
aligned perfectly. Focal drift in Y-Z plane was a problem, because during DOG scans
once the beam waist was moved from the surface it could not be altered. Y position
could be corrected but it caused extra problems, so I did not correct either one. To
minimize the drift problem I did speedup up the scanning procedure. I moved the
beam waist take the DOG scans quickly, from one edge to another of bead. Each
cycle took roughly 3 minutes (60nm drift)for big beads and 6 minutes (120nm drift)
for small beads. To increase accuracy I did 5 cycles for each bead. This scheme of
choosing new bead every time also minimized the error due to size discrepancy. As
far as mechanical noise was concerned it was solved by box-car averaging.
Inaccuracy of finding the surface was also a source of error which could be minimized but could not be fully resolved like noise problem. Optical tweezers life feed
could find a surface better than 50nm. And DOG scan proved that the limit was
actually lot better than 50nm. I noticed that the only problem in finding the surface
was gunk which was sucked in by the trap out of nowhere. The problem was worse
in free bead sample because of BGB (blotting grade blocker). If there is a gunk in
the trap it reflects the light and fluctuates the pixel values when the pixels values
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are being monitored corresponding to the surface. This is minimized by turning the
beam off very frequently using the fast shutter.
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Chapter 5
Data acquisition and results
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter I will discuss DNA sample preparation materials and methods, data
acquisition procedure and analysis, and results.

5.2

Materials and methods

In DNA overstretching experiments, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was overstretched
in the presence of buffers suspended in H2 O and D2 O. We used following buffers: Popping, PBS and BGB; each buffer solution is discussed in details (Buffer preparation
for DNA overstretching & unzipping experiments).

5.2.1

Popping buffer

The base buffer is known as popping buffer. It is called “popping buffer” because
when DNA binding proteins are present they are “popped” off the DNA when it is
unzipped. Popping buffer or POP is the main solution used to prepare the samples.
Buffer was prepared both in H2 O and D2 O. The primary purpose of this buffer was to
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maintain the pH-level and stabilize the DNA or DNA-protein complex in the solution.
The popping buffer used, was 1X; the chemical-concentration was equal to standard
POP. By doubling or tripling, 2X or 3X POPs could be prepared.
Chemicals in POP
• EDTA: Ethylenediamineteraacetic acid disodium salt dehydrate. EDTA usually
binds to metal cation, such as mg+2 ions and ca+2 ions. This makes DNAprotein complex more stable and prevent protein or enzymes to cut the DNA.
• Sodium phosphate monobasic: Sodium phosphate monobasic, helps maintaining
the pH-level, by taking or giving OH− and H+ ions. Dibasic: Sodium phosphate
dibasic, also helps with pH-level maintenance.
• NaCl: Sodium chloride, helps with pH-maintenance.
• Tween 20: Polyethylene glycol sorbitan monolaurate is a detergent, used to prevent non-specific antibody binding and to saturate the binding sites on surface.
Basically it helps with DNA-tethering (which uses anti-dig and dig bonding).
• H2 O: Primary solvent.
• D2 O: Primary solvent. Either one can be used, depending on the experiments.
Popping buffer preparation) The method is following: 100mL of 1X POP in
H2 O or D2 O with the following concentration of chemicals:
• Desired Buffer-Volume: 100mL.
• EDTA: 10mM (milliMolar) in 100mL of buffer volume.
• Sodium phosphate: Total concentration is 50mM in 100mL of buffer volume.
Mono is 19% of 50mM + Di is 81% of 50mM = 50mM in 100mL of buffer
volume.
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• NaCl: 50mM in 100ml of buffer volume.
• Tween20: .02% of 100ml.
To get these desired concentrations, moles were converted into grams and the stock
was prepared in the following way: The weighed mass of the chemicals, from the
bottle were based on the stock volume, but the final concentration in the buffer
volume would be based on the volume which were mixed into the buffer to prepare
final buffer. Preparation is following:
1. EDTA: 10mL mixed.
2. Sodium phosphate: mono: 1.9mL mixed. Di: 8.1mL mixed (this is to keep the
pH at 7.5).
3. NaCl: 1.25mL mixed.
4. Tween20: 1mL mixed.
5. H2 O or D2 O: 77.75mL mixed.
The final volume was 100mL. Stock volume was completely based on my desire,
so all these concentrations and volumes were needed for calculations of chemical
masses (weighted) from the bottles. I wrote a LabVIEW 9V program to calculate the
concentrations (Buffer preparation for DNA overstretching & unzipping experiments).

5.3

PBS buffer

PBS is Phosphate Buffer Saline. It is commonly used in biological research. It is a
water-based salt solution containing sodium chloride, sodium phosphate, and, in some
formulations, potassium chloride and potassium phosphate. The buffer0 s phosphate
groups help to maintain a constant pH of 7.4. The osmolarity and ion concentrations
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of the solution usually match those of the human body (isotonic). We used PBS to
make Anti-dig (anti-digoxigenin) solution for DNA-tethering. The concentration is
as following:
• NaCl (137mMl/L; 8.01g/L).
• KCl (2.7mM/L; .20g/L).
• Na2 HPO4 •2H2 O (10mM/L; 1.78g/L).
• KH2 PO4 (2mM/L; .27g/L).
The simplest way to prepare a PBS solution is to use PBS buffer tablets. They
are formulated to give a ready to use PBS solution upon dissolution in a specified
quantity of H2 O or D2 O. They are available in the standard volumes: 100, 200, 500
and 1000mL.

5.4

Blotting grade blocker (BGB)

The purpose of blocking solution is to block exposed glass surfaces after binding
anti-dig. Various kinds of casein are typically used, which I think evolves from the
common practice of using non-fat dried milk (NFDM) in standard wet-lab protocols,
such as western blotting. NFDM is predominantly casein, and so people use NFDM
and casein interchangeably, usually ignoring the fact that difference in purity or kinds
of casein could potentially impact a sensitive assay. Often it is imagined that casein
is a regular soluble protein, but Dr. Steven J. Koch found in the past that casein
forms polydisperse micelles. He does not know whether these polydisperse micelles
are important for its blocking capabilities, but he did find some references that said
they are small micelles filling gaps in big micelles (micelle; [Maloney 2011]).
Brent Brower-Toland, being a good biologist, ignored the analysis of physicists and
just ordered cheap good blocker from Bio-Rad, called “Blotting-Grade Blocker” at
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Bio-rad.com. This worked very well and we continued to use it. Bio-Rad calls it “non
fat dried milk,” so I’m not sure if it is the same stuff we get at the supermarket. We
call it BGB (which can also be read as “Brent’s Good Blocker”). BGB; blotting grade
blocker: BGB is casein (α, β and κ) which is hydrophobic and likes to be clustered
in water. It is used to block the surface where anti-dig is not present (coat that part
with casein). Casein makes small hemisphericalballs (micelle; [Maloney 2011]), these
balls fill up the gaps around the anti-dig preventing the beads sticking to the surface.
I remember that couple of times I forgot to flow BGB after anti-dig, it resulted
in no tethers just stuck beads all over the sample so we cannot think of achieving
any tethering without BGB. During trap center determination, BGB accumulated in
trapping beam, making it harder to detect the surface, by adding extra noise to pixel
values.
BGB buffer preparation
1. First weight out 15mg of BGB powder.
2. Add 3mL of 1x pop and mix by vortexing.
3. Run through .2µm syringe filter using 3mL syringe.
Now store 5mg/ml BGB in 1X popping buffer (minus amount of protein that stuck
to filter) at 3C. The BGB is usually good for 2 weeks.

5.5

Anti-Dig solution

Anti-dig is Polyclonal sheep anti-digoxigenin (anti-bodies) from Roche. This is shipped
as a lyophilized powder. We always resuspended entire 200µgm bottle with 1mL of
ice-cold PBS, and then made 20µL aliquots which were stored at -80C. An aliquot
could be extracted from freezer, and diluted with 180µL of cold PBS (200µL anti-dig
solution).
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Anti-Dig preparation
1. Add 1mL of ice-cold PBS into 200µgm of Anti-dig and mix it.
2. Make 20µgm/ml of aliquots.
3. Nitrogen flash-freeze them and store them at -80C.
4. For sample; use an aliquot from freezer and mixed with 180µL of cold PBS and
store at +3C.

5.6

Microsphere solution

We use two different size (1.04µm and .530µm) streptavidin coated microspheres,
both were from Bangs Labs. In my experience .530µm worked better with tethering.
It was important to wash the beads before using them in the sample, to remove the
free streptavidin. Free streptavidin could reduce tethering efficiency, because it would
diffuse much more quickly than the microspheres, and would quench the small amount
of biotin. I used the following wash protocol, developed by Dr. Steven J. Koch:

Wash protocol
1. Aliquot 50µL beads from stock and put in tube.
2. Add 950µL of 1XPOP.
3. Centrifuge at 6,600g for 5min.
4. Discard supernatant.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 for 3-5 times. After discarding the supernatant, the volume
was measured and the BGB four times in volume was added to get 1:5 stockconcentration.
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It was important to get beads to be suspended individually because clumpiness
could really ruin a sample (beads clump together during centrifuge). Beads (in ultrasonic sonicator) were sonicated for a decent amount of time. The time depends
on the size of the beads and the level of clumpiness. Also adding buffer reduces the
hydrophobicity of the bead surface, may be of use. I usually sonicated the beads for
180seconds for both sizes. The results are great no clumping as shown in figure 5.1;
beads were 1:10 diluted.

Figure 5.1: Top left (a) is small beads after wash shows big clumps, top right (b) after
sonication, and bottom (c) image big beads after sonication.

I tried different concentration of beads for tethering but 1:50 was most successful. I
used 50µL from bottle for stock. I dilute the bead further; 5µL bead added with 45µL
of BGB to make 50µL (1:10) bead solution. This was diluted further per requirement.
For power-spectrum calibration I used following concentration:
• 1.5µL of bead (1:50) + 8.5µL of BGB in H2 O or D2 O = 10µL of bead in H2 O
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or D2 O (1:330)
For sensitivity calibration I used:
• 1µL of bead (1:50) + 14µL of H2 O or D2 O (in NaCl; 4M concentration) = 15µL
of H2 O or D2 O (1:750)

5.7

DNA constructs

The construct of unzipping DNA requires a multistep process. The first step is to
create a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product, which contains a digoxigenin
molecule on one end of the DNA. This molecule allows the entire final construct to
be tethered to glass. It is also useful to use the same PCR product to examine the
DNA tethering process. A biotin molecule is needed on the other end of the DNA;
figure 5.2. This biotin couples the DNA to streptavidin coated microspheres for visual
identification of DNA tethers.
A custom plasmid was designed for use in multiple experiments. The plasmid was
purchased from DNA 2.0. The plasmid contains binding sites for endonucleases BstXI
and SapI and a nucleosome binding sequence. The restriction sites for BstXI and SapI
are sequence-specific and are crucial for creating unzipping DNA. The nucleosome
binding site is useful for experiments that analyze the force vs LDNA (length of DNA)
of a bound nucleosome on dsDNA in either unzipping or overstretching experiments.
To create the dsDNA needed to proceed with the experiment, a PCR was performed. In the PCR setup the primers contain the required digoxigenin and biotin
molecules, and would be incorporated into the final product. With regards to the overstretching experiments, the PCR product could be used immediately once diluted to
a suitable concentration. For unzipping, more steps are necessary (ant reference).
The sample preparation for both the DNA constructs was same. I used same buffers
and protocol to prepare the DNA samples. There are many parameters involved with
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successful tethering, each parameter was tweaked to make the protocol work. Once
the right combinations were found they were kept same for every DNA sample.

Figure 5.2: DNA construct and DNA tethering process for unzipping and overstretching:
DNA is anchored to lower surface of cover glass with dig and anti-dig molecules and
attached to the microsphere with biotin and streptavidin molecules. The DNA is
overstretched or unzipped by holding the microsphere in the trap and moving the cover
glass with X-piezo.

5.7.1

Sample chamber preparation

Preparing the sample chamber is the first step in tethering protocol. But before that
It is important to clean the slides and coverglaases, used to prepare sample chamber.

Slide and coverglass cleaning method Individual slides and coverglasses are
stacked in a row, without touching each other. And the following procedure is followed.
1. Put tray in a beaker submerged in Ethanol
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2. Put beaker + submerged tray in bath sonicator and sonicate for a long time.
Like 15 minutes.
3. Remove tray from ethanol and rinse with lots of DI water.
4. Put tray in a beaker submerged in DI water.
5. Put beaker + submerged tray in bath sonicator and sonicate for a long time,
as above.
6. Remove tray, and rinse with lots of DI water.
7. Dry tray in an oven.
8. Store in container protected from dust.
All the components of a sample chamber are shown in the figure 5.3. The sample

Figure 5.3: All components of sample chamber.

chamber is a very simple microfluidic device with either a single or double channel
comprised of standard double-sided tape and precleaned slides and coverslips (VWR
Catalog NO.48300-025 and NO.48366-045 respectively). Making the sample chamber
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is very simple and can be done with basic lab equipments. Figure 5.4 shows the
complete dual sample chamber.

Figure 5.4: Sample chamber preparation steps.

Sample chamber preparation steps The process is following:
1. Place one end of a piece of tape on a the slide then scan it with a rolling roller
to make single chamber slide. For double chamber place two pieces of tape side
by side. Move the roller firmly couple of times to stick the tape completely;
step1 in figure 5.4.
2. Cut the tape from middle, using double razor to make single chamber, and cut
the tapes from middle to make double chamber (cut them closely to each other
so both can be covered by same cover glass) slide.
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3. Use curved tweezers, pull out and remove the strip of tape, to create channel;
step2 in figure 5.4.
4. Place the cover glass over the tape creating single/double chamber; step 3 in
figure 5.4.
5. Flow the buffers down the channels. Capillary force will pull the liquid down to
flow cell. Excess liquid can be wicked through using a kim wipe on the opposite
end of the channel.
6. Once the tethering protocol (discussed below) is complete seal the cover glass
on all ends with nail polish; last step in figure 5.4.
The chambers created this way, were roughly 10µL in Volume and 100µm high. Once
the sample was ready it was mounted on the sample holder plate upside down (cover
glass towards objective).

5.7.2

DNA tethering protocol

Before following the protocol, I prepared aliquots of all the constituents in advance
to avoid contamination into stock. For overstretching, I prepared the DNA (4.4kb;
110ngm/mL) and bead aliquots with following concentration in H2 O and D2 O (separate):
• 1µL of DNA (1:10) + 9µL of 1XPOP in H2 O or D2 O = 10µL of DNA in H2 O
or D2 O (1:100)
• 1.5µL of bead (1:5) + 13.5µL of BGB in H2 O or D2 O = 15µL of bead in H2 O
or D2 O (1:50)
Protocol steps are same for single or double chamber (H2 O and D2 O):
1. Flow 12µL anti-dig out of 200µL aliquot; wait 6 minutes.
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2. Flow 50µL BGB twice; wait 12 minutes.
3. Flow 10µL DNA; wait 12 minutes.
4. Sonicate beads in mean time for 90 seconds.
5. Flow 50µL BGB twice; wait none.
6. Flow 15µL beads (.530µm); wait 12 minutes.
7. Flow 50µL BGB thrice; wait none (this step depends on the bead size for small
beads flow BGB thrice and for big beads (1.04µm ) flow 1XPOP thrice with
same amount).
8. Seal it (sample is ready).
Tethering efficiency was affected by several factors including bead size, DNA
length, DNA concentration, and chemical potency among other things. When buffers,
antibodies, and other chemicals had not expired, DNA concentration was extremely
important for successful tethering. When using specific length DNA tethers, microsphere size should also be considered. In initial tethering experiments, 0.530µm
diameter beads were used in conjunction with DNA of ∼ 1.1kb (374nm), in length.
1.04µm beads were also used, and the amount of visible tethers was drastically reduced due to volume exclusion effects between the beads and the glass surface. For
this reason, the 4.4kb (∼ 1500nm) construct was developed (when used in conjunction
with big beads a higher tethering efficiency was attained). The buffer type in the last
step depends on the bead size. Small beads were easily stuck to the surface so BGB
was used in the last step to keep the surface coated. Big beads were repelled by the
surface so they stayed away, by flowing 1XPOP some of the charge was shielded and
the beads could come much closer to the surface hence reported better tethering. To
optimize tethering with big beads higher concentrations of POP could be used (e.g.
2X or 3X).
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When DNA length and bead size are ruled out as potential hindrances, DNA
concentration is important to consider. In our studies a concentration from about
.5nM to 10nM DNA yielded the highest amount of single molecule tethers per field
of view. Higher concentrations can create multiple tethers, where multiple DNA
molecules can attach to the same bead. Conversely, low concentrations will typically
yield a lower tethered bead count. In both cases, the amount of usable single molecule
tethers is decreased. I solved this problem by trial and error; making lots of samples
with different concentrations. The highest concentration of DNA I had ever tried, was
87nM which I had to dilute 1:5000 to get to the right concentration (good amount of
good tethers). All the DNA tethering experiments can be reached through this link:
DNA tethering experiments

5.8

Data acquisition procedure and settings

Some of the data acquisition procedure and settings have already been discussed
in control and automation chapter and Feedback96-main mx program section of appendix B, so I will go quickly over them. Once the sample was prepared it was
mounted on the sample holder plate for observation as shown in figure 5.4. The steps
in data acquisition are following:
1. Put the DI water on objective and mount the sample upside down with double
sticky tape on sample holder stage.
2. Put the oil on the slide and adjust the oil immersion condenser.
3. Find the lower surface of specimen (sample) using He-Ne through eyepiece.
4. Once the surface is found, center the condenser, and visually verify the tethers
using eyepiece (if tethering is satisfactory then move forward to data acquisition).
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5. Close the enclosure door and view the sample through camera, using Optical
tweezers live feedback program.
6. Find a good tether visually by moving the sample around, using sample holder
stage (XY Horse motor control-JOYstick V2 program).
7. Bring the tether to the center of field of view and draw an ROI region around
it in Optical tweezers live feedback program.
8. Bring the trap next right to the bead (tether) using Z lens optomechanical
controls.
9. Find the specimen surface again, and move the trap up, by 200nm (in case of
small beads trap center is 367 nm so the trap height from the surface would be
200+367 = 567nm).
10. Center the trap quickly over the bead and zero the X and Y signal at QPD,
using Quick oscilloscope program (while moving the trap over the bead I turn
the beam off, using foot switch, and repeatedly do it until the trap was approximately centered over the tether (bead)).
11. Initiate the data acquisition sequence steps in Feedback96-main mx program
(steps are discussed in Appendix B with settings) by pressing and holding the
hand-switch.
12. During acquisition, observe the progress at Quick Oscilloscope program. If
every thing worked ok then the sequence quits after the last step once the data
was acquired.
13. The procedure was repeated from step 6, for more data sets.
It took less than 30 seconds to acquire one data set, once the trap height was
established in step 9. I checked the data side by side using Secret peeking software
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program, using quick conversion. The procedure was same for overstretching and
unzipping, with small or big beads in H2 O or D2 O. I acquired 30 to 40 data sets on
average per hour, in first hour of good sample (sample was the best in first hour).

5.9

Data analysis and results

First step in data analysis was conversion. Feedback96-main mx program wrote the
data and settings in binary format. The data was converted to text (Excel) file first,
using Secret peeking software for single file conversion and Convert many files program
for many files conversion. Both programs used similar calibration and experimental
parameters (table 5.1) for quick data conversion (quick conversion). Second step in
data analysis, was data selection. All the data files were converted (quick conversion)
to a single HTML webpage, with same calibration parameters and settings, using Auto
data report 98 program. The webpage was used to do the first selection of data files
based on find tether center fit (FTC) and overstretching or unzipping force profiles
(force vs LDNA; LDNA was the computed length of DNA extension). In third step
the data files with good FTC fit and overstretching profiles, were selected by visual
inspection. Then all the selected data files were plotted together in Compare many
converted files program for second selection. We knew the length of DNA (4.4kbx.34
≈ 1500nm) so any profiles with shorter or longer lengths were excluded in fourth and
final step (LDNA and length of DNA tether are not same but they are same for same
length of DNA tethers). The selected data files were reconverted for further data
analysis using quick conversion or geometry-polynomial conversion. There are two
types of modes used for data conversion: Quick and geometry-polynomial conversion.
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5.9.1

Quick conversion

Quick conversion is called quick because it uses single value for trap sensitivity. From
chapter 4 we know that trap sensitivity depends on the bead height above the beam
waist (focus). For a tethered bead with no external force it is equal to the sensitivity at
trap center. As the tether is overstretched the bead is pulled down towards the beam
waist hence changing the sensitivity. The sensitivity is higher towards the beam waist,
so using single value of sensitivity (trap center sensitivity) will result in overestimation
of distance hence overestimation of force (higher force will be reported). Also the force
and extension is calculated strictly in X direction while the tether is pulled in X-Z
direction. The accuracy of quick conversion depends on the angle between the tether
and the surface hence on the trap height from the surface (higher trap height gives
less accurate quick conversion). But quick conversion is still useful because it is quick
and easy, and only used for primary data analysis. The calibration parameters we
used for quick conversion, are given in table 5.1:
Table 5.1: Parameters of quick conversion.

X-stiffness
X-sensitivity
Trap center offset
trap center heights from surface
Laser power for SUM
Z lens position
DNA length (4.4kb)
KB T (thermal energy)
Bead radius

.62pN/nm
2.43mV/nm
367nm for 530nm beads
574 and 674nm for 530nm beads
.0722mW/mV
5.55mm (not used in conversion)
1500nm
1pNnm
530nm
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5.9.2

Geometry-polynomial conversion (geometry of DNA
length calculation)

To determine the force correctly, the geometry of DNA tether extension (LDNA)
has to be determined, then the sensitivity is used accordingly from sensitivity vs
bead position relative to beam waist polynomial fit (this is why it is called geometrypolynomial conversion [Wang 1997]). Since position detection and piezo movement
is only along the horizontal direction, whereas the DNA tether is at an angle relative
to the horizontal, we determine the LDNA of the DNA tether by considering the
geometry of the experimental configuration shown in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Experimental configuration for DNA length calculation ([Yeh 2002]).

Xb (Xbead )) Xbead is the absolute distance from the axis of the trap to the center
of the displaced bead. We measure this with the position detector voltage, divided
by sensitivity. As we know the detector sensitivity depends on the distance Zbead (Zb )
from the bead center to the trap center. We first calculate Xb using eq 5.1 at Zb = 0.
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Xb =

Vd
S (Zb )

(5.1)

Where Vd is the detector voltage and S(Zb ) is the sensitivity. Then calculate Zb
(axial displacement from the trap center) using eq 5.2 and iterate:

Zbead = 

KZ
KX

Z
 trap 
X0
Xb

(5.2)
+1

Where KX and KZ are trap stiffness in the X and Z directions respectively. Ratio
of KZ over KX is .22 (from chapter 4). Ztrap is trap height from the surface to be
574 or 674nm (experimental parameter). X0 = Xtrap − Xb where Xtrap is Xpolymer ;
the length of DNA in X direction (Xtrap is absolute distance (parallel to the direction
of motion of piezo stage) from the axis of the trap to the tether anchor point. It
is measured by stretching the tether from one side to side after assuming that the
optical trap is cylindrically symmetric (We call it FTC; find tether center).). After
using eq 5.2 we iterate to correct the sensitivity S(Zb ) used to calculate Xbead . This
process usually takes 5 to 10 iterations. Then we compute the DNA extension, LDNA
from geometry using:

LDN A =

Z
−Z
h trap b
i − r
−Zb
sin tan−1 Ztrap
X0

(5.3)

Where r is the radius of the bead. Now the force can be computed from the angle
using:

F =

K X • Xb

i
−Zb
cos tan−1 Ztrap
X0
h

(5.4)

For the experiments, it was assumed that the linkages between dig and anti-dig
and biotin and streptavidin molecules contribute insignificantly to the total elasticity.
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5.10

Results and discussion

5.10.1

Overstretching

Single 4.4kbs (LDNA ∼ 1500nm) dsDNA molecules were overstretched in H2 O and
D2 O with trap heights of 574 and 674nm.

The overstretching data (multiple over-

Figure 5.6: Force vs LDNA in H2 O at 574nm trap height.

Figure 5.7: Force vs LDNA in D2 O at 574nm trap height.

stretching profiles) is presented in figure 5.6 to 5.8. The data presented in figure 5.6
was processed according to the steps discussed in the beginning of this section. The
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average force was calculated through Overstretch-v i program, using kernel density
estimation. The average overstretching force was 64.28±1.13pN. Figure 5.7 presents
the data in D2 O. The average overstretching was 67.56±.36pN. So the average overstretching force in D2 O was 3.28pN higher than the force in H2 O (all the experimental
parameters were kept same). Figure 5.8 presents a comparison between the two data

Figure 5.8: Force vs number of tethers in H2 O vs D2 O.

sets. Top red curve is average force in D2 O and bottom blue curve is average force
in H2 O. Force values in H2O are more scattered, the difference between the upper
value of force in H2O and lower value of force in D2O is 2.79pN. All the data can be
reached through this link:DNA-Overstretching Experiments

5.10.2

Unzipping

Single 4.4kbs dsDNA molecules were unzipped in H2 O and the data is presented in
figure 5.9. The unzipping force was between 15 and 20pN. A good unzipping profile
was really rare due to bad DNA construct. I usually achieved unzipping once in 50
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attempts and good unzipping once in 100, so it was extremely rare. I managed to get
4 to 5 good unzipping profiles with average force of 16pN. I never tried the unzipping
experiment in D2 O but that is left for future work.

Figure 5.9: Force vs piezo (nm) in H2 O.

5.10.3

Discussion

The experiment plan was to test the tweezers by unzipping and overstretching single DNA molecule fragments in presence of H2 O and D2 O. In the primary experiments, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was overstretched in the presence of buffers
sus- pended in H2 O, and compared to DNA overstretched in D2 O. During DNA
overstretching, DNA transforms from double-stranded DNA to two single-stranded
molecules at a relatively flat, high force . Experiments report that the average overstretching force in D2 O was higher than H2 O, perhaps due to the significant increase
in hydrogen bonding for deuterium versus hydrogen.
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I also noticed that the DNA tethers were more stable in D2 O and DNA samples
lasted longer than H2 O samples. I did not get much work done in unzipping because
of bad DNA construct, and this is left for future. I acquired great quality data
and result with tweezers. Force difference as low as few piconewtons could be easily
resolved as presented in figure 5.8. The results proved that the tweezers we developed
was able to deliver great precision and quality.

Future work
As far as tweezers goes, there is still lots of room for improvements. I want to automate Z-piezo and camera to work under close feedback-loop, for automated surface
detection. The optomechanical controls of Z lens and QPD can be replaced with
stepper motors controlled by joystick. As far as the experiments are concerned more
unzipping data will be acquired in both H2 O and D2 O. I also want to investigate
the DNA protein interactions in H2 O and D2 O by unzipping and overstretching the
DNA. Further work can be done on shotgun DNA unzipping. More information on
shotgun is available in the reference (Proof of principle for shotgun DNAmapping by
unzipping).
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Appendix A
Design and construction
A.1

Lasers

We used diode pumped infrared 1064nm CrystaLaser ModelNo.CL1064-2W0-O for
trapping and position detection. The specifications are given in table:
Table A.1: CrystaLaser specs.

Wavelength
Output power
Transverse mode
Beam diameter at the output
aperture
Beam waist diameter and location
Power output stability
Beam pointing stability
Beam propagation factor M2
Polarization ratio
Beam divergence

1064nm
2W
TEM00
1.64mm
1.26mm at 612.5mm away from the
laser output window
1% over 2 hours
<.005mrad per o C
∼1.4
100:1; P-polarization
<1.0mrad (full angle)

Some of the specifications were verified before introducing the laser into the setup
(CrystaLaser specifications:). The specifications which were verified:
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Polarization: Polarization was verified using a polarizing beam splitter by measuring the reflection and transmission. The laser was TM or P-polarized; looking
into the optical table from top. In specimen plane the laser was polarized along X
direction (the DNA was overstretched in X direction).
Power output: Output power was 2W in specs, but the maximum measured power
was 1.8W.
Mode profile: Correct beam profiling was very complicated because of expensive

Figure A.1: Mode profile comparison: Coherent laser beam spot and profile is presented
on left: higher order modes are present. CrystaLaser beam profile on right; pure TEM00
mode.

hardware (which we did not have) but it was somewhat necessary. TEM00 mode
was required to achieve a diffraction limited spot size to achieve optimum trapping
efficiency. I had experienced this with Coherent Laser where multimodes were present;
I never achieved expected trapping efficiency at high power. I always wondered why,
then I profiled the laser beam and found out the presence of higher order modes. I used
AOM, IR mirror and ND filter of OD3 to reduce the power of the laser and recorded
the beam profile with a regular CMOS camera (Mode profiling at high power).Correct
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mode profiling is complicated because everything which is put in beams path, to cut
the intensity, mutates it. So the profile I was getting might be due to one or all of
the components used in beams path. To verify it I tried a bunch of combinations
of components and received the same result every time. Later on it was found that
the mode profile was also laser temperature dependent and could not be corrected
without using a fiber. So we stop using the laser and bought the CrystaLaser instead.
Figure A.1 shows the mode profile for Coherent Laser on left and CrystaLaser on
right. Coherent laser definitely had higher order modes while Crystalaser was pure
TEM00 . I used the same setup to profile both the lasers and used Image J to extract
the profiles.
Beam waist diameter and location: Knife edge method was used to measure the
beam waist. It was measured from the laser output window to 1975mm (far field) in
25mm increments. Around the beam waist it was measured in 12.5mm increments
to make sure that the location was found within half of the AOM crystal thickness
( 25mm). The beam waist diameter was found to be 1.26mm at 612.5mm away
from the laser output window. At laser output window the beam waist diameter was
1.64mm. By fitting the data with theoretical beam waist over the distance, the beam
propagation factor was found (M2 = 1.4).
The laser beam was elliptical along the X axis (horizontal in the plane of optical table). I checked the ellipticity of the beam at various spots along the optical
path (beam path). I measured the beam diameter vertically and horizontally at two
different locations using knife edge method. First location was 64 inches from the
laser: Horizontal (X axis) diameter was 2.08mm and vertical (Y axis) diameter was
2mm a difference of 3.84%. At 128 inches from the laser head: Horizontal (X axis)
diameter was 5.4mm and vertical diameter was 5.08mm a difference of 5.9%. At the
back aperture of the objective the beam was 5.9% more elongated in X direction.
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A.1.1

IR and He-Ne laser mount

Figure A.2: IR laser mount on right is made of three metal plates. He-Ne laser mount
on left is made of regular parts from Thorlabs.

The IR laser was mounted on a custom made mount (made of 3 legs) as shown in
figure A.2 with M3 screws. The optical table slots on the legs were made for holes
which were 2 inches apart, but each slot was an inch long (edge to edge; 3 inches
apart) to have an inch of clearance to align the output window of the laser with Z
column on the optical table by sliding it in X direction; figure A.2. The laser was
mounted on the top of the legs with M6 screws. The dimensions are given in the figure
A.2. He-Ne was mounted on a mount made of regular components from Thorlabs.
I used PB1 post base, P5 post, C1503 laser holder with PM4 clamp. The output
windows of both the lasers were at the same height of 4.43 inches from optical table.
Both the mounts provided great stability to the lasers. The connection wires for both
the lasers were passed through the rubber-holder to avoid any vibrations.
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A.2

AOM

Figure A.3: AOM Bragg mount with base plate. Bragg mount has three knobs to move
the AOM in X-Y direction and to rotate it along Z direction (white arrows).

AOM was installed on Bragg mount 7100; AOM could be moved along X and Y
directions (horizontal and vertical) using X and Y knobs; figure A.3. The diffraction
angle could be changed by diffraction angle knob. The Bragg mount was installed on
two direction slotted 4X6 inches of base plate; base plate provided extra movement
in X and Z directions. The beam waist existed right at the center of the crystal. The
base plate was mounted 1.5 inches of posts from Thorlabs. The AOM was controlled
by AOM driver through RF-out port in two modes; normal and CW mode. In normal
mode a RF-input voltage from 1 to 5Volts was applied to driver through NI DAQ to
control the laser power in 1st order diffracted beam. In CW mode there was no need
of RF-input voltage the AOM was at its max. AOM was introduced to the setup
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with following information:
Table A.2: AOM specs.

Transmission through crystal
Frequency of operation
Efficiency
Interactive material (crystal type)
Index of refraction of medium at
1064nm
RF power for above efficiency
Thermal beam drift
Acoustic aperture size
Rise time at .58mm beam waist
diameter
RF-input voltage for driver
RF-input impedance at driver
Relationship between RF-input
voltage at driver and power in 1st
order
Modes of operation

A.2.1

94%
80MHz
st
72% for 1 order diffracted beam for
P-polarization
TeO2
no = 2.005 (ordinary), ne = 2.343
(extra ordinary)
2W
<1mrad
2mm
87ns

4th

1-5V
3000ohms
degree polynomial

Normal and CW (continuous wave)

AOM signal drift and oscillation problem

Figure A.4 presents X and Y signals of QPD when RF-input power (to AOM) was
modulated to increase the power in 1st order diffracted beam. There were two problems with the AOM: X-Y signal drift and oscillations in X signal. The problem of
drift was solved by accurately imaging the crystal plane at the back aperture and
introducing a time delay in between the two steps, when the power was modulated
during the data acquisition. This minimized the drift to .04Volts, equal to 17nm of
drift (of trapped bead) in specimen plane. Oscillations were hard to deal with. I
investigated the issue and also sent the AOM to the manufacturer but it could not be
resolved. Figure A.4 suggested that the oscillation were strongest in beginning and
then started damping out with time over a period of 4 seconds. I over passed the
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problem by introducing the fast shutter into the setup and introducing a time delay
between the steps, when the power was modulated during the data acquisition.

Figure A.4: Figure presents the X and Y signals (Volts) of QPD vs time (second) when
the RF-input power to AOM was modulated to increase the power in 1st order diffracted
beam. White is X and red is Y signal.

A.3
A.3.1

Shutters
Slow shutter

I developed a cost-effective mechanical laser shutter system (for IR laser) under all
the considerations discussed in design consideration section of chapter 2. The shutter
system had a mechanical shutter, a control box and a power supply (computer power
supply). There were many shutter systems available commercially; mechanical, semimechanical, electromagnetic and optical. Most of the systems were very expensive
and above $1000 (out of our budget). I built this shutter under $100.
Air-freshener dispensers mechanics was very durable because it was made to work
very hard, making it right candidate for this purpose. To enhance the safety performance, two sensors were installed on the two ends of the shutter, which updated the
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real position of shutter through green and red LEDs as shutter changed the positions.
In the case of failure the LEDs would indicate the malfunction.

Figure A.5: Slow shutter with all its parts.

Figure A.5 shows the shutter with the components. I used Glade air freshener
dispenser, CHH1 filter-holder from Thorlabs and some electronics (more information
is available in the reference: Slow laser shutter) to build the shutter. I used .8 and 1.3
inch plastic pipes to construct the beam enclosure. The shutter easily handled 2W
of laser power for hours. It was controlled by a single push button with a computer
power supply.
Figure A.6 shows the shutter position with LED indicators. The shutter was
controlled by the push button. Direction switch changed the direction of the motor
to move the shutter to open or close position. Red and green LEDs read the end
sensors (end sensors were activated when the edges of the shutter reached to the
sensors). If the shutter was open the red LED would turned ON if the shutter was
close the green LED would turned ON (means safe). If both the LEDs were off it
meant that the shutter failed to reach the sensors; malfunction. The details of the
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construction are given in the online reference. The shutter speed could be controlled
by a POT for quick switching operations. The beam between the shutter and laser
was fully enclosed so no radiation could come out.

Figure A.6: Mounted slow shutter and control box. Red and green LEDs on the control
box read the real-time position of the shutter from the sensors.

A.3.2

Fast shutter

During DNA experiments I needed to center the trap over the tethered bead very
precisely to achieve repeatable geometry (this affected the force measurement and
was necessary to run the feedback program; FTC (find tether center)). I need to turn
the laser intensity (trap) ON and OFF quickly for various time intervals to center the
tether. I used AOM for this functionality for over a year because it was extremely
quick (nanosecond ON and OFF time). But AOM had started showing oscillation
problem (figure A.4) making the switching unsuccessful. So I developed the fast
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shutter to replace the AOM. Shutter was quick with opening and closing time of 4
and 2 µsec. The shutter was running on 5Volts and there was hardly any electronics
involved. It was controlled through a foot-switch and construction cost was under
$50. The shutter had three parts: Shutter, control box and footswitch. A computer
power supply was used to run the shutter and a POT was used (inside the control
box) to modulate the speed of the shutter.

Figure A.7: Fast shutter with its parts and mount.

Figure A.7 shows shutter and its parts. Shutter was simply a rotating cylinder with
an opening for the beam. In open position the beam passed through the opening, when
the footswitch was not pressed. To close the shutter the footswitch was pressed and
an active voltage was applied to the motor, rotating the cylinder against a restoring
spring hence blocking the beam. When the switch was realized the voltage was
removed and the previous position was restored by the spring hence unblocking the
beam. I used a rough aluminum foil on the blocking side to absorb and scatter the
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radiation. The details are provided in the online reference: (Fast laser shutter).

Figure A.8: Shutter is on the left, control box is in the middle and foot switch is on the
right.

Figure A.8 shows the shutter, control box and the footswitch. Footswitch and
shutter were directly connected to the control box. Control box had a very simple
electronics using a POT controlling the current applied to the motor and a switch.
POT was used to modulate the speed of the shutter. The shutter was mounted with
regular parts from Thorlabs.

A.4

Beam expander

I used plano-convex lens from Newport Model No.KPX097AR.33, CP02T cage plate,
SM1L03 lens tube, TRT2 translating post from Thorlabs and 460A X-Y stage from
Newport; figure A.9, to make the first lens of beam expander. I used lens Model
No.KPX122AR.33 from Newport and SM1V10 adjustable lens tube from Thorlabs
(all other parts were same as L1); figure A.10, to make the second lens. I used IR
mirrors from CVI model No:Y1-1025-45-UNP for IR and regular sliver mirrors for HeNe. I used regular mirror mounts to install IR and He-Ne mirrors. IR mirror (M4)
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was transparent for He-Ne so it was installed before M2 to facilitate the alignment.

Figure A.9: Lens L1 of beam expander. It is on a 3D mount made of an X-Y stage and
translating post.

Figure A.10: Alignment assistant AS1 and AS2.

A.5

Alignment assistant

I used SM1D12D aperture, CP02 cage plate and TRT2 translating post from Thorlabs
to make alignment assistant. I used cheep webcams bought from amazon.com to view
the apertures; figure A.11. I wrote a LabVIEW program Realtime laser alignment
3D to view the visual data from webcams.
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Figure A.12 presents one of the webcam views (over one of the apertures (AS1
or AS2)) during the alignment. When the
beams were perfectly aligned the profiles
looked symmetric and similar on both the
apertures. I blocked the beams on the
apertures one by one to test the overlap
further; for good alignment the beam axes
had to be overlapping. The program was
written to read any USB camera type especially webcams. The attributes of the
Figure A.11: Ray Model for three

camera could be controlled through the different cases; green lines are input and
output rays, blue lines show the momentum
change and red is resultant force
bcams, was the cost and sensitivity at IR. (combination of scattering and gradient
force).

program. The advantage of using the we-

I spent roughly $10 to buy a good webcam and it worked as well as any other expensive camera would.

Figure A.12: Real time laser alignment 3D. Image in left, is IR and He-Ne beams
overlapping at the aperture. Images on right are the profiles of overlap.
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A.6

Periscope assembly

The periscope assembly was designed for three purposes: Bring the optical path to
appropriate height for the microscope, align the beam through the dichroic holder
stage assembly and microscope, and move the beam in X-Y plane without hurting
the alignment; figure A.13.

Figure A.13: Periscope assembly made of two linear base stages, to move the whole
assembly in X-Z plane, three linear stages on post clamp to move the mirrors in Y-Z plane
and 10 inches post for stability.

The assembly was built on a PT101 base plate from Thorlabs. The advantage
behind using the base plate; the whole assembly could be moved easily. Two linear
base stages 1 and 2 were used to move the assembly in X-Z plane. Base-stages helped
to center the beam over the mirrors; Stage 2 (bottom) centered the beam on M5
and M6 in X direction and stage 1 (top) centered the beam in Z direction. An
additional stage (downstream 2nd stage) was installed on the top (M6) to center the
beam on M6 without changing it on M5. All these stages helped to center the beam.
The vertical-stages (upstream and downstream) were used to move the beam in X-Y
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plane downstream without hurting the alignment. Post P10 and post clamp C1501
were used to hold the mirrors. I used KM200-E03 mirror mounts from Thorlabs to
hold 2 inches diameter mirrors.
General procedure: First the two mirrors downstream and upstream were used
to align the beam in Z-direction, through the back aperture of objective and top
dichroic mirror. Then the vertical-stages were used to move the beam in downstream
X-Y plane without hurting the alignment. The upstream stage was used to move
the beam in Y plane and downstream stage was used to move the beam in X plane.
This feature was very important for achieving a uniform optical trap in X-Y specimen
plane before calibration. Downstream 2nd stage and base stages were used to center
the beam on the mirrors.

A.7

Microscope

Figure A.14: Microscope IX71 dimension given by Olympus.

All the other components were composed around the microscope without any
physical contact with each other or microscope. I removed all the non optical components from the microscope including dichroic holder stage and halogen-lamp. I
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extended the left focus knob of microscope to outreach it from outside the enclosure
using LEGO universal joint and optomechanical control knob (also used in Z lens and
QPD).To compose and construct the components around the microscope I needed to
know some dimensions. Figure A.14 shows the microscope dimension given by Olympus. These dimensions were very helpful in deigning the enclosure but they were
inadequate in designing the other components around the microscopy.

Figure A.15: The distance given in figure has to be matched by the components around
the microscope. For details see the table A.3.

The dimensions I needed are given in the figure A.15 and table A.3. The height of
the objective and its platform was variable but did not vary more than by 5mm. The
design and construction of the components was performed according to the dimensions. Most of the components were built on the translation stages to have freedom
for minute adjustments.
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A.7.1

Microscope damper

Figure A.16: Microscope with damper. Damper supports the top structure of the
microscope and adds extra stiffness to minimize the vibrations to stabilize the structure.

Microscope damper: The top part (illuminator) of Olympus microscope was little
unstable; it was vibrating if getting excited. To minimize mechanical vibrations it
was important to keep the optics close to the optical table which was impossible in
this case. So the only way to minimize the vibrations, was to add extra stiffness and
mass to the structure. I built a damper to support the top part of the microscope;
figure A.16.
Table A.3: Microscope dimensions.

Tube lens optical axis opening height
Tube lens focal point (for camera)
from microscope wall
Focal point height of tube lens
Objective holder height
Objective/specimen height
Dichroic mirror height

165mm
110mm
90mm
≈ 263mm
≈ 350mm
513mm
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The damper was built using 14 inches damped posts (from Thorlabs) and some
post clamps to support the top part of the microscope as shown in the figure. An
extra weight was also mounted on the top of the illuminator to increase the mass.
Damper was very effective in minimizing the vibrations, and it also offered extra
stability to microscope.

A.8

Trap steering optics assembly

Trap steering could be achieved by rotating the direction of the beam propagation in
a plane conjugate to the back focal plane of the objective. I used a 1:1 telescope to
steer and move the trap in X, Y and Z directions in the specimen plane. The trap
was moved in X-Y directions by translating the 1st lens (Z lens) of telescope in X-Y
directions; in the plane conjugate to the back aperture of the objective. The trap was
moved in Z direction by change the wavefront of the beam at the back aperture by
moving the same Z lens in Z direction (also in the conjugate plane). Both of these
incidents are discussed next.

A.8.1

Steering trap in X-Y specimen plane

In figure A.17 the top image shows a ray diagram of 1:1 telescope. Plane a and c
are conjugate planes. Rotation at a is imaged into rotation at c, which is the back
aperture plane of the objective. The two lenses are 1:1 telescope so they keep the
beam collimated with magnification of 1X. Lens at plane a is called Z lens and it
changes the rotation into translation after the lens. So by moving this lens in XY plane the incident angle θ can be changed at the back aperture of the objective
without clipping the beam or changing its collimation.
Rotation need not to be created exactly one focal length behind the second lens
of the telescope. For any arbitrary Keplerian telescope with the focal lengths f1 and
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f2 , rotation at a distance x behind the Z lens, plane a, are recreated at a distance y
after the telescope, plane c, where y is given by

y = f2 −

f2
f1

2
(x − f1 )

(A.1)

The magnitude of the rotation at c is equal to f1 /f2 times the magnitude at a. In
our case the telescope is 1:1 with the focal length of 10cms, x would be zero because
the plane a is at the Z lens this give y to be 20cms from the second lens (Z lens
is imaged at the back-aperture of the objective by the second lens which is 2f focal
length away from the Z lens and the back aperture). So the back aperture of the
objective has to be 20cms from the second lens.

Figure A.17: Paraxial diagram of 1:1 steering telescope. Plane a and c are conjugate
planes. Rotation at a is translated into rotation at c. Z lens changes the rotation into
translation.

Figure A.18 shows the telescope in case of an incident laser beam (beam axis is on
the optical axis of the telescope). When both the lenses are at optical axis (beam axis)
the incident angle is zero. When the Z lens is moved in X direction an incident angle
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θ is produced at the back aperture of the objective. The angle is again translated
into the distance at the focal plane of the objective. The relationship between the Z

Figure A.18: Paraxial diagram in case of laser beam. Plane a is conjugate to back
aperture of objective; plane c. Z lens is imaged by the second lens on the back aperture.

lens translation and the trap movement is given by

Mobjective =

xtrap
xZlens

(A.2)

Where M is the magnification of the objective, Xtrap is the distance trap moved in
the specimen plane by moving the Z lens. And XZlens is the distance, Z lens translated
in X-Y plane. Xtrap was calibrated to be 7µm in water at the Z lens translation of
.315mm in air (gives objective magnification of 45X). The advantage of this scheme;
there is no beam clipping at the back aperture and collimation remains intact.
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A.8.2

Steering trap in Z direction (along optical axis) in
specimen plane

Telescope is also used to move the trap (focal plane of the objective) in Z direction
(along the optical axis). This capability is very important during trapping efficiency
optimization and calibration. Trapping efficiency Q depends on the the balance,
between scattering and gradient force. Scattering force can be modulated by changing
the incident wavefront at the back-aperture. If the incident beam is highly divergent
or convergent it can change the effective NA of the objective based on the focal length.
Trapping efficiency linearly depends on the effective NA, so it is important to get a
collimated beam at the back aperture of the objective.
But still up to some extent, the Z lens can be used to move the trap along Zdirection to optimize the efficiency. I used the Z lens for two purposes: optimizing
the trapping efficiency and fixing a constant relationship between trap center and
beam waist for .530nm and 1.060nm diameter beads (trap center offset). Figure

Figure A.19: Paraxial diagram of convergent or divergent beam at the back aperture of
objective.

A.19 shows that, by moving the Z lens in Z direction the wavefront (convergent
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or divergent) of the incident beam can be modulated at the back aperture of the
objective. By moving the Z lens backward in Z direction, the trap can be moved close
to the specimen surface, and by moving forward it can me moved away. Once the
optimum position is found for the Z lens it should be recorded and the lens should
not be moved otherwise the tweezers must be calibrated again. I designed the Z lens
mount such that it can be moved in all three directions.
Figure A.20 shows Z lens
mount.

I used 426A linear

stages with micrometers from
Newport to make X-Z base
stages.

The center of lens

was 9 inches from the optical table. I used regular post
and post clamp from Thorlabs. To mount the lens, I used
ST1XY-S translator lens mount
from Thorlabs and 100mm focal
length lens from Newport Model
No.KPX094AR.33.
Optomechanical control shown
Figure A.20: Z lens in an optical tweezers setup. It

in figure A.21, has three parts: is mounted on a 3D stage made of two linear base
LEGO gears, chassis, universal

stages and one X-Y translator lens mount.

joint and knobs. To prepare the
controls; I first prepared the chassis using aluminum metal sheet to fit the gears. I
used LEGO gear No.40, 24, 8 and worm gears to make the gear box. To install the
chassis on the translator, I glued the screws directly on the translator then mount the
chassis directly on the screws. I was using LEO universal joints to connect the knobs
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with the axle so the chassis did not have to align with the opening on the enclosure
wall (Extend your Opto-mechanical controls with Lego for out of box control).
Figure A.21 shows all the different components of the optomechanical controls.
The control handles pass through enclosure wall.

Figure A.21: Optomechanical controls with components.

A.9

Dichroic holder stage assembly

I will discuss the dichroic holder stage assembly, part by part briefly. I used Google
Sketchup and Solidworks to design the parts and get machined at physics machine
shop. Figure A.22 shows the dichroic holder stage on the Olympus microscope. It
was attached through the wall of the microscope, making it very unstable. In this
design the stage did not have any degree of freedom, which made it hard to align
with second lens of steer assembly and dichroic. It was also found that the stage was
vibrational when excited. The position of dichroic was very sensitive to any vibrations
because it was at the back aperture of the objective. The only way to stabilize the
dichroic, was to redesign the holder stage and replace its mounting scheme. I wanted
to have dichroic holder stage such that it had full degree of freedom in X-Y plane so
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it could be aligned with lens and objective easily. So stability and maneuverability
both were required from the design. Figure A.23 shows the assembly with parts. I

Figure A.22: Original dichroic holder stage mounted on Olympus microscope.

Figure A.23: Dichroic holder stage assembly has three major parts: Dichroic holder
platform, mirror holder with holder stage and lens tube holder.

used Olympus dichroic holder stage and lens tube holder to design the assembly. The
holder stage was attached with a clip and lens tube holder was attached with two
clamps to the platform. The holder stage assembly was directly in the contact with
the breadboard. The circular opening was to pass the beam.
The platform is shown in the figure A.24. The platform was made of two 6X4
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inches double spaced breadboards from Thorlabs. The bread boards were not aligned
to accommodate the objective shaft; they were connected with three 8-32 screws.
I milled out the portions of the breadboard to make them lighter and to have less
material in contact between sides. The cutout space on the right breadboard also
helped in assembling the filter mount below it. The assembly shown in the picture
was mounted differently than the assembly in the actual tweezers, but the platform
part was same.

Figure A.24: Dichroic holder stage platform has three parts: Bread boards, clip and lens
tube holder.

Figure A.25 shows the parts of dichroic holder stage platform. The clip and clamps
were designed in Google Sketchup. The clip was designed (slot) such that the dichroic
holder stage could be moved side by side along the dashed arrow. It could also be
adjusted along the height side. The clamp was designed such that the tube lens
holder could be moved side by side. The tube lens holder was bigger than the lens
tube which provided freedom to adjust the lens tube in both horizontal and vertical
directions. The lens was mounted on adjustable lens tube so the distance between
the mirror and lens and between the lens and back aperture could be adjusted. The
clip and clamp worked as a 3D alignment system. This scheme was very helpful in
aligning the lens with mirror and mirror with back aperture; I did not have this much
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freedom at Olympus dichroic holder stage. The dichroic holder stage assembly was
mounted on three optical posts.

Figure A.25: Dichroic holder stage platform parts; clip and clamps are designed to
facilitate the adjustments during alignment.

Figure A.26: Z lens and dichroic holder stage assembly. The stage assembly shown in
the picture is the actual assembly used in the tweezers setup.

A complete set; steer lens assembly and dichroic holder stage assembly is presented
in the figure A.26. Once the dichroic holder stage assembly was installed and aligned
the Z lens was adjusted accordingly. Figure A.26 shows the real dichroic holder stage
assembly used in optical tweezers setup. It was mounted on three posts. For better
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stability I used one 1.5 inches post in the back. The post was mounted through an
inch long slot on the bread board. In front I used two posts; an inch thick post right
underneath the clip and a post with post holder on the side.

A.10

Camera assembly

To build Luca camera assembly I used Andor technology Luca S Model No.DL-658MTIL camera module. I used 460A-XY stage from Newport to mount the camera. I
used 426 linear stages from Newport to mount the P6 post and clamp from Thorlabs.
Camera specifications are given in table:
Table A.4: Luca camera specs.

Active pixels
Pixel size
Image area
Frame rate
Max readout rate

A.11

658X496
10X10µms
6.58X4.96mm
37.2fps
13.5MHz

Sample holder stage assembly

Sample holder stage assembly is shown in the figure A.27 with all its parts. It was
roughly 14 inches high from the optical table. It was made of sample holder plate, Xpiezo stage, adapter plate, X-Y translation stage, 6X4 inches bread board and sample
holder stage platform. I will discuss the parts one by one:

Sample holder plate
Sample holder plate is shown in figure A.28. I designed the plate such that, it was
lighter on sample side, and less susceptible to mechanical vibration from circle side.
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The circle side was attached with the piezo stage. To keep the surface contact minimum, a circle was milled out. The triangle was milled out in the middle to keep the
plate lighter, and have less material in contact between the circle and sample side.

Figure A.27: Sample holder stage assembly with parts.

On sample side a 1mm deep rectangle was carved out to hold the specimen slide
(When the voltage was removed, piezo return was almost instantaneous, which moved
the slide even though it was taped to the plate, but if the slide was held inside a
carved space it held still) and to keep it straight along the X direction. In nanometer
resolution the sample plate had to be perpendicular to the optical axis in X-Y plane
otherwise the homogeneous focal plane could not be achieved over the field of view.
It was hard to achieve homogenous focal plane, because the sample holder plate
had to be rotated on X and Y axis to achieve that; introducing such a stage was
impossible in the design. But I solved this problem easily, by introducing four 1mm
thick rubber cushions between the plate and piezo stage. By changing the tension
on four installation screws any plane could be selected within few microns, which
was enough to align the plate with optical axis (by changing the tension in front two
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screws the plate was rotated pivoting Y direction and by changing the tension in
side two screws the plate was rotated pivoting X direction). I used bicycle tire tube
rubber to make the cushions.

Figure A.28: Sample holder plate, X-piezo and adapter plate.

X-piezo stage and adapter plate
I used MB-3 adapter plat from Newport. It was used to attach piezo stage with
X-Y translation stage. It was customized for piezo stage, by machining four threaded
holes (8-32). We used Mad City Labs Nano-OP30 single axis stage with 30µms of
movement to overstretch and unzip DNA in X direction. Piezo stage had resonant
frequency at 4 kHz and resolution of .06nm.
X-Y translation stage
Translation stage was an important component of the assembly. The field of view at
camera was 100X60µms; the sample chambers I used were 15000X5000µms.In regular
DNA-experiments I had to move a lot to find the right tethers, this would be a very
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tedious task if the stage was not very maneuverable. A good sample holder stage had
to be automated, so one could easily search for the right spots (DNA-tethers), for
data acquisition in a fairly large sample. I designed the stage for manual and joystick
control.

Figure A.29: X-Y translation stage with Zaber linear actuators mounted on 6X4 inches
breadboard.

The stage has two parts: X-Y translation stage and X-Y linear actuators. There
were many joystick controlled platforms available commercially but they were very
expansive and beyond our budget. I designed this stage using 460A X-Y stage form
Newport, two T-LA28A linear actuators from Zaber, Attack 3 joystick from Logitech,
and XY Horse motor control program written in LabVIEW 2009V.
While choosing an X-Y translation stage the following had to be considered; the
depth of the field for the objective was roughly .5µm. So the stage had to be very
stable in Z direction otherwise the sample would be keep going in and out of focus.
To build the stage, I used two 426 linear stages from Newport but they drifted a
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lot, while moving the sample. So I used a single X-Y stage. This stage provided a
range of 25mm in both X and Y directions. Linear actuators were directly attached
to the stage without using any external part. Actuators provided a travel range
of 28mm with maximum speed of 4000µm per second. The speed resolution was
1µm per second with microstep size of .099µm. The actuators were connected to the
computer through RS-232 port. I wrote a LabVIEW program to select any speed and
position. The actuators could also be controlled manually through end knobs. More
information is available in the online reference (Linear Actuators). The translation
stage was attached to a 6X4 double spaced breadboard which was attached to the
sample holder stage platform.

Sample holder stage platform
In nanometer resolution small structural movement can introduce extra noise to the data. The sample
holder plate was very sensitive to
structural movement and mechanical vibrations. To minimize both,
the structure had to be very sturdy
and massive. I used four 1.5 inches
thick optical posts and three 12X6
inches breadboard plates from Thorlabs to build the structure. I was using three breadboards; the bottom

Figure A.30: Sample holder platform. It is
was attached with posts, the middle made of four 1.5 inches posts and three 6X12
breadboards. The bottom remains still the
had 1 inch long slots in Y direction middle and top breadboards can be moved in X
and Y direction.

and the top had 1 inch long slots in
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X direction. Both the breadboards were moved in X-Y plane to align the sample
holder plate with objective.
Figure A.31 shows sample holder stage assembly, installed at microscope; first the
platform was installed then the sample holder plate was installed on the top of it. The
sample holder plate was 14 inches high from the optical table. The X-Y translation
stage could be move up to an inch in X-Y direction. X-piezo stage could be moved up
to to 30µm in X direction. The assembly was installed directly above dichroic holder
stage assembly and camera assembly; figure A.31.

Figure A.31: Sample holder stage assembly in optical tweezers setup.

A.12

QPD sensor assembly

QPD sensor assembly was installed on the right of the microscope. It was a stand
alone unite. The QPD sensor assembly had following parts: QPD, QPD platform,
X-Y translation stage (ST1XY-Thorlabs) with optomechanical controls, QPD lens
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L5, and laser-line and ND filter; figure A.32.

Figure A.32: QPD sensor assembly with parts.

QPD platform
I used three 14 inches damped posts and 12X6 inches breadboard double spaced
breadboard from Thorlabs to build the platform. I used a 426A linear base stage
from Newport to mount a 6 inches post. A clamp (C1501-Thorlabs) was mounted
on 6 inches post. The QPD was needed to be aligned in X and Y directions; in Y
direction QPD was aligned by linear base stage and in X direction by moving the
clamp on the post.
QPD with translation stage
We used On-Trak Quadrant Silicon detector Model No.PSM2-10Q with 9X9mm active
region with OT-301 position sensing amplifier. The QPD was attached to ST1XY
translation stage from Thorlabs with lens tube coupler (SM1T2-Thorlabs). QPD was
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attached to amplifier with RS-232 cable. The stage was directly mounted on the
clamp. The optomechanical controls were similar to Z lens controls. I use 2 inches

Figure A.33: QPD is directly mounted on X-Y translation stage. Translation stage is
attached with clamp. The optomechanical controls are similar to Z lens. Lens is mounted
on the face of stage with cage rods.

Figure A.34: QPD sensor assembly in optical tweezers setup.

long cage rods and cage plate (CP02T-Thorlabs) to mount the lens L5. I used 50mm
focal length lens Model No.KPX082AR from Newport. The focal plane was achieved
at the QPD plane by sliding the lens on cage rods; Figure A.33. Translation stage
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was aligned with dichroic cube with the cage rods going through adapter mounted
(LCP02-Thorlabs) on the face of dichroic cube figure A.33. QPD could be moved in
X and Y directions to adjust the X and Y signal. I installed a ND filter of OD3 at
adapter and a laserline filter inside a lens tube at translation stage; figure A.33.
The QPD sensor assembly was installed above the filter assembly; figure A.34.
Two posts were installed in the back and one post was installed in the front to save
some space.

A.13

Objective, Z-piezo and condenser

Objective
We are using UPlanSApo (UIS 2) water immersion IR objective. The specification
are given in the table A.5.
Table A.5: Objective specs.

Wavelength
Immersion medium
Magnification and type
Max ray angle
Focal length in water
NA
Back aperture diameter
Exit aperture diameter
Working distance in water
Maximum F# for eyepiece
IR transmission

1064nm
Water
60X (∞-corrected)
64.5o (half angle)
≈ 2.1mm
1.2
8.5mm
3.8mm
.28mm
26.5mm
∼ 55%

Z-piezo
I used using Mad City Labs model No.Nano-F25HS high speed nanopositioner focusing element with 25µm range. Piezo has resolution of .05nm and calibration factor of
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2.5µm/V.
Condenser
We used aplant 1.4NA oil immersion condenser.

A.14

Enclosures

I built the enclosures for following; minimize the air currents and noise, keep the
dust off the setup and prevent mishaps with the alignment and beam. I used RM1G
construction cubes, XE25H lid hinges, XE25L/M construction rails from Thorlabs,
and transparent quarter inches thick Acrylic plastic sheets (I machined the sheets by
myself in the lab using jigsaw).

Figure A.35: Complete setup of optical tweezers.

A Complete setup of optical tweezers is shown in the figure A.35. It had two
enclosures; on left laser-part enclosure on right microscope-part enclosure. Both
enclosures had service doors for maintenance and control. Microscope-part enclosure
had 3 doors, which were built with the same materials. All the doors were swing-open
using a hinge. Top door was opened upwards to mount the sample. Bottom doors
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were opened downward. Each door had a sets of magnets; one magnet was embedded
in the wall other magnet was embedded in the door; attraction between the magnets
kept the door closed tightly. The flaps of the doors were kept bigger than the openings
in the wall so they could cover all the space over the openings to make sound proof
seals. The microscope was enclosed inside the enclosure, only eyepiece part was kept
out for viewing. All the optomechanical controls were outreached from the enclosure
walls; figure A.36.

Figure A.36: Optomechanical controls on top-left and right figures. Wires are passed
through the rubber holders bottom-left, and service door on bottom-right.

All the wires were passed through rubber holders (I used drain stoppers as rubber
holders). The microscope, controls and wires were assembled such that they had no
contact with the enclosure walls. In this way any vibration in the enclosure walls
were not transferred to the optical tweezers through controls or microscope. And
vibrations in the wires and controls did not transfer to enclosure walls.
Laser and microscope parts were attached with the beam pipe; figure A.37. I used
1.5 inches diameter plastic pipe and coupler, in laser-part. On laser-part the beam
pipe holder was built such that it could be moved in X-Y directions to accommodate
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the beam translation. The four magnets were used to hold the pipe holder tightly in
place. On microscope side the pipe was passed through a rubber enclosure between
pipe and wall to minimize the vibration propagation; figure A.37.

Figure A.37: Beam pipe outlet and inlet, in laser-part top figures. Beam pipe outlet and
inlet, in laser and microscope-parts bottom right.

Airborne noise test
I did a brief study to test the airborne noise isolation efficiency of the microscope
enclosure, because it was more sensitive to airborne noise. The data is presented in
Figure A.38 and A.39. In figure A.38, I generated a tone from 100 to 1100Hz using 6
inches diaphragm subwoofer speaker connected to an external amplifier. I used a Lab
VIEW program (Tone generator ) to generate the tones at computer sound card. I
kept the speaker roughly 1meter away from the enclosure. I used an Omnidirectional
condenser microphone to read the tones. I used another LabVIEW program (Noise
investigator and helper ) to collect the signal from microphone using different computer
soundcard, and performed a FFT to acquire power spectrum.
The data suggested that the enclosure was very effective in isolating the trap as
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expected. The blue curve shows the amplitudes at generated frequencies outside the
enclosure. Red curve shows the amplitudes at frequencies inside the enclosure, the
enclosure was more effective at higher frequencies.

Figure A.38: X axis is frequency from 100 to 1100Hz. Y axis is log of amplitude
received through FFT of the generated tones. The blue curve is the amplitudes acquired
through FFT of generated tones outside the enclosure and red curve is the amplitudes
acquired through FFT of generated tones inside the enclosure.

Figure A.39: Airborne noise spectrum outside the enclosure is presented by black curve
and spectrum inside the enclosure presented by red curve.

I performed another test over regular airborne noise in the lab. The data is presented in the figure A.39. I used the same microphone setup. I put the microphone
outside the enclosure and obtained 5 data sets with 20 coadds each. The data pre260

sented in the graph is average of 100 data sets. The black curve is the noise spectrum
outside the enclosure. I did the same, with microphone inside the enclosure. The
data suggested that the enclosure was very effective; there was on average -15dB
difference, (red curve) this meant that the enclosure was more than 10 times quieter
than outside. The graph shown in figure A.39 was produced by Math module in Noise
investigator and helper program.
AMNR (Acoustic and mechanical noise reader)

Figure A.40: Top image is the front panel of Noise investigator and helper. Bottom
right is airborne noise reader and bottom left is mechanical noise reader.

A trapped bead works like a low pass filter with a cutoff around 180Hz. So
the vibrations below 180Hz could transfer from the fluid to bead more efficiently.
Optical table was floating on I-2000 series stabilizer from Newport for isolation. The
stabilizers supposed to work very well for above 1Hz. But I acquired the noise around
55, 80 and 120Hz in my data.
I developed an airborne and mechanical noise reader using Classic II S.E. stethoscope by 3M Littmann, omnidirectional condenser microphone and a LabVIEW pro261

gram (Noise investigator and helper ); figure A.40. The stethoscope converted the
mechanical vibrations into sound which was read by microphone. I used computer
sound card to acquire the signal from microphone and performed FFT to obtain noise
power spectrum.
I used AMNR to search the sources for airborne and mechanical noise and eliminated them one by one. I hanged the AMNR in the hood and in the lab, to identify
the airborne noise source. I placed the AMNR on the lab wall, CPUs and drivers to
identify the mechanical vibration source. I also used it on optical table ,and on the
lab ground to record the vibrations. I also used it to redesign some of the components
of the tweezers. I used another program which could generate single tones on discreet
frequencies and interferograms. I used interferogram to investigate the transmissibility of different materials and structures, but that is out of the scope here. But more
information can be found in this online reference (Device for studying acoustic and
mechanical noise in optical setups).
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Online reference list
• CrystaLaser specifications:http://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_Rathi/
Notebook/OT/2010/08/18/CrystaLaser_specifications
• Mode profiling at high powerhttp://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_
Rathi/Notebook/OT/2010/04/13/Mode_profiling_at_high_power
• Slow laser shutterhttp://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_Rathi/Notebook/
OT/2010/10/31/Laser_Shutter_.1
• Fast laser shutterhttp://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_Rathi/Notebook/
OT/2011/03/01/Laser_Shutter_.2
• Extend your Opto-mechanical controls with Lego for out of box controlhttp://
openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_Rathi/Notebook/OT/2012/01/12/Extend_
your_Opto-mechanical_controls_with_Lego_for_out_of_box_control
• Linear Actuatorshttp://www.zaber.com/search.php?query=T-LA28A
• Device for studying acoustic and mechanical noise in optical setupshttp://
openwetware.org/wiki/User:Pranav_Rathi/Notebook/OT/2011/10/11/Device_
for_studying_acoustic_and_mechanical_noise_in_optical_setups
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Control and automation
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Appendix B
Control and automation
B.1

QPD amplifier

We used ON-TRAK (OT-301) amplifier for QPD position sensing. The details are
given in table B.1:
Table B.1: ON-TRAK amplifier specs.

Position signal X and Y output range
Sum signal output range
Frequency response
Gain-Bandwidth (G; gain)

Output connectors type
QPD connector type

B.2

± 10Volts
0-6Volts
DC to 15kHz
G1 at 15kHz, G2 at 15kHz, G3 at
5KHz, G4 at 1.25kHz and G5 at
310Hz
BNC
DB9

Krohn-HITE electronic filter system

I used three Krohn-HITE electronic filter systems; two filters between analog inputs
of BNC-2111 and outputs of ON-TRAK and piezo diver; 3FD8SL-1.5kg-N1U1 and
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one between analog outputs of BNC-2111 and analog inputs of AOM and piezo driver;
3FD8SL-20g-N1U1. Table B.2 and B.3 gives the specification of filter systems:
Table B.2: Krohn-HITE electronic filter specs.

Catalog No.
Number of channels
Cut off frequency
Type
Connection type
Gain

3FD8SL-1.5kg-N1U1
2 per module (total 2 modules)
1.5kHz
8-pole low pass Bessel filter
Single-ended input (BNC)
Unity

Table B.3: Krohn-HITE electronic filter specs.

Catalog No.
Number of channels
Cut off frequency
Type
r
Connection type
Gain

B.3

3FD8SL-20g-N1U1
2 (total one module)
20Hz
8-pole low pass Bessel filter
Single-ended input (BNC))
Unity

Feedback96-main mx program

Feedback96-main mx program was used for data acquisition. For DNA overstretching experiments 5 module-steps were used in sequence to perform FTC (find tether
center) and overstretching. The module-steps and settings, shown in the following figures, were the settings used to acquire the DNA overstretching data; DNA unzipping
settings were also similar.
1. Position ramp piezo: This module was used to load the initial parameters for
AOM and piezo. In section “Module for this step”, the user had to select the
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module from a menu of available modules. The “Enabled?” checkbox allowed
individual steps to be included or excluded from the script. The “Initial AOD
(AOM) Setting” menu allowed the optical trap position and intensity to be reset
upon entry into this step. Initial AOM and piezo settings were related to front
panel settings, because as the step sequence started both settings were changed
according to the specified settings. All other parameters were unused in this
step. As AOM RF-input voltage was changed the laser power was modulated
in the trap (power modulation drifts the X-Y signal on QPD).

Figure B.1: Position ramp piezo module.

2. Wait for OK: As the laser power was modulated, the X-Y signals on QPD
were drifted. The signals had to be at zero to make FTC work in next step. The
signals were reset in this sections by introducing a delay. So this was the next
step in which a time delay was introduced to adjust the QPD X-Y signals to
zero. The delay was ended by pushing OK button on popup window. When XY signals were reset the leftover steps were resumed by pressing the OK button.
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It usually took few seconds to reset the signals on QPD. All other parameters
were unused in this step.

Figure B.2: Wait for OK module.

3. Find tether center: This was a very important step in DNA overstretching experiments. It used PID (proportional-integral-derivative) based feedback
loop to find the tether center of DNA. In section 2 of figure B.3, standard PID
feedback parameters are specified, applicable to this module. Feedback was
performed on the position of the bead relative to the optical trap, so the feedback set point defines a desired displacement of the bead within the tweezers
(Hooke0 s-law potential well; which is X signal of QPD). To find the center position of a tethered particle in a static fluid, a force clamp can be used to pull the
bead to the left until the set point is reached, and then to the right with the
same stop condition. A plot of the X-signal vs time appears in figure B.4; the
point of symmetry is closest to the tethering position (the center represents the
tether center). We defined the piezo position for the symmetry point of the po271

sition detector signal to be the zero point of Xtrap . The “Averaging/decimation
factor” allows the user to specify the number of point-by-point acquisitions to
be averaged (in a boxcar fashion) for each stored point. Once the center was

Figure B.3: Find tether center module.

Figure B.4: Position detector signal for a tethered bead pulled from one side of the trap
to the other. Fitting this data (black curve) to an odd-order polynomial defines a unique
center point.

found and the defined conditions were met the sequence moved to the next step.
4. Position ramp piezo: In this step the stage moved back to center under stop
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conditions. Section 3 of the dialog box allowed the specification of the conditions
that would cause this step to terminate. In this module the important condition
was “AOD (AOM) frequency falls below” (38MHz). “Frequency step” was
another important parameters because it decided the direction of piezo motion
(-.01MHz).

Figure B.5: Position ramp piezo module.

5. Position ramp piezo and take data: This was the last step of the sequence.
In this step overstretching or unzipping data was acquired. Important parameters for this step were “frequency step” (MHz); decides the speed, “averaging/decimation factor”, and “stop conditions” (AOD2 frequency exceeds). “Averaging/decimation factor” allowed the data-averaging by skipping data points.
“Frequency step” decided the speed of piezo stage movement. In section 4 of
the dialog box allowed custom parameters to be passed to modules. The “Load
From” and “Save As” buttons allowed the step configuration to be set from a
existing file or saved to a text file, in the same format as the data was acquired.
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This module was also used to acquire DOG scans for detector sensitivity calibration. For detector sensitivity calibration, initial AOD setting was changed from

Figure B.6: Position ramp piezo take data module.

“continue from previous step” to “use the front panel setting”, frequency steps
and averaging were kept same and “AOD2 frequency exceeds” was changed to
39MHz.
Power spectrum module: Power spectrum module was used to acquire the
corner frequency from power spectrum of overdamped trapped free bead0 s Brownian
motion; figure B.7. Module acquired data from X signal and averaged it under given
settings then performed a fittings to calculate the corner frequency (black is data and
red is a fit). The power spectrum graph is one sided Lorentzian with frequency on
X axis and amplitude on Y axis on log-log plot. Fitting gives corner frequency and
variance. Corner frequency was used to calculate the trap stiffness in X direction
(using X signal) and variance was used to calculate the detector sensitivity at trap
center (using Equipartition theorem). Module was also used to calibrate the trap
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Figure B.7: Power spectrum module.

stiffness in Z direction by calculating the corner frequency from a power spectrum of
sum signal.

B.4

Secret peeking software KL program

The data calibration parameter and settings are given in figure B.8: In section
“Conversion Parameters In-3” we have following parameters: Detector sensitivity
(mV/nm) (given by DOG scan, by fitting it with 3rd degree odd polynomial), laser
power from sum (mW/mV) (given by QPD calibration), trap stiffness (pN/nm/W)
(given by corner frequency by power spectrum calibration), we did not use AOD,
piezo position (nm/mV) (given by manufacturer piezo calibration data), height to
be used for quick conversion (given by bead height from the surface at the time
of data acquisition), and conversion type (given by our choice of conversion); quick
conversion (uses single values for sensitivity and stiffness) or polynomial conversion
(uses relationship between sensitivity and stiffness vs trap height). In section “Other
Parameters Cluster 2”, we have bead height used at the time of data acquisition,
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iterations used for quick bead height conversion, decimation factor used to average
the data, lower and upper threshold forces used to auto the data graph, piezo column
used to designate the data column used for conversion and fit type selection used to
fit the find tether center data. In section “DNA Parameters Cluster”, we have parameters related to DNA; contour length, shearing offset, linker offset, and parameters
related to single strand and double strand which can affect the DNA dynamics.

Figure B.8: These are data conversion parameters and settings, used for data conversion
and translation.

B.5

Corner frequency vs laser power

Corner frequency given by power spectrum of an overdamped trapped free beads
Brownian motion was used to estimate the stiffness. So it was absolutely important
to find out the correct laser power for power spectrum. Corner frequency is linear to
laser power but fitting might be affected by several parameters. So it important to
rule out those parameters first, before stiffness calibration. Figure from B.9 to B.11
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presents power spectrum from very low to very high laser powers for 520nm beads
(radius):

Figure B.9: Power spectrum at 6.07mW (1.3V) gives a corner frequency of 22Hz. The
circle at the top shows noise peak due to mechanical vibrations.

Figure B.10: Power spectrum at 45.6mW (1.7V) gives a corner frequency of 1541Hz.

Low laser power reports low corner frequency. Fitting for low corner frequency
might be affected by mechanical noise which will introduce error in fitting. During
power spectrum fitting data in the beginning (up to 100 Hz) of power spectrum was
skipped to avoid any errors. High laser powers result in very stiff trap which weakens
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the variance of Brownian noise induced motion; figure B.10. So the laser power must
be chosen carefully to avoid either phenomenon; figure B.11.

Figure B.11: Power spectrum at 14.3mW (1.45V) gives a corner frequency of 619Hz.
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